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Abstract
Process mining as a discipline is gaining importance in recent years. Its focus is on
the analysis of business processes by means of process execution data. It is a common
misconception to think that a process mining project starts as soon as the data are
available. We tend to underestimate the time, knowledge, and number of iterations
needed to gather relevant data and build an event log suitable for analysis. In many
cases, the data extraction and preparation phase can take up to 80% of the project
duration. Improving this time-consuming initial phase will have a large impact on
the whole process mining project in terms of time, cost, and quality of insights.
In this thesis, we take on several challenges related to data extraction, multiperspective event log building, and event data querying. We consider environments
in which many business processes coexist, sharing data both in a centralized and
distributed storage. The aim of this work is twofold. First, to ease the path for
practitioners to get started with a process mining project in unknown environments
when domain knowledge is not always available. Second, to provide the tools needed
for event data querying and to build specialized event logs for a more effective process
mining analysis. We propose several techniques that, together, constitute a pipeline
connecting databases with existing process mining techniques:
• A meta-model for process mining on databases (in Chapter 3). This meta-model
aims to standardize the way to capture and structure both data and process
aspects of an organization.
• Data extraction adapters for several scenarios (in Chapter 4). These adapters,
developed for some mainstream scenarios, allow us to extract and transform
data from databases to comply with the proposed meta-model structure.
• A technique to discover and recommend case notions in order to build event logs
for process mining (in Chapter 5). This is achieved by exploring possible views
on the data, correlating events by means of the underlying relations extracted
from the original database, and assessing their “interestingness” with respect to
some metrics.
• A data-aware process oriented query language (in Chapter 7). This query language provides a compact and easy way to express relevant queries in the business context by means of constructs that exploit the underlying meta-model.
The techniques presented in this thesis have been evaluated using representative
sample datasets that resemble the most relevant challenges that can be found in real-

viii
life environments, as well as case studies with real databases. The results show that
these techniques succeed at capturing a more comprehensive picture of the systems
under study, improving the quality of the generated event logs, and supporting the
user in the process of data extraction and log building. Moreover, they are a step
ahead towards the goal of automatic data extraction and process mining analysis of
complex IT systems. Implementations of our techniques are publicly available and
licensed as open source.

Preface

Honeybees are fascinating creatures. These small insects are incredibly cooperative.
They organize themselves according to a very well defined societal structure, divided
mainly into reproductive and non-reproductive groups. Individually, they would not
be able to survive. However, as a team they can build complicated housing structures
called hives where they live, breed, store food, and protect themselves from external
agents.
These incredible animals do not only produce honey, but also wax, their main
construction material. Both products are highly valuable for us humans due to the
nutritive value of honey, and the versatility of the wax as a material in many manufacturing processes. However, the shape in which beehives appear in nature does not
allow human beekeepers to take advantage of the honey and wax production without
partially or entirely destroying the hive.
Nowadays, most organizations produce data as a byproduct of their business activity, similarly to the hard-working bees producing wax and honey for their survival.
In many cases, the produced data is crucial for the functioning of the organization,
while at the same time it acts as a record of the execution of their business processes.
However, many of such organizations struggle to get the maximal potential from their
data. One of the reasons is the disconnect between the data structure that supports
their business processes and the data structure that would be suitable for the analysis
of their process data.
We believe that business process execution and analysis can coexist, sharing common data sources in a sustainable manner. In order to achieve such an equilibrium,
data structures need to be reshaped, similarly to the way that beekeepers provide a
structure to beehives. When used responsibly, artificial beehives allow the beekeeper
to benefit from the production of honey without disrupting the colony. This thesis
proposes a way to structure data in order to facilitate data extraction and to enable
the analysis of business processes in real-life environments.
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Introduction

Swarm hanging from a branch.
“Cours complet d’apiculture”, Georges de
Layens and Gaston Bonnier, 1897

The goal of process mining is to analyze event data of business processes in order to
obtain insights into the behavior and execution of processes, such as the most common
paths, deviations, performance measurements, etc. In order to obtain these insights,
process mining techniques rely on the existence of event logs.
In reality, however, event logs are not always readily available. In fact, it is
almost never the case that event logs are generated and stored in the desired format
ready for analysis. In general, obtaining event logs is a very time consuming and not
straightforward task that can require the involvement of business analysts, domain
experts, IT specialists, and database administrators. In many cases, up to 80% of
the time and effort, and 50% of the cost is spent during the data extraction and
preparation phases [121]. Far from the common belief, the construction of event logs
is not a one-time task. As shown in Figure 1.1, it is a manual and iterative process that
starts with a data exploration phase, continues with repeated event log extractions
and mining, and ends with the desired event log that contains the necessary features
and cases in order to carry out the desired process mining analysis. The variety of
systems used in organizations adds difficulty to the event log extraction task, forcing
the analysts to develop ad-hoc queries and perform data preprocessing specifically
tailored to each situation.
The focus of this thesis is to research methods to extract event data and support
the user in the process of generating event logs suitable for process mining analysis. In
this chapter, first, we provide an introduction to process mining in Section 1.1. In Section 1.2 we focus on process mining in the context of databases. Section 1.3 presents
the challenges to face when dealing with databases in a process mining project. Finally, we list the contributions of this thesis and its structure in Section 1.4.
1
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Figure 1.1: An overview of the P M 2 methodology [114].

1.1 Event Data and Process Mining
The field of process mining offers a wide variety of methods to analyze event data.
Process discovery, conformance and compliance checking, performance analysis, process monitoring and prediction, and operational support are some of the techniques
that process mining provides to better understand and improve business processes.
Most of these techniques rely on the existence of an event log. Section 1.1.1 provides
details on what event data is and how event logs can be built. Section 1.1.2 gives an
introduction to process mining and some of the most common types of analysis that
can be performed.

1.1.1 Event Data
Event data is the fuel for process mining. It provides information about the execution of all kinds of processes and enables us to analyze what happened, when, and,
sometimes, in what context. This kind of data can be obtained from many sources,
such as information system logs, databases, and even paper records. In the scope of
this thesis, we will focus on event logs obtained from databases.
Events are the smallest pieces of event data that we can use to perform a process
mining analysis; they represent the occurrence of a specific action. An event is usually
characterized by three basic attributes: a timestamp, an activity name, and a case
identifier. The timestamp indicates when the event occurred. The activity name gives
an indication of what kind of activity was performed. Finally, a case identifier tells
us to which instance of the underlying process this event belongs. The timestamps
of a collection of events provide some sort of order, while the case identifiers provide

1.1 Event Data and Process Mining
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Table 1.1: Example of an event log obtained from the database of a ticket selling system.
Event

Case

CustomerID

BookingID

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
...

1
1
2
1
1
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
4
4
4
5
4
6
6
5
6
6
6
...

101
101
102

201
201

101
102
103
102

104
104
105
105
104

203
203
202
202
203
202

205
205
204
204
204

TicketID

039

055
073
084
065

061
023
048

105
106
106

...

204

032

206
205
206
206
206
...

017
020
021
022
...

Activity
Insert Customer
Make Booking
Insert Customer
Update Ticket
Update Customer
Update Customer
Make Booking
Update Ticket
Make Booking
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
Insert Customer
Update Customer
Insert Customer
Make Booking
Update Ticket
Make Booking
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
Update Customer
Update Ticket
Update Customer
Make Booking
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
...

Time stamps
2014-11-27
2014-11-27
2014-11-27
2014-11-27
2014-11-27
2014-11-27
2014-11-27
2014-11-27
2014-11-27
2014-11-27
2014-11-27
2014-11-27
2014-11-28
2014-11-28
2014-11-28
2014-11-28
2014-11-28
2014-11-29
2014-11-29
2014-11-29
2014-11-29
2014-11-29
2014-11-30
2014-11-30
2014-11-30
2014-11-30
2014-11-30
2014-11-30

15:55:35
15:58:23
15:59:10
16:03:25
16:20:13
16:22:17
17:12:50
17:15:22
17:23:45
17:55:15
18:07:50
18:13:32
10:12:46
10:20:35
11:38:13
12:01:15
12:02:05
22:40:21
22:45:12
23:01:51
23:05:10
23:15:28
13:34:26
13:38:14
14:45:08
14:56:42
15:10:45
15:25:36
...

a way to correlate events per process instance or trace. Activity names are typically
used by miners to discover the activities (or transitions) that belong to the discovered
process model.
Table 1.1 shows an example of an event log corresponding to a ticket selling system. We see several events that correspond to actions performed by the system
such as customer insertions (“Insert Customer”), customer data changes (“Update
Customer”), bookings (“Make Booking”), and ticket reservations (“Update Ticket”).
Also, we see that each event has a corresponding timestamp. However, when it comes
to case identifiers, several options are left open. Figure 1.2 shows four different event
logs that can be built using the events in Table 1.1 when considering different case
notions. When customer identifiers (CustomerID) are used to correlate events, we
obtain the traces in Figure 1.2.a where each trace contains events belonging to the
same customer. Another option is to group the events based on the booking they
refer to (BookingID) resulting in the event log in Figure 1.2.b. Considering the ticket
identifier (TicketID) as the case notion we obtain the event log shown in Figure 1.2.c
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where every trace refers to a unique ticket update. However, combining customer and
booking identifiers provides a more comprehensive view of the process, resulting in the
event log depicted in Figure 1.2.d. Depending on which field is chosen, different event
logs will be constructed and, therefore, different process models will be discovered.

Figure 1.2: Different event logs that can be built depending on the selected case notion.

1.1.2 Process Mining
The aim of process mining [109] is to analyze event data in order to provide insights
into the execution of processes in reality. Many techniques can be used, depending on
the insights we want to obtain and the questions we need to answer. Process mining
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techniques can be classified according to their relation to three main tasks: process
discovery, conformance checking, and process enhancement.
Process discovery
Process discovery techniques focus on discovering process models that describe the
behavior of systems as has been observed in event data. Different algorithms use
different representations, each of them having different strengths. Figure 1.3 shows
the result of constructing the directly-follows graph based on the 6 traces in Table 1.1.
We see patterns like the repetition of “Update Ticket” several times per trace and the
fact that most of the times it is preceded by the execution of “Make Booking”.

Figure 1.3: Directly-follows graph based on the event log in Table 1.1.

However, the previous model does not provide clear execution semantics, since
there is no information about whether splits in the model are actually choices or
parallel execution paths. Other algorithms are able to discover these constructs and
provide a better understanding of the behavior of the process. Figure 1.4 shows a
process tree discovered by the Inductive Miner [62]. There, we see that “Update
Ticket” is executed in parallel with “Update Customer” and “Make Booking”. This
means that these activities can be executed in any order.

Figure 1.4: Process tree discovered with Inductive Miner [62] based on the event log in
Table 1.1.
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A discovered process model can be useful on its own, as a representation of a
process based on the observed event data. Also, it can be used, together with event
data, as the input for other process mining tasks, such as conformance checking or
process enhancement.

Conformance checking
Conformance and compliance checking deals with the problem of comparing the expected behavior with the actual observed behavior of a process. It is rarely the case
that the observed behavior of processes in reality exactly matches the expected behavior. This can be due to many causes: human error, flexible processes, exceptional
cases not considered by the initial design, noise, fraud, etc.
One of the challenges when tackling the conformance and compliance problem
is to correctly relate event data to the process model used as a guideline. Another
challenge is to provide meaningful diagnostics to the user by means of reliable metrics.
Alignment computation [111] is a method that deals with this problem, providing
insights into the differences between observed behavior and reference process models.

Figure 1.5: Deviations displayed on top of a process tree (discovered with Inductive
Miner [62]) based on the event log in Table 1.1.

Figure 1.5 shows a model discovered with the Inductive Miner, on top of which
deviations have been plotted. These deviations, represented as red dashed arrows,
show alternative paths taken during the execution of the process (as observed in the
event data) that were not possible in the reference process model. The first read arc
at the top represents one alternative path, initially not supported by the model, that
was taken in the event log by skipping the execution of the activities Make Booking,
Update Ticket, and Update Customer. The second red arc (with a frequency of 7),
represents the execution of activities in the event log that were not supported by the
model at that point. The detection of these alternative paths is possible thanks to the
application of conformance checking, which is able to match elements of the process
model to the event data and identifies the observed behavior that cannot be described
by the reference model.

1.2 Process Mining on Databases
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Process enhancement
Process enhancement methods use event data to provide additional diagnostics to
improve existing process models. Their aim is to change or extend a process model.
For instance, process enhancement can be used to repair a reference model in order
to capture observed behavior that was not originally allowed. Figure 1.5 shows an
example of this, enabling alternative paths that the original model did not consider.
Another use of process enhancement is the representation of performance diagnostics
on top of a model. Figure 1.6 shows performance metrics (sojourn time) for a discovered process model based on recorded event data. Using different metrics allows the
identification of bottlenecks, throughput times, frequencies, etc.

Figure 1.6: Performance metrics (sojourn time) displayed on top of a process tree (discovered
with Inductive Miner [62]) based on the event log in Table 1.1.

1.2 Process Mining on Databases
Process mining analysis, when applied on databases, pursues the same goal as process
mining on any other environment. However, there are several characteristics that
make this environment particularly challenging and promising at the same time:
• Normally, several processes coexist in the scope of a single database. One
possibility is that these processes are disjoint in terms of the events that relate
to them (Figure 1.12). It can also be the case that they are interconnected
and share some data aspect, which can be analyzed together (Figure 1.10).
Another option is that each process represents a different view on the same
data (Figure 1.11).
• The notion of event log and trace is not strictly defined, especially if the system
under study is not process-aware. Data objects and implicit events are stored
in a database, but it is rare to find them explicitly correlated in traces (Figure 1.7). The analyst is free to choose how to correlate them to build event
logs (Figures 1.8 and 1.9). Event correlation in this context is enabled by data
relations implicit in the database schema, but the challenge is to decide which
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of the multiple relations to take into account. Also, many case notions can be
chosen, each one representing a different view on the data. Table 1.1 shows
an example of a sparse set of events where, in order to be able to correlate all
the events belonging to a full process instance, we need to consider the transitive relations between tickets and customers by means of bookings. This is an
additional challenge present in most database contexts.
• Event data might not be explicitly recorded, and needs to be extracted and
interpreted before it can be analyzed. This is the case when timestamps, activity
names, resource, and life-cycle data appeared scattered through the data model.
We find this problem too when events are not recorded in the tables, but stored
by the RDBMS as a transaction log (or redo-log) at a lower level, in binary or
plain files.
• Data incompleteness is a common issue when dealing with real-life datasets.
This issue becomes critical when important data attributes are missing. This
is the case when we find timestamps that indicate the occurrence of an event,
without knowing what is the corresponding activity name. Also, timestamps
can be missing, either always or sometimes, which represents another example
of event data incompleteness.
• It is often the case that data relations are not explicitly defined in the database
schema, but the constraints are being kept at the application level. If the application is proprietary and documentation is not available, we need to discover
these relations before the events can be correlated.
• There is a huge variety of database vendors and systems. Each of them uses
different technologies and records data in a different way. Despite the existence
of SQL as the de facto standard among query languages, each database system implements a dialect of SQL, adding new commands or introducing syntax
variations with respect to the SQL specification.

All these aspects make the application of process mining on databases a challenging
but potentially rewarding task. The fact that, every day, almost every organization
stores large amounts of data about their business process instances in a structured
manner in databases, represents an extraordinary opportunity to bring process mining
to practice at a large scale. This thesis focuses on supporting the process of event
data extraction, event log building, and event data querying, based on the first two
guiding principles (GP1 and GP2) indicated in [110]. We follow these two guiding
principles to tackle the challenges faced when applying process mining on databases.
The next section explores these challenges more exhaustively.

1.3 Challenges in Process Mining on Databases
Over the last years, we have witnessed an increase of interest in the field of process
mining. Important academic developments took place, while at the same time many
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Figure 1.7: Space of events
obtained from a data store.

Figure 1.8: A case as a path
through the space of events.

Figure 1.9: A process as a
collection of cases.

Figure 1.10: The same event
can belong to several cases
of the same or different processes.

Figure 1.11: Processes as different views on the same set
of events.

Figure 1.12: Processes describing disjoint events.

companies became aware of the business potential of process mining. As a result, a
number of commercial tools incorporating process mining capabilities became available to the market.
Despite these developments, several challenges remain an open question. An example is the case of the data extraction and preparation phase. Nowadays, obtaining
event data and getting the right event logs is still one of the most time-consuming
tasks in any process mining project. The process mining manifesto [110], published
by the IEEE Task Force on Process Mining, presents several guiding principles and
challenges in the field. This section lists some challenges relevant in the scope of this
thesis, and proposes a few additional ones of particular importance in database environments. All of these challenges are related to the problems of event data extraction,
event log building, and event data querying, as depicted in Figure 1.13.

1.3.1 Challenge 1: Finding, Merging, and Cleaning Event Data
This challenge corresponds to Challenge C1 as mentioned in [110]. According to C1,
extracting event data in a form suitable for process mining represents a considerable
effort. Some issues to face when extracting event data are:
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Figure 1.13: Overview of the challenges when connecting data stores with process mining
techniques.

• Distribution of data across various sources: the information needs to be retrieved
and merged in order to be analyzed.
• Nature of data: usually, data found in databases are “object centric” instead
of “process centric”. However, processes usually involve events that belong to
objects of different classes.
• Incompleteness of event data: this makes it difficult to directly relate events to a
process instance. Event timestamps may be missing as well. Data interpolation
and inference may be necessary to derive the missing pieces of information.
• Outliers in data: extracted event logs may contain exceptional behavior. How
to identify this behavior and classifying it either as noise or exceptions worth of
further analysis is a question to be answered.
• Granularity of events: very low-level events are often too detailed for the purpose of the analysis, while very high-level events hide interesting and complex
behavior. Very fine-grained timestamps can be mixed with coarse date information as well, complicating the ordering of events and, therefore, the analysis.
• Context of event occurrence: this context may help to explain the behavior
observed in data. If not taken into account at the data extraction phase, important details can be missing. However, incorporating excessive contextual
information can complicate the analysis, introducing too many features.

1.3 Challenges in Process Mining on Databases
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These problems need to be addressed by new tools or techniques, aimed at obtaining high-quality event logs. This can only be achieved by “treating event data as
first-class citizens” (Guiding Principle GP1 [110]).

1.3.2 Challenge 2: Dealing with Complex Event Logs Having Diverse
Characteristics
This challenge corresponds to Challenge C2 as mentioned in [110]. C2 states that
event logs may have very different characteristics in terms of size, quality, granularity,
structure, etc. These aspects contribute to the difficulty of the analysis. Very large
event logs may pose scalability issues, while very small event logs do not provide
enough evidence to obtain reliable results. Also, the structure plays an important
role in the complexity of an event log, independently of its size. High variability in
structure among the traces contributes to more unstructured process models, more
difficult to interpret than other logs in which most of the cases follow the same path.
So far, organizations deal with these issues by investing a considerable amount of time
and work to identify event logs suitable for process mining analysis.

1.3.3 Challenge 3: Cross-Organizational Mining
This challenge corresponds to Challenge C7 as mentioned in [110]. C7 states that
it is common to find processes that span across several organizations. It is often
the case that each participant handles a part of the whole process at hand. Event
logs may become available for analysis from each organization involved. However,
focusing on each of these logs individually does not help to understand the process
as a whole. The analysis of end-to-end cross-organizational processes requires event
logs from different sources to be merged. Correlating events across organizations is
not a trivial task and still represents an open challenge to apply process mining in
this kind of scenario.

1.3.4 Challenge 4: Multi-Perspective Event Log Building
Modern organizations are driven by many processes. Some of these processes can
be completely disjoint (procurement vs. salaries), while others can intersect in some
aspects (procurement vs. invoicing). In the latter case, the extracted event data
may belong to several processes and, in order to analyze each one separately, we
need to adopt the right perspective. Choosing one or another perspective requires a
different way to correlate the events to build event logs. Organizations achieve this by
means of trial and error, going back to the original source of data and rebuilding logs
from different perspectives by manually specifying correlation rules and executing
complicated queries. It is not trivial to define a general approach that facilitates
multi-perspective log building and enables process mining techniques to show common
points of intersection between coexisting processes.
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1.3.5 Challenge 5: Improve Usability for Non-Experts
This challenge corresponds to Challenge C10 as mentioned in [110]. According to
C10, one of the goals of process mining is to provide “living process models”. These
models must hold a link with event data, so new data can be used to discover new
behavior, and to remain up-to-date with the current state. All this requires easy-touse, intuitive interfaces and automatic methods that hide the complexity from the
user. When it comes to databases, usability is important due to the vast amount of
information to be analyzed by users. Additionally, the lack of homogeneity in terms of
structure complicates the development of tools to automatically extract and process
the data.
It is necessary to develop new techniques that focus on the automation of data
extraction and log building, assisting the user on this tedious task, and requiring as
little intervention and manual work as possible.

1.3.6 Challenge 6: Fill the Domain Knowledge Gap in Event Log Extraction
Nowadays, event log extraction from databases is driven mainly by domain knowledge.
This means looking at specific attributes of the data to extract events and correlating
them in order to build event logs. In the cases when such knowledge is not available, it
is necessary to use intuition or explorative methods to identify event information and
case notions. Some of these explorative methods require a lot of manual work. This
problem becomes intractable when tackling databases that involve tens, hundreds, or
thousands of tables. In these cases, manual explorative approaches are inefficient, due
to the huge cost in time, and ineffective, given that important data can be missed. New
approaches are needed to fill the domain knowledge gap in database environments, in
order to enable automatic extraction of data with some guarantees.

1.3.7 Challenge 7: Question-Driven Log Extraction
Event log extraction is not a trivial task, especially in the context of databases, where
many processes and data perspectives can be mixed in a single and complex data
schema. Extracting and correlating all the existing events as a whole often results in
extremely complex event logs, where behavioral patterns are mixed into a meaningless
and difficult to interpret “spaghetti” process. To avoid this, during the data extraction
phase, we should focus on particular perspectives, cases, or tables, in order to answer
concrete questions. This falls in line with the Guiding Principle GP2 [110], which
says that “log extraction should be driven by questions”.
Without concrete questions, it becomes very hard to obtain meaningful event data,
especially within a database context where hundreds or thousands of tables can be
involved. It is necessary to develop techniques able to query data in order to select
the relevant events for a more effective analysis and more meaningful results.

1.4 Contributions and Structure of this Thesis
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Figure 1.14: Overview of the contributions of this thesis, in the context of a pipeline connecting databases with existing process mining techniques.

1.4 Contributions and Structure of this Thesis
In this section, we list the main contributions of this thesis and provide an outline of
the chapters with a short summary of their content.

1.4.1 Thesis Contributions
The contributions of this thesis can be grouped into three blocks according to the
phase of a process mining project to which they relate: data extraction, event log
building, and data querying. Figure 1.14 shows a diagram of the pipeline connecting
the source databases to the existing process mining techniques. When compared to
the situation depicted in Figure 1.13, we see that contributions have been made at
several stages of the process. Contributions at the data extraction level focus on the
definition of a standard target format and on supporting the extraction from different
sources. With respect to event log building, contributions focus on assisting event log
generation from different perspectives. Finally, contributions on data querying aim
at supporting analysts to analyze data in a process mining context, e.g., to obtain
event logs that fit specific business questions. More details about the contributions
are provided below:
Data Extraction
The data extraction phase consists of the process of accessing, extracting, and transforming the data to a standard format, i.e., all the operations to be performed before
we can start making sense out of the data. With respect to this phase, we present the
following contributions:
• A meta-model for process mining on databases (OpenSLEX) (Chapter 3, addresses challenges 1.3.1 and 1.3.2). This meta-model combines data and process
aspects in a single structure in order to capture a more comprehensive picture of
the system under study. At the same time, it serves as a standard format to decouple data extraction from later phases like event log building, data querying,
or process mining analysis.
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• Data extraction adapters for several environments (Chapter 4, addresses challenges 1.3.1, 1.3.2, and 1.3.3). The meta-model mentioned above is tested on
three different environments, presenting the mapping to the proposed metamodel both formally and in practice. Domain knowledge about the architecture
of the source data is used during the data extraction phase in order to adapt it
to the proposed meta-model.

Event Log Building
The event log building phase deals with the issue of correlating events in order to
build traces and logs. This is an important phase, since there are many criteria to
group events together. A case notion defines the specific criteria to follow in order to
correlate two events together in the same trace. To help in carrying out this task, we
present the following contributions:
• Case notion discovery and recommendation (eddytools) (Chapter 5, addresses
challenges 1.3.4, 1.3.5, and 1.3.6). We propose a framework to assist the analyst
in the event log building phase by providing methods to discover and recommend
interesting case notions, and to build the corresponding event logs:
– Multiple perspectives on event data (Addresses Challenge 1.3.4). We propose a technique to define case notions based on the underlying data
schema, providing different ways to correlate events, and therefore multiple views on the data. This allows us to automatically define candidate
case notions based on the data schema at hand. Also, when domain knowledge is available, custom case notions can be defined using this formalism.
– Automated event log building based on data schema (Addresses challenges
1.3.4 and 1.3.6). We provide an algorithm to build event logs given a case
notion and a dataset extracted from a database. The combination of this
algorithm with the proposed case notion discovery technique provides an
automated approach to event log building.
– Case notion recommendation framework (Chapter 5, addresses challenges
1.3.4, 1.3.5, and 1.3.6). We propose a method for case notion ranking
based on their potential “interestingness”. This reduces the computation
time, avoiding the generation of meaningless event logs. The goal is to help
analysts to focus on the most interesting views on the event data in the
exploratory phases of the analysis or at times when domain knowledge is
not available.
Data Querying
Data querying is a phase that can be performed at any moment, i.e., before and after
the data extraction, and before and after the event log building. When performed
before the data extraction, we need to query considering the original structure of
the data, as well as the specific system in which the data are stored, e.g., Oracle
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RDBMS. However, when performed after the extraction, we can assume a common
structure (in our case the proposed meta-model) regardless of the source of data. This
helps to standardize the querying process. In order to provide an easier and more
standard way to query data in the process mining context, we present the following
contribution:
• Data-aware process oriented query language (DAPOQ-Lang) (Chapter 7, addresses Challenge 1.3.7). With this query language we aim at simplifying the
query writing step when carrying out a process mining project. We provide a
set of constructs that makes it possible to write more compact and readable
queries, to obtain insights when exploring the data, and to build specialized
event logs exploiting domain knowledge about the data in an easier way.

1.4.2 Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured into 9 chapters, covering the following topics:
Chapter 1: Introduction. This chapter provides an introduction to the topic and aim
of this thesis. Challenges and contributions are discussed as well.
Chapter 2: Preliminaries. In this chapter, we introduce the basic mathematical notation and formal definitions required to understand the rest of this thesis.
Chapter 3: OpenSLEX: A Meta-Model for Process Mining. We propose a meta-model
for process mining, especially focused on database environments, that combines data
and process aspects of an organization. This chapter is based on [40, 42].
Chapter 4: OpenSLEX in Practice: Data Extraction and Querying. In this chapter,
we evaluate our meta-model on three different real-life environments. We provide the
adapters needed to extract and transform data in order to comply with the OpenSLEX
meta-model. We also performed a limited analysis of the extracted data as a sample
of the opportunities for analysis enabled by this technique. This chapter is based
on [38, 40, 42, 44].
Chapter 5: Case Notion Discovery and Recommendation. We propose a method to
compute candidate case notions based on the schema of the database under study, as
well as a technique to predict the possible “interestingness” of the resulting event log
based on certain metrics. The accuracy of the prediction is evaluated with respect to
an established ground truth. This chapter is based on [39].
Chapter 6: Process Mining Techniques Applied: Data Properties and Opportunities.
In this chapter we present a survey of process mining techniques that can be applied
on event logs obtained from databases, according to the characteristics of the data at
hand. The aim is to provide a tease on the types of analyses that can be performed
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on the data obtained by the techniques that we presented in the previous chapters.
Chapter 7: Data-Aware Process Oriented Querying. We exploited the structure of
the OpenSLEX meta-model to create a query language focused on ease of use and
compactness. We provide a specification of the syntax and semantics, together with a
performance evaluation. The most common use cases are listed together with sample
queries that demonstrate the benefits of this query language. This chapter is based
on [41, 43].
Chapter 8: Case Study: Process Mining on a Health Information System. The techniques presented in previous chapters are tested in this case study on a healthcare
system. The whole process mining pipeline is presented, from the first contact with
the original database to the process mining analysis of the resulting event logs.
Chapter 9: Conclusion. We conclude this thesis with a summary of the achievements
and lessons learned, together with ideas for future work.

The honeybee: a, worker; b, queen; c, drone.
“Beekeeping: a discussion of the life of the honeybee
and of the production of honey”,
Everett Franklin Phillips, 1923

2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we recall some basic mathematical concepts like sets, tuples, powersets, functions, partial functions, sequences, and multi-sets. Also, we present a notion
of database at a formal level, a description of the ETL (extract, transform, load)
process, and a formalization of event logs and Petri nets.

2.1 Notations
In this section, we introduce some basic mathematical concepts and notations, which
will be widely used across the chapters of this thesis.
Definition 1 (Set) A set is a well-defined, possibly infinite, unsorted collection of
distinct objects. The objects that belong to a set are called elements. A set is usually
denoted by a capital letter such as X, and it can be described listing its elements
between curly braces, e.g., X = {a, b, c}. We use ∈ to express that an element belongs
to a set, e.g., a ∈ X . An empty set is denoted by ;, and the cardinality of a set
(number of elements) is denoted by |X |. We can perform the following operations on
sets: union ( X ∪ Y ), intersection ( X ∩ Y ), and difference ( X \ Y ). A set X is a subset
of set Y ( X ⊆ Y ) when all the elements of X are included in Y. A set X is a strict
subset of Y ( X ⊂ Y ) if X is a subset of Y and they are not equal.
Definition 2 (Tuple) A tuple is a finite ordered list of elements. A tuple can be
expressed by listing its elements in order between parentheses, e.g., A = (a, b, c). Also,
it can be expressed as belonging to the Cartesian product of other sets, e.g., A = B ×C .
Definition 3 (Powerset) The powerset of a set X (P (X )) is the set of all possible
subsets of X, including X and the empty set (;), i.e., Y ∈ P (X ) ⇐⇒ Y ⊆ X .
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Definition 4 (Function and partial function) A function f from X to Y, maps an element in X to an element in Y, and is expressed as f ∈ X → Y . The domain of
f is X if for every element in X, f is defined and maps it to a value in Y, i.e.,
dom( f ) = X ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ X : f (x) ∈ Y . The range of f is the set of the images of all elements in the domain, i.e., range( f ) = { f (x) | x ∈ dom( f )}. A partial function g ∈ X ̸→ Y
is a function whose domain is a subset of X, i.e., dom(g ) ⊆ X , which means that g
does not need to be defined for all values in X.
Definition 5 (Sequence) For a given set A , A ∗ is the set of all non-empty finite sequences over A plus the empty sequence. A non-empty finite sequence over A of
length n is a mapping σ ∈ {1, ..., n} → A . Such a sequence is represented by a string,
i.e., σ = 〈a1 , a2 , ..., an 〉 where ai = σ(i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n . |σ| denotes the length of the
sequence, i.e., |σ| = n .
Definition 6 (Multi-set (bag)) Given a finite set A , a multi-set M over A is a function
M : A → N. B(A) denotes the set of all multi-sets over a finite domain A . The size of
∑
a multi-set is denoted as |M |, and is defined as |M | = a∈A M (a).
A multi-set M over a set A is a set in which each element of A may occur multiple
times. An example multi-set can be expressed as M = [a, b 2 , c 4 ] where a, b, c ∈ A ,
M (a) = 1, M (b) = 2, and M (c) = 4.

2.2 Databases
Within the scope of this thesis, databases represent our main source of data. For this
reason, it is important to clearly define the assumptions made with respect to the
structure of the information that we can find in them. We assume that a relational
database will always comply with the following requirements:
• A data model is defined,
• There is a set of class/table names,
• There is a primary key defined for each class,
• A foreign key can only refer to an existing primary key,
• There must be a one-to-one mapping between the attributes of a foreign key
and the attributes of the primary key that it refers to.
Even if these requirements are fulfilled, they may not be available to the analyst.
In that case, some limitations exist with respect to the techniques that can be applied
to carry out a process mining project. In the coming chapters, we will propose ways
to overcome these limitations, and still be able to perform the analysis.
In this thesis, we deal with environments that use a relational database to store
all the relevant information. Therefore, all of them share some characteristics. In
further chapters we provide a formalization of a standard meta-model for storage of
data obtained from such sources. But first, Definition 7 formalizes the concept of
source data model for a certain relational database:
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Definition 7 (Source Data Model) Assume V to be some universe of values. A source
data model is a tuple SDM = (C , A, classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass, keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr)
such that:
• C is a set of class names,
• A is a set of attribute names,
• classAttr ∈ C → P (A) is a function mapping each class onto a set of attribute
names. Each attribute a ∈ A must belong to the set of attributes mapped to one
class c ∈ C . A c is a shorthand denoting the set of attributes of class c ∈ C , i.e.,
A c = classAttr (c),
• val ∈ A → P (V ) is a function mapping each attribute onto a set of values. Va =
val (a) is a shorthand denoting the set of possible values of attribute a ∈ A ,
• PK is a set of primary and unique key names,
• FK is a set of foreign key names,
• PK and FK are disjoint sets, that is PK ∩FK = ;. To facilitate further definitions,
the shorthand K is introduced, which represents the set of all keys: K = PK ∪FK ,
• keyClass ∈ K → C is a function mapping each key name to a class. K c is a shorthand denoting the set of keys of class c ∈ C such that K c = {k ∈ K | keyClass (k) = c},
• keyRel ∈ FK → PK is a function mapping each foreign key onto a primary key,
• keyAttr ∈ K → P (A) is a function mapping each key onto a set of attributes, such
that ∀k ∈ K : keyAttr (k) ⊆ A keyClass(k) ,
• refAttr ∈ (FK × A) ̸→ A is a function mapping each pair of a foreign key and an attribute onto an attribute from the corresponding primary key, i.e., dom(refAttr) =
{(k, a) ∈ FK × A | a ∈ keyAttr(k)}, and ∀k ∈ FK : ∀a ∈ keyAttr(k) : (refAttr(k, a) ∈
keyAttr(keyRel(k)). Also, every attribute of the referred primary key must be
mapped to an attribute of the referring foreign key, i.e., ∀k ∈ FK : ∀a ∈ keyAttr(
keyRel(k)) : ∃a ′ ∈ keyAttr(k) : refAttr(k, a′ ) = a. Finally, each attribute of the referred primary key can only be mapped to one attribute from each referring
foreign key ∀k ∈ F K : ∀a, a ′ ∈ keyAttr(k) : refAttr(k, a) = refAttr(k, a′ ) =⇒ a = a ′ .
The following notations in Definition 8 will help us to express mappings and objects
in a compact way.
Definition 8 (Notation) Let SDM = (C , A, classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass, keyRel, keyAttr,
refAttr) be a source data model.
• M SDM = {map ∈ A ̸→ V | ∀a ∈ dom(map) : map(a) ∈ Va } is the set of mappings,
• OSDM = {(c, map) ∈ C × M SDM | dom(map) = classAttr(c)} is the set of all possible
objects of SDM .
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Another aspect of databases is the concept of source object model. Definition 9
describes this concept, which corresponds to a snapshot of the database at a certain
moment in time.
Definition 9 (Source Object Model) Let SDM = (C , A, classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass,
keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr) be a source data model. A source object model of SDM is a
set SOM ⊆ OSDM of objects. U SOM (SDM) = P (OSDM ) is the set of all object models of
SDM.
To ensure the validity of the source object model, i.e., the fulfillment of all the
constraints such as primary and foreign keys, we introduce the concept of valid source
object model in Definition 10.
Definition 10 (Valid Source Object Model) Assume SDM = (C , A, classAttr, val, PK , FK ,
keyClass, keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr) to be a source data model. VSOM ⊆ U SOM (SDM) is the
set of valid source object models. An object model SOM ∈ VSOM if and only if the
following requirements hold:
• ∀(c, map) ∈ SOM : (∀k ∈ K c ∩ FK : (∃(c ′ , map′ ) ∈ SOM : keyClass(keyRel(k)) = c ′ ∧
(∀a ∈ keyAttr(k) : map(a) = map′ (refAttr(k, a))))), i.e., referenced objects must exist,
• ∀(c, map), (c, map′ ) ∈ SOM : (∀k ∈ K c ∩PK : ((∀a ∈ keyAttr(k) : map(a) = map′ (a)) =⇒
map = map′ )), i.e., PK values must be unique.
For the remainder of this thesis, we assume that any database we deal with will
be defined by a data model according to Definition 7, and a valid source object model
as described in Definition 10. Also, incomplete data in the form of empty values is
allowed, as long as it does not conflict with the constrains set by the data model.
This means that primary and foreign key constraints must be satisfied.

2.3 ETL: Extract, Transform, Load
Extract, transform, load (ETL) [57] is a process commonly executed when working
with databases. It refers to the following steps involved in the preparation of data
from databases for analysis or querying:
1. Extract: data are extracted from homogeneous or heterogeneous data sources,
e.g., monolithic databases, and distributed databases with the same or different
structure,
2. Transform: data are transformed in order to be stored in the appropriate format
required for the purpose of analysis, e.g., data quality and consistency standards
are enforced, and data are normalized and merged,
3. Load: data are loaded in the final database, e.g., a data store or a data warehouse.

2.4 Event Logs
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ETL is a common process when dealing with data from different sources within
organizations to be integrated in a common data warehouse. The next chapter proposes a meta-model to structure data obtained from databases in order to enable the
application of process mining techniques.

2.4 Event Logs
In this section we present the definition of event log as proposed in [109]. A process
consists of cases, and a case consists of events. Events within a case are ordered, and
can have attributes. Examples of typical attribute names are activity, time, costs,
and resource.
Definition 11 (Universes [109]) We define the following universes:
• ϵ denotes the set of all possible event identifiers,
• AN denotes the set of all possible attribute names,
• V denotes the set of all possible attribute values,
• A denotes the set of all possible activity names,
• I denotes the set of all possible process instance identifiers,
• TS denotes the set of all possible timestamps,
• CA denotes the set of all possible cases.
Definition 12 (Event, Attribute [109]) Let ϵ be the set of all possible event identifiers,
and AN the set of all possible attribute names. Events can be described by several
attributes, e.g. time of occurrence, resource involved, name of the performed activity,
etc. Given an event e ∈ ϵ and a name n ∈ AN , we say that #n (e) is the value of attribute
n for event e . If event e does not have attribute n , then #n (e) =⊥ (null value).
We define some shorthands for the most common, although optional, event attributes:
• #activity(e) is the activity associated to event e ,
• #time(e) is the timestamp of event e ,
• #resource(e) is the resource associated to event e ,
• #trans(e) is the transaction type, also known as life-cycle, associated to event e .
Some conventions apply for these attributes. In particular, timestamps should be
non-descending in the event log. Also, we assume the timestamp universe TS such
that #time(e) ∈ TS for any e ∈ ϵ.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a Petri net with initial marking start and final marking end.

Definition 13 (Case, trace, event log [109]) Let CA be the universe of all possible cases.
Cases have attributes. For any case c ∈ CA and name n ∈ AN : #n (c) is the value of
attribute n for case c . If c does not have an attribute named n , then #n (c) =⊥. Each
case has a mandatory attribute trace, #trace (c) ∈ ϵ∗ .
A trace is a finite sequence of events σ ∈ ϵ∗ such that each event appears only once,
i.e., for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |σ| : σ(i ) ̸= σ( j ).
An event log is a set of cases L ⊆ CA. If an event log contains timestamps, then
the ordering in a trace should respect these timestamps, i.e., for any c ∈ L , i and j
such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |ĉ| : #time (ĉ(i)) ≤ #time (ĉ(j)).

2.5 Process Models
An event log usually describes the observed behavior of a certain process. It is possible
to capture and abstract such behavior in a process model. A process model uses graphs
to describe the causal dependencies between the activities of a process.
Petri nets are one of the oldest and most well-studied process modeling languages.
The notation is simple and intuitive, yet powerful enough to allow us to model complex
structures. One important characteristic of Petri nets is that they are executable and
they support concurrency.
A Petri net can be formalized as a bipartite graph, consisting of places and transitions. Tokens can flow through the network following certain firing rules. The state
of a Petri net is determined by its marking, which captures the distribution of tokens
over places. The initial marking of a network determines its marking right before the
execution starts.
Definition 14 (Petri net [109]) A Petri net is a triplet N = (P, T, F ) where P is a finite
set of places, T is a finite set of transitions such that P ∩T = ;, and F ⊆ (P ×T )∪(T ×P )
is a set of directed arcs, called the flow relation. A marked Petri net is a pair (N , M )
where N = (P, T, F ) is a Petri net and where M ∈ B(P ) is a multi-set over P denoting
the marking of the net. The set of all marked Petri nets is denoted N .
Figure 2.1 depicts a sample Petri net, which can be formalized as follows: P =
{start, p1, p2, p3, end}, T = {a, b, c, d , e}, and F = {(start, a), (a, p1), (p1, b), (p1, c), (b, p2),
(c, p3), (p2, d ), (d , p3), (p3, e), (e, end)}.

2.6 Process Mining
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Given a Petri net N = (P, T, F ), we say that, for any x ∈ P ∪ T , •x = {y|(y, x) ∈ F }
denotes the set of input nodes and x• = {y|(x, y) ∈ F } denotes the set of output nodes.
For a marking M of net N , a transition t ∈ T is enabled if each of its input places
•t contains at least one token, and it is denoted as (N , M )[t 〉. If a transition t is
enabled, it can be fired. When a transition fires, one token is removed from each of
the input places •t and one token is put in each of the output places t •. The expression
(N , M )[t 〉 denotes that t is enabled at marking M . (N , M )[t 〉(N , M ′ ) denotes that firing
the enabled transition t results in marking M ′ .
Given a marked Petri net (N , M0 ) with the initial marking M0 = [start], as shown
in Figure 2.1, we say that the empty sequence σ = 〈〉 is enabled in (N , M0 ), i.e., 〈〉 is
a firing sequence of (N , M0 ). The firing sequence σ = 〈a, b〉 is also enabled. Firing σ
results in marking [p2]. A marking M is reachable from the initial marking M0 if and
only if there exists a sequence of enabled transitions σ whose firings lead from M0 to
M.
In order to relate transitions in the Petri net to activities, we defined a labeled
Petri net.
Definition 15 (Labeled Petri net [109]) A labeled Petri net is a tuple N = (P, T, F, A, l )
where (P, T, F ) is a Petri net as defined in Definition 14, A ⊆ A is a set of activity
labels, and l ∈ T → A is a labeling function.
Multiple transitions may be labeled equally. Each label, which we call activity,
represents the observable action. When a transition is not observable, it is labeled
with the reserved label τ, and is considered as a silent transition.

2.6 Process Mining
The concept of event log has been introduced in Section 2.4. Also, process models and
Petri nets have been presented in Section 2.5. In this section, we describe two of the
most important process mining tasks, process discovery and conformance checking.

2.6.1 Process Discovery
Process discovery is the task of discovering process models based on an event log. The
goal is to provide insights on the behavior of real-life processes. The contributions
of this thesis do not focus on the process discovery task, but on the data extraction
and preparation needed to obtain event logs suitable for process mining analysis. One
of these types of analysis is process discovery. Therefore, our contributions help to
enable the application of process discovery and other process mining techniques in
environments that present certain data challenges.
Many discovery algorithms exist in the literature [64, 76, 122]. In this thesis we do
not focus on any specific technique. However, we describe process discovery in general
as a function that takes an event log as an input and produces a process model as an
output. Figure 2.2 shows a Petri net discovered from the sample event log proposed
in Chapter 1 using the Inductive Miner.
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Figure 2.2: Petri net discovered using the Inductive Miner [64] from the sample event log in
Table 1.1.

Figure 2.3: Conformance checking result from the alignment of the Petri net in Figure 2.2
with the event log in Table 1.1.

A process model can be described as a set of process runs (or sequences). Given
a labeled Petri net N = (P, T, F, A, l ) with an initial marking M0 and a final marking
M f , an alternative way to describe this process model is by computing the set S of all
possible firing sequences that lead from marking M0 to marking M f . In some cases,
this set of sequences can be infinite (e.g., in the presence of loops).
When discovering a process model from an event log, the set of possible sequences
S allowed by such model does not need to be equal to the behavior observed in the
event log. The discovered model could allow for more behavior (sequences) than the
ones observed in the log. Also, the event log could contain more sequences than
the ones allowed by the discovered process model. The differences between what is
observed in an event log and what is allowed by a process model can be due to different
reasons. Normally, we want discovery algorithms to avoid over-fitting to the event
log, i.e., be able to generalize. This means that we are interested in process models
that allow for more behavior than the one observed in the event log.

2.6.2 Conformance Checking and Alignments
One of the aims of the conformance checking task is to aligning observed behavior
captured in an event log with the allowed or normative behavior allowed by a process
model. Also, it allows to find deviations between observed and normative behavior.
The alignment technique [111] is a conformance checking method that aligns behavior between log and model. For each trace existing in the event log, it computes
the closest run in the process model. The result is a set of alignments. Each alignment
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Figure 2.4: Legend to interpret conformance checking results.
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Figure 2.5: Legend to interpret performance analysis
results.

Figure 2.6:
Metrics displayed per node in a Petri
net with performance analysis results.

can be defined as a sequence of moves, and each move relates an event in a trace of
the event log to an instance of a transition in a firing sequence of a model. There are
three types of move:
• A synchronous move represents a match between an observed event and an
allowed event in the model,
• A log move happens when an observed event cannot be replayed by the model,
i.e., none of the enabled transitions in the model are related to the observed
event in the log,
• A model move happens when none of the behavior allowed by the model is
observed in the event log, e.g., the execution of the only enabled transition is
not observed in the event log.
Figure 2.3 depicts a Petri net with conformance information. Figure 2.4 shows
the legend to interpret the colors and sizes of the augmented Petri net. We see that,
when aligning the event log to the process, most of the transitions (Insert Customer,
Update Ticket, and Make Booking) can be executed synchronously with the behavior
observed in the log. However, in one of the cases, there was a model move in the
transition Update Customer. This means that for a certain trace in the log, the firing
sequence could not be perfectly aligned with the model, and the Update Customer
transition had to be skipped. Also, we see that certain places have a yellow color.
This means that a log move happened at that place when computing the alignment
for certain traces. The size of the place node represents the move on log frequency.
Also, computing alignments allows us to display performance information on top of
a process model. Figure 2.7 shows a Petri net augmented with performance statistics.
Figure 2.5 shows the color code used. An intense red color indicates a high value, while
the pale yellow represents a low one. As shown in Figure 2.6, the metric represented in
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Figure 2.7: Performance information resulting from the alignment of the Petri net in Figure 2.2 with the event log in Table 1.1.

each transition of the model corresponds to the average sojourn time, i.e., time spent
in a particular state. The metric represented in the places is the average waiting time,
i.e., time between the completion of the previous activity and the start of the next
one.

2.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we introduced most of the basic definitions, concepts, and notation used throughout the rest of the chapters of this thesis. The next chapter, the
first one of the contribution chapters, proposes a meta-model for process mining on
databases.

3

OpenSLEX:
A Meta-Model
for Process Mining

Vertical hive with one single body and a
brood chamber.
“Cours complet d’apiculture”, Georges de
Layens and Gaston Bonnier, 1897

In Chapter 1, we introduced the concept of process mining. Next, we set the scope of
this thesis to the application of process mining on databases. Also, we presented some
of the challenges to face when dealing with data stored in databases with the purpose
of applying process mining to it. In Chapter 2, we introduced several concepts in
process mining in general (event log, process model), and some focused on databases
(database, data model, case notion, event log extraction).
In the following, we discuss the challenge of event data extraction from databases,
as well as how the extract, transform, load process (ETL) can be improved with
respect to the state of the art. The motivation is supported by a running example.
Next, we propose a meta-model for process mining on databases, Open SQL Log
Exchange (OpenSLEX), for which we provide a formalization. Also, we give details
of an implementation of the meta-model. Finally, we discuss related work.

3.1 Introduction
The field of process mining offers a wide variety of techniques to analyze event data.
Process discovery, conformance and compliance checking, performance analysis, process monitoring and prediction, and operational support are some of the techniques
that process mining provides to better understand and improve business processes.
However, most of these techniques rely on the existence of an event log.
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Figure 3.1: Data gathering from several systems to a meta-model

Obtaining event logs in real-life scenarios is not a trivial task. While this may
be different in the future, it is not yet common to find logs exactly in the right
form. In many occasions, such logs simply do not exist and need to be extracted
from some sort of storage, like databases. In situations when a database exists that
contains meaningful data, several approaches are available to extract events. The
most general is the classical extraction in which events are manually obtained from
the tables in the database. In that case, substantial domain knowledge is required
to select the right data, which are normally scattered across tables. Some work has
been done in this field to assist in the extraction and log generation task [13]. Also,
studies have been performed on how to extract events in specific environments like
SAP [55, 73, 104] or other ERP systems [85]. In [44] we presented a more general
solution to extract events from databases, regardless of the application under study.
The paper describes how to automatically obtain events from database systems that
generate redo-logs (transaction logs) as a way to recover from failure. The extracted
events represent data changes, and the technique makes it possible to build event
logs even on systems that are not process-aware. All mentioned approaches aim at,
eventually, generating an event log, i.e., a set of traces, each of them containing a
set of events. These events represent operations or actions performed in the system
under study and are grouped in traces following some criteria. However, there are
multiple ways in which events can be selected and grouped into traces. Depending on
the perspective we want to take on the data, we need to extract event logs differently.
Also, a database contains a lot more information than just events. The extraction of
events and its representation as a plain event log can be seen as a “lossy” process,
which means that during this activity valuable information can get lost. Considering
the prevalence of databases as a source for event logs, it makes sense to gather as
much information as possible, combining the process view with the actual data.
We see that process mining techniques grow more and more sophisticated. Yet,
the most time-consuming activity, event log extraction, is hardly supported. In big
industrial database settings, where event data is scattered over hundreds of tables,
and many processes coexist within the same environment, the queries used to extract
event logs can become very complicated, difficult to write, and hard to modify. Ideally,
users should be able to find events explicitly defined and stored in a centralized way.
These events should be defined in such a way that event correlation and log building
could be performed effortlessly and be easily adapted to the business questions to
answer in each situation. Also, to discover meaningful data rules, these events should
be annotated with enough data attributes.

3.1 Introduction
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This chapter aims at providing support to tackle the problem of obtaining, transforming, organizing, and deriving data and process information from databases, abstracting the raw data to high-level business concepts such as events, cases, and
activities. This means that, after the ETL process is applied, users will no longer
have to deal with low-level raw data distributed over tables (e.g., timestamps, activity names, and case ids as columns of different tables that need to be joined together).
Conversely, users will be able to focus on the analysis, dealing only with familiar process elements such as events, cases, logs, and activities, or with data elements such
as objects, object versions1 , object classes, and attributes. Also, the new OpenSLEX
meta-model proposed in this work can be seen as a data warehouse schema that
captures all the pieces of information necessary to apply process mining to database
environments.
In order to build event logs with events from databases, languages like SQL are
the natural choice for many users. The point of this thesis is not to replace the use
of query languages, but to provide a common meta-model as a standard abstraction
that ensures process mining applicability. Moreover, one of the main advantages of the
adoption of a standard meta-model has to do with multi-perspective event log building
and analysis. Many different event logs can be built from the information stored in
a database. Looking at data from different perspectives requires ad-hoc queries that
extract and correlate events in different ways (e.g. (a) order, delivery, and invoice
events, versus (b) order, product, and supplier events). Our meta-model defines the
abstract concepts that need to be extracted to enable this multi-perspective event log
building in a more intuitive way.
Additionally, as a result of the adoption of the proposed meta-model, it becomes
easier to connect the event recording system2 of enterprises with analysis tools, generating different views on the data in a flexible way. Also, this work presents a
comprehensive integration of process and data information in a consistent and unified format. All of this is supported by our implementation. Moreover, the provided
solution has the benefit of being universal, being applicable regardless of the specific
system in use. Figure 3.1 depicts an environment in which the process information of
a company is distributed over several systems of different types, like ERPs, CRMs,
BPM managers, database systems, redo-logs, etc. In such a heterogeneous environment, the goal is to extract, transform, and derive data from all sources, consolidating
it into a common representation. By putting all pieces together, analysis techniques
like process mining can be readily applied.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 presents a
running example used throughout the chapter. Section 3.3 explains the proposed
meta-model and provides a formalization. Implementation details are presented in
1 In this context, the term “version” or “object version” refers to an instance of an object at a point
in time (e.g. the database object corresponding to a specific customer had two different values for
the attribute “address” at different points in time, representing two versions of the same customer
object). This is different of the usual meaning of “version” in the software context as a way to
distinguish different code releases (e.g. version 1.1).
2 An event recording system stores event data that reflects the execution of transactions and
activities, the occurrence of exceptions, and the reception of signals and messages, at a certain
moment in time.
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Figure 3.2: Data schema of the example database

Section 3.4. Section 3.5 discusses the related work and, finally, Section 3.6 presents
the conclusions.

3.2 Running Example
In this section, we propose a running example to explain and illustrate our approach.
Assume we want to analyze a setting where concerts are organized and concert tickets
are sold. A database is used to store all the information related to concerts, concert
halls (hall), seats, tickets, bands, performance of bands in concerts (band_playing),
customers, and bookings. Figure 3.2 shows the data schema of the database in use. In
it we see many different elements of the involved process represented. Let us consider
now a complex question that could be raised from a business point of view: What
is the process followed by customers between 18 and 25 years old who bought tickets
for concerts of band X? This question represents a challenge starting from the given
database for several reasons:
1. The database does not provide an integrated view of process and data. Therefore, questions related to the execution of the underlying process with respect
to some of the elements cannot be directly answered with a query.
2. The current database schema fits the purpose of storing the information in this
specific setting, but it does not have enough flexibility to extend its functionality
allocating new kinds of data such as events or objects of a different nature.
3. The setting lacks execution information in an accessible way (events, traces, and
logs are missing so one cannot apply process mining directly) and there is no
assistance on how to extract or derive this information from the given data.
4. If we plan to use the data as they are, we need to adapt to the way it is stored
for every question we want to answer.
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All these reasons make the analysis complex. At best, any analysis of this sort
can only be carried out by the extraction of a highly specialized event log by creating a
complex ad-hoc query. On top of that, the extraction will need to be repeated for new
questions that require a new viewpoint on the data.
If we consider that, for the present database, some sort of event recording system
is in place, the extraction of additional events becomes feasible. Listing 3.1 shows an
example of an ad-hoc query to answer the sample question posted above. This query
makes use of the event data distributed over the database (booking, band, etc.), as
depicted in Figure 3.2, together with events recorded by a redo-log (or transaction
log) system provided by the RDBMS (redo_logs_mapping table). The way to access
redo-log information has been simplified in this example for the sake of clarity. The
first part of the query retrieves ticket booked events, making use of the booking_date timestamp stored in the table booking. These events are united to the ones
corresponding to customer events. These last ones are obtained from redo-logs, due
to the lack of such event information in the data schema. Next, events belonging to
the same customer are correlated by means of the caseid attribute, while the cases
are restricted to the ones belonging to customers aged 18-25 at the time the booking
was made. Additionally, we need to keep only the bookings made on bands named
“X” at the moment of the booking (a band could change its name at any point in
time). This is an especially tricky step since we need to look into the redo-logs to
check if the name was different at the time the booking was made.
Query 3.1: Sample SQL query to obtain a highly customized event log from the database
1 SELECT * FROM (
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

SELECT
"ticket booked" as activity,
BK.booking_date as timestamp,
BK.customer_id as caseid
FROM booking as BK
UNION
SELECT
concat(RL.operation," customer profile") as activity,
RL.timestamp as timestamp,
rl_value_of('id') as caseid
FROM redo_logs_mapping as RL
WHERE
RL.table = "CUSTOMER"
) as E,
booking as BK,
customer as CU,
ticket as T,
concert as C,
band_playing as BP,
band as B
WHERE
E.caseid = CU.id AND
CU.id = BK.customer_id AND
BK.id = T.booking_id AND
T.for_concert = C.id AND
C.id = BP.concert_id AND
BP.band_id = B.id AND
"0018-00-00 00:00:00" <= (BK.booking_date - CU.birth_date) AND
"0025-00-00 00:00:00" >= (BK.booking_date - CU.birth_date) AND
(
(B.name = "X" AND
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B.id NOT IN
(SELECT rl_value_of('id') as id
FROM redo_logs_mapping as RL
WHERE
RL.table = "BAND"
)
)
OR
(B.id IN
(SELECT rl_value_of('id') as id
FROM redo_logs_mapping as RL
WHERE
RL.table = "BAND" AND
rl_new_value_of('name') = "X" AND
RL.timestamp <= BK.id AND
ORDER BY RL.timestamp DESC LIMIT 1
)
)
OR
(B.id IN
(SELECT rl_value_of('id') as id
FROM redo_logs_mapping as RL
WHERE
RL.table = "BAND" AND
rl_old_value_of('name') = "X" AND
RL.timestamp >= BK.id AND
ORDER BY RL.timestamp ASC LIMIT 1
)
)
)

It is evident that extracting customized event logs that answer very specific questions, while maintaining the original data schema, is possible. However, such queries
will have to be adapted or rewritten for every different setting or event recording system. The fact that users, in particular business analysts, need to be knowledgeable
about the specifics of how event data is stored represents an important challenge to
overcome. This is one of the main reasons why so much time and effort is consumed
during the ETL phase, which would better be devoted to analysis. This work aims
at supporting the ETL phase and ultimately at decoupling it from the analysis by
providing a set of familiar abstractions readily available for business analysts.

3.3 Meta-Model
As has been shown before, a need exists for a way to store execution information in a
structured way, something that accepts data from different sources and allows building
further analysis techniques independently from the origin of these data. Efforts in this
field have already been made, as can be observed in [1] with the IEEE XES standard.
This standard defines a structure to manage and manipulate logs, containing events
and traces and the corresponding attributes. Therefore, XES is a good format to
represent behavior. However, an XES file is just one view on the data and, despite
being an extensible format, it does not provide a predefined structure to store all the
linked information we want to consider.
Because of this, it seems necessary to define a structured way to store additional
information that can be linked to the classical event log. This new way to generalize
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and store information must provide sufficient details about the process, the data types,
and the relations between all the elements, making it possible to answer questions at
the business level, while looking at two different perspectives: data and process.

3.3.1 Requirements
To be able to combine the data and process perspectives in a single structure, it is
important to define a set of requirements that a meta-model must fulfill. It seems
reasonable to define requirements that consider backwards-compatibility with wellestablished standards, support of additional information, its structure, and the correlation between process and data views:
1. The meta-model must be compatible with the current meta-model of XES, i.e.,
any XES log can be transformed into the new meta-model and back without
loss of information,
2. It must be possible to store several logs in the new meta-model, avoiding event
duplication,
3. Logs stored in the same meta-model can share events and belong to different
processes,
4. It must be possible to store some kind of process representation in the metamodel,
5. The meta-model must allow storing additional information, like database objects, together with the events, traces, processes, and the correlation between
all these elements,
6. The structure of additional data must be precisely modeled,
7. All information mentioned must be self-contained in a single storage format,
easy to share and exchange, similarly to the way that XES logs are handled.
The following section describes the proposed meta-model, which complies with
these requirements, providing a formalization of the concepts along with explanations.

3.3.2 Formalization
Considering the typical environments subject to study in the process mining field, we
can say that it is common to find systems backed up by some sort of database storage
system. Regardless of the specific technology behind these databases, all of them have
in common that the data are structured in some way, e.g., similar data are stored in
the same tables with values for the same attributes. We can describe our metamodel as a way to integrate process and data perspectives, providing flexibility on its
inspection and assistance to reconstruct the missing parts. Figure 3.3 shows a highlevel representation of the meta-model. On the right-hand side, the data perspective
is considered, while the left-hand side models the process view. Assuming that the
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Figure 3.3: Diagram of the meta-model at a high level of abstraction

starting points of our approach are data, we see that the less abstract elements of the
meta-model, events and versions, are related, which provides the connection between
the process and data view. These are the basic blocks of the whole structure and,
usually, the rest can be derived from them.
The data side considers three elements: data models, objects, and versions. The
data models provide a schema describing the objects of the database. The objects
represent the unique entities of data that ever existed or will exist in our database,
while the versions represent the specific values of the attributes of an object during a
period of time. Versions represent the evolution of objects through time. The process
side considers events, instances, and processes. Processes describe the behavior of
the system. Instances are traces of execution for a given process, being sets of events
ordered through time. These events represent the most fine-granular kind of execution
data, denoting the occurrence of an activity or action at a certain point in time.
In Chapter 2, we already formalized the structure of a database. Definition 7
represents the existing structure of the source data schema. In this section, we present
a more abstract and generic representation of databases and event data sources, in
line with our meta-model. The idea is to provide a representation that adapts to
our needs while abstracting from the specific database characteristics captured in
Definition 7. Chapter 4 shows examples of application of the OpenSLEX meta-model
to different data sources where the original database representation is transformed into
our proposed meta model structure, and Appendix A presents a formalization of the
mapping between each scenario (defined according to the definitions in Section 2.2)
and the OpenSLEX meta-model.
The remainder of this section proposes a formalization of the elements in the
OpenSLEX meta-model, starting from the data and continuing with the process side.
As has been mentioned before, we can assume a way to classify elements in types or
classes exists. Looking at our running example, we can distinguish between a ticket
class and a customer class. This leads to the definition of data model as a way to
describe the schema of our data.
Definition 16 (Data Model) A data model is a tuple DM = (CL, AT , classOfAttribute, RS,
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sourceClass, targetClass) such that

• CL is a set of class names,
• AT is a set of attribute names,
• classOfAttribute ∈ AT → CL is a function that maps each attribute to a class,
• RS is a set of relationship names,
• sourceClass ∈ RS → CL is a function that maps each relationship to its source
class,
• targetClass ∈ RS → CL is a function that maps each relationship to its target class.
Each element belonging to a Class represents a unique entity, something that can
be differentiated from the other elements of the same class, e.g., Customer A from
Customer B. In a database setting, these elements would be table rows, and they
would be uniquely identified by a unique key. Definition 9 provides a formalization
of the collection of these entities in the general context of a database. In the context
of OpenSLEX, we will call these unique entities Objects, and the collection of them
an Object collection.
Definition 17 (Object Collection) Let OBJ be the set of all possible objects. An object
collection OC is a set of objects such that OC ⊆ OBJ .
Something we know as well is that, during the execution of a process, the nature of
objects can change over time. Modifications can be made on their attributes. Each of
these represents mutations of an object, modifying the values of some of its attributes,
e.g., modifying the address of a customer. As a result, despite being the same object,
we will be looking at a different version of it. The notion of object version is, therefore,
introduced to show the different stages in the life cycle of an object.
During the execution of a process, operations will be performed and, many times,
links between elements are established. These links allow relating tickets to concerts
or customers to bookings, for example. These relationships are of a structured nature
and usually exist at the data model level, being defined between classes. Therefore,
we know upfront that elements of the ticket class can be related somehow to elements
of the concert class. Relationships is the name we use to call the definition of these
links at the data model level. However, the actual instances of these relationships
appear at the object version level, connecting specific versions of objects during a
specific period of time. These specific connections are called relations.
Definition 18 (Version Collection) Let V be some universe of values, TS a universe
of timestamps and DM = (CL, AT , classOfAttribute, RS, sourceClass, targetClass) a data
model. A version collection is a tuple OVC = (OV , attValue, startTimestamp,
endTimestamp, REL) such that
• OV is a set of object version identifiers,
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• attValue ∈ (AT × OV ) ̸→ V is a function that maps a pair of object version and
attribute to a value,
• startTimestamp ∈ OV → TS is a function that maps each object version to a start
timestamp,
• endTimestamp ∈ OV → TS is a function that maps each object version to an end
timestamp such that ∀ov ∈ OV : endTimestamp(ov) ≥ startTimestamp(ov),
• REL ⊆ (RS × OV × OV ) is a set of triples relating pairs of object versions through
a specific relationship.

At this point, it is time to consider the process side of the meta-model. The most
basic piece of information we can find in a process event log is an event. Events are
defined by some attributes. For convenience purposes we provide shorthands for the
most typical attributes like timestamp, resource, and life-cycle.
Definition 19 (Event Collection) Let V to be some universe of values and TS a universe of timestamps. An event collection is a tuple EC = (EV , EVAT , eventAttributeValue,
eventTimestamp, eventLifecycle, eventResource)

such that
• EV is a set of event identifiers,
• EVAT is a set of event attribute names,
(

)

• eventAttributeValue ∈ EV × EVAT →
̸ V is a function that maps a pair of an
event and event attribute name to a value,
• eventTimestamp ∈ EV → TS is a function that maps each event to a timestamp,
• eventLifecycle ∈ EV → {start, complete, . . . } is a function that maps each event to a
value for its life-cycle attribute. If an event e ∈ EV does not have a value for the
life-cycle attribute, then eventLifecycle(e) =⊥ (nul l v al ue),
• eventResource ∈ EV → V is a function that maps each event to a value for its
resource attribute. If an event e ∈ EV does not have a value for the resource
attribute, then eventResource(e) =⊥ (nul l v al ue).
When we consider events of the same activity but relating to a different life cycle,
we gather them under the same activity instance. For example, two events that belong
to the activity make booking could have different life-cycle values, being start the one
denoting the beginning of the operation (first event) and complete the one denoting
the finalization of the operation (second event). Therefore, both events belong to the
same activity instance. Each of these activity instances can belong to different cases
or traces. At the same time, cases can belong to different logs, which represent a
complete set of traces on the behavior of a process.
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Definition 20 (Instance Collection) An instance collection is a tuple IC = (AI, CS, LG,
aisOfCase, casesOfLog) such that

• AI is a set of activity instance identifiers,
• CS is a set of case identifiers,
• LG is a set of log identifiers,
• aisOfCase ∈ CS → P (AI) is a function that maps each case to a set of activity
instances,
• casesOfLog ∈ LG → P (CS) is a function that maps each log to a set of cases.
The last piece of our meta-model is the process model collection. This part stores
process models on an abstract level, i.e., as sets of activities, ignoring details about
the control flow or how these activities relate between them. An activity can belong
to different processes at the same time.
Definition 21 (Process Model Collection) A process model collection is a tuple PMC =
(PM, AC, actOfProc) such that
• PM is a set of process identifiers,
• AC is a set of activity identifiers,
• actOfProc ∈ PM → P (AC) is a function that maps each process to a set of activities.
Now that we have all the pieces of our meta-model, it is still necessary to wire them
together. A connected meta-model instance defines the logical relations between these
blocks. Therefore, we see that versions belong to objects (objectOfVersion) and objects
belong to a class (classOfObject). In the same way, events belong to activity instances
(eventAI ), activity instances belong to activities (activityOfAI ) and can belong to
different cases (aisOfCase), cases belong to different logs (casesOfLog), and logs relate
to processes (processOfLog). Events and versions are related (eventToOVLabel) in a
way that can be interpreted as a causal relation, i.e., when events happen they trigger
the creation of versions as a result of modifications on data (the update of an attribute
for instance). Another possibility is that the event represents a read access or query
of the values of a version.
Definition 22 (Connected Meta-Model Instance) A connected meta-model instance is
a tuple CMI = (DM, OC, classOfObject, OVC, objectOfVersion, EC, eventToOVLabel, IC,
eventAI, PMC, activityOfAI, processOfLog) such that
• DM = (CL, AT , classOfAttribute, RS, sourceClass, targetClass) is a data model,
• OC is an object collection,
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• classOfObject ∈ OC → CL is a function that maps each object to a class,
• OVC = (OV , attValue, startTimestamp, endTimestamp, REL) is a version collection,
• objectOfVersion ∈ OV → OC is a function that maps each object version to an
object,
• EC = (EV , EVAT , eventAttributeValue, eventTimestamp, eventLifecycle, eventResource)
is an event collection,
• eventToOVLabel ∈ (EV × OV ) ̸→ V is a function that maps pairs of an event and
an object version to a label. If (ev, ov) ∈ dom(eventToOVLabel), this means that
both event and object version are linked. The label itself defines the nature of
such link, e.g “insert”, “update”, “read”, “delete”, etc.,
• IC = (AI, CS, LG, aisOfCase, casesOfLog) is an instance collection,
• eventAI ∈ EV → AI is a function that maps each event to an activity instance,
• PMC = (PM, AC, actOfProc) is a process model collection,
• activityOfAI ∈ AI → AC is a function that maps each activity instance to an activity,
• processOfLog ∈ LG → PM is a function that maps each log to a process.

The previous definition defines a connected meta-model instance (CMI ). However,
we still need to define the validity of a CMI. Before doing so, we introduce some
shorthands:
Definition 23 (Notation) Let CMI = (DM, OC, classOfObject, OVC, objectOfVersion, EC,
eventToOVLabel, IC, eventAI, PMC, activityOfAI, processOfLog) be a connected meta-model
instance. We define the following shorthands:
• Eai = {e ∈ EV | eventAI (e) = ai} is the set of events that belong to the activity instance ai,
{

}

• AIcs = ai ∈ AI | ai ∈ aisOfCase(cs) is the set of activity instances that belong to the
case cs,
{

}

• OVobj = ov ∈ OV | objectOfVersion(ov) = obj is the set of object versions that belong to the object obj,
{

}

• OCcl = obj ∈ OC | classOfObject(obj) = cl is the set of objects that belong to the
class cl,
{

}

• RELrs = (rs′ , ov, ov′ ) ∈ REL | rs′ = rs is the set of relations that belong to the relationship rs,
{

}

• AIACac = ai ∈ AI | activityOfAI(ai) = ac is the set of activity instances that belong
to the activity ac.
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In order to consider a connected meta-model instance as valid, the data and connections in it must fulfill certain criteria set in the following definition:
CMI
=
(DM, OC,
classOfObject, OVC, objectOfVersion, EC, eventToOVLabel, IC, eventAI, PMC, activityOfAI,
processOfLog) be a connected meta-model instance. A valid connected meta-model

Definition 24 (Valid Connected Meta-Model Instance) Let

instance VCMI is a connected meta-model instance such that:
• attValue is only defined for attributes of the same class of the object version, that is, (at, ov) ∈ domain(attValue) ⇐⇒ classOfObject(objectOfVersion(ov)) =
classOfAttribute(at),
• none of the object versions of a same object overlap in time, that is,
∀obj ∈ OC : ∀ova ∈ OVobj : ∀ovb ∈ OVobj : ova ̸= ovb =⇒ endTimestamp(ova ) ≤
startTimestamp(ovb ) ∨ endTimestamp(ovb ) ≤ startTimestamp(ova ),

• all the cases of a log contain only activity instances that refer to activities of
the same process of the log, that is, ∀log ∈ LG : ∀cs ∈ casesOfLog(lg) : ∀ai ∈ AIcs :
activityOfAI(ai) ∈ actOfProc(processOfLog(lg)).
Figure 3.4 depicts the entity-relation diagram of the meta-model as formalized
above. Some elements of the meta-model have been omitted from the diagram for the
sake of simplicity. A full version of the ER diagram is available online3 . Each of the
entities in the diagram, as represented by a square, corresponds to the basic entities of
the meta-model as formalized in Definition 22. Also, these entities, together with their
relations (diamond shapes), have been grouped in areas that we call sectors (delimited
by dashed lines). These sectors are: data models, objects, versions, events, cases, and
process models. These tightly related concepts provide an abbreviated representation
of the meta-model. For the sake of clarity, the “sectorized” representation of the
meta-model will be used in further parts of the thesis. As can be observed, the
entity-relation diagram is divided into six sectors. The purpose of each of them is
described below:
• Data models: this sector is formed by concepts needed to describe the structure
of any database system. Many data models can be represented together in this
sector, whose main element is the data model entity. For each data model,
several classes can exist. These classes are abstractions of the more specific
concept of table, which is commonly found in RDBMSs. Looking at the database
provided in Section 3.2, the tables customer and booking are examples of classes.
These classes contain attributes, which are equivalent to table columns in modern
databases (e.g., id, name, address, etc.). The references between classes of the
same data model are represented with the relationship entity. This last entity
holds links between a source and a target class (e.g., booking_customer_fk which
relates the source class booking to the target class customer).
3 https://github.com/edugonza/OpenSLEX/blob/master/doc/meta-model.png
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Figure 3.4: ER diagram of the OpenSLEX meta-model. The entities have been grouped into
sectors, delimited by the dashed lines.
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• Objects: the object entity, part of the objects sector, represents each of the
unique data elements that belong to a class. An example of this can be a
hypothetical customer with customer_id = 75. Additional details of this object
are omitted, given that they belong to the next sector.
• Versions: for each of the unique object entities described in the previous sector,
one or many versions can exist. A version is an instantiation of an object
during a certain period of time, e.g., the customer object with id 75, existed
in the database, during a certain period of time, for example from “2015-0801 14:45:00” to “2016-09-03 12:32:00”. During that period of time, the object
had specific values for the attributes of the customer class that it belongs to.
Therefore, there is a version of customer 75, valid between the mentioned dates,
with name “John Smith”, address “45, 5th Avenue”, and birth date “1990-01-03”.
If at some point, the value of one of the attributes changed (e.g., a new address),
the end timestamp of the previous version would be set to the time of the change,
and a new version would be created with the updated value for that attribute,
and a start timestamp equal to the end of the previous version, e.g., version_1 = {object_id = 75, name = “John Smith”, address = “45, 5th Avenue”,
birth_date = “1990-01-03”, start_timestamp = “2015-08-01 14:45:00”, end_timestamp = “2016-09-03 12:32:00”}, and version_2 = {object_id = 75, name
= “John Smith”, address = “floor 103, Empire State Building”, birth_date
= “1990-01-03”, start_timestamp = “2016-09-03 12:32:00”, end_timestamp =
NONE }. Note that the value of end_timestamp for the newly created object
version (version_2) is NONE. That means that it is the current version for the
corresponding object (object_id = 75). Another entity reflected in this sector
is the concept of relation. A relation is an instantiation of a relationship, and
holds a link between versions of objects that belong to the source and target
classes of the relationship. For example, a version of a booking object can be
related to another version of a customer object by means of a relation instance,
given that a relationship (booking_customer_fk) exists from class booking to
class customer.
• Events: this sector collects a set of events, obtained from any available source
(database tables, redo-logs, change records, system logs, etc.). In this sector,
events appear as a collection, not grouped into traces (such grouping is reflected
in the next sector). In order to keep process information connected to the data
side, each event can be linked to one or many object versions by means of a
label (eventToOVLabel). This label allows specifying what kind of interaction
exists between the event and the referred object version, e.g., insert, update,
delete, read, etc. Events hold details such as timestamp, life-cycle, and resource
information, apart from an arbitrary number of additional event attributes.
• Cases and instances: the entities present in this sector are very important from
the process mining point of view. The events by themselves do not provide
much information about the control flow of the underlying process, unless they
are correlated and grouped into traces (or cases). First, the activity instance
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of an instance of the OpenSLEX meta-model.

entity should be explained. This entity is used to group events that refer to
the same instance of a certain activity with different values for its life-cycle,
e.g., the execution of the activity book_tickets generates one event for each
phase of its life-cycle: book_tickets+start, and book_tickets+complete. Both
events, referring to the same execution of an activity, are grouped into the same
activity instance. Next, as in any other event log format, activity instances can
be grouped in cases, and these cases, together, form a log.
• Process models: the last sector contains information about processes. Several
processes can be represented in the same meta-model. Each process is related
to a set of activities, and each of these activities can be associated with several
activity instances, contained in the corresponding cases and instances sector.
An instantiation of this meta-model fulfills the requirements set in Section 3.3.1
in terms of storage of data and process view. Some characteristics of this metamodel that enable full compatibility with the XES standard have been omitted in
this formalization for the sake of brevity.
Figure 3.5 shows an example of an instance of the OpenSLEX meta-model. For
the sake of clarity the model has been simplified, but the main structure remains. We
see that there is a global data model. All the classes belong to it: “Customer” and
“Booking”. Also, there are three attributes: “Name”, “Address”, and “BookingDate”.
The first two attributes belong to the class “Customer”. The third one belongs to
“Booking”. There is a relationship connecting bookings to customers named “Booking_to_Customer”. Two objects exist. The first object has two versions. Each version of the customer object has values for the corresponding attributes. We see that
the first customer version corresponds to a customer named “Edu” while he lived in
“Spain”, from 1986 to 2014. The second version corresponds to the same customer,
while he lived in “The Netherlands” from 2014 until the present. There is another object version that belongs to the second object, a booking object. The “BookingDate”
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Figure 3.6: Screenshot of the meta-model inspector tool

value of this version is “2019”. There is a relation (an instance of the relationship
“Booking_to_Customer”), that connects the second object version of customer 1 to
the first object version of booking 1. On the left side of the figure, we see that three
events exist. The first event, related to the first version of customer 1, is linked to
the activity “Born”, and happened in 1986. The second event, linked to the activity
“Move”, happened in 2014 and is related to the second version of the same customer.
Finally, the third event is linked to the activity “Book”, and is linked to the first
version of booking 1. Each event belongs to its own activity instance. All activity
instances belong to one case. This case belongs to a log of the process “Life”.
The meta-model previously formalized has been implemented. This was required
in order to provide tools that assist in the exploration of the information contained
within the populated meta-model. More details on this implementation are explained
in the following section.

3.4 Implementation
The Open SQL Log Exchange (OpenSLEX4 ) library, based on the meta-model proposed in this thesis, has been implemented in Java. This library provides an interface
to insert data in an instantiation of this meta-model and to access it in a similar
way to how XES Logs are managed by the IEEE XES Standard [1]. The OpenSLEX
4 https://github.com/edugonza/openslex
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implementation relies on SQL technology. Specifically, the populated meta-model is
stored in a SQLite5 file. This provides some advantages, like an SQL query engine, a
standardized format, as well as storage in self-contained single data files that benefits
its exchange and portability. Figure 3.4 shows an ER diagram of the internal structure of the meta-model. However, it represents a simplified version to make it more
understandable and easy to visualize. The complete class diagram of the meta-model
can be accessed in the OpenSLEX’s website. In addition to the library mentioned earlier, an inspector has been included in the Process-Aware Data Suite (PADAS)6 tool.
This inspector, depicted in Figure 3.6, allows exploring the content of OpenSLEX
files by means of a GUI in an exploratory fashion, which lets the user dig into the
data and apply some basic filters on each element of the structure. The tool presents
a series of blocks that contain the activities, logs, cases, activity instances, events,
event attribute values, data model, objects, object versions, object version attribute
values and relations entities in the meta-model. Some of the lists in the inspector
(logs, cases, activity instances, events and objects) have tabs that allow one to filter
the content they show. For instance, if the tab “Per Activity” in the cases list is
clicked, only cases that contain events of such activity will be shown. In the same
way, if the tab “Per Case” in the events list is clicked, only events contained in the
selected case will be displayed. An additional block in the tool displays the attributes
of the selected event.
The goal of providing these tools is to assist in the task of populating the proposed
meta-model, in order to query it in a later step. Because the meta-model structure
and the data inserted into it are stored in a SQLite file, it is possible to execute
SQL queries in a straightforward way. In particular, the whole process of extracting,
transforming, and querying data has been implemented in a RapidProM7 workflow.
RapidProM is an extension to the well-known data mining workflow tool RapidMiner8
that adds process mining plugins from ProM. For our task, an OpenSLEX meta-model
population operator has been implemented in a development branch9 of RapidProM.
This operator, together with the data handling operators of RapidMiner (including
database connectors), lets us extract, transform, and query our populated meta-model
automatically in a single execution of the workflow. More details on this workflow
and the extraction and transformation steps are provided in Section 4.2, showing
how the technique can be applied in different real-life environments. A workflow was
designed for each of the evaluation environments with the purpose of extracting and
transforming the content of the corresponding databases to fit the structure of the
OpenSLEX meta-model. Each of these workflows, also referred to as adapters, are
extensible using the collection of operators available in RapidMiner, RapidProM, and
other plugins. They can be modified to fit new environments. Moreover, Section 4.3
demonstrates how querying of the resulting OpenSLEX populated meta-model can
be standardized for all the proposed environments.
5 http://www.sqlite.org/
6 https://github.com/edugonza/PADAS
7 http://rapidprom.org/
8 http://rapidminer.com/
9 https://github.com/rapidprom/rapidprom-source/tree/egonzalez
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The provided implementation of the OpenSLEX meta-model is a general and extensible platform for data extraction and transformation. It provides the means to
abstract raw data to high-level concepts. These concepts, (events, cases, objects,
etc.) are easy to deal with for business analysts. On the other hand, the current
implementation presents certain limitations. A general method does not exist at the
moment to perform this extraction and transformation independently of the raw data
structure. This means that an ad-hoc adapter needs to be designed for different data
architectures (SAP data schema, Oracle redo-logs, in-table versioning, etc.) in order
to properly extract and interpret events and object versions. However, we believe that
the three adapters provided with the implementation should suffice in most cases and
can serve as a template for other environments. It is important to note that, despite
the need to design an extraction adapter for each type of environment, it provides
a notable advantage with respect to writing ad-hoc queries for event log extraction.
This is due to the fact that, once the extraction and transformation to OpenSLEX are
performed, automated methods (implemented as operators in the RapidProM platform) become available for generating multiple event logs from different perspectives
in a single dataset. This saves time and effort. Also, this approach is less prone to
errors than designing ad-hoc queries for each specific event log perspective.

3.5 Related Work
Despite the efforts made by the community, we can identify a few areas in which
the problem of modeling, collecting, and analyzing process execution data remains
a challenge. Business process management and workflow management are areas in
which the community has focused on providing models to describe their functioning
and make the analysis of their behavior possible. Papers like [98, 130] propose metamodels to provide structure to audit trails on workflows. However, they focus mainly
on the workflow or process perspective and leave out the database side.
Process mining techniques require event data as input. In order to improve the exchange of event data between systems and tools, it was necessary to define a standard
way to store event logs. In [113], the authors provide a meta-model to define event
logs, which would evolve later in the IEEE XES Standard format [1]. This format
represents a great achievement from the standardization point of view. Also, it allows
exchanging logs and developing mining techniques, assuming a common representation of the data. However, the current definition of XES is not able to effectively
and efficiently store the data perspective of our meta-model. From our point of view,
the XES format is, in fact, a target format and not a source of information. We aim
at generating from a richer source different views on data in XES format to enable
process mining.
Artifact-centric approaches provide a point of view on event logs that gives more
relevance to the data entities in business management systems. Data artifacts are
identified within business process execution data, in order to discover how changes and
updates affect their life-cycle [92]. Techniques like the one proposed in [72] are able to
combine the individual life-cycles of different artifacts to show the interrelation of the
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different steps. However, a limitation of these techniques is the difficulty to interpret
correctly the resulting models, in which clear execution semantics are not always
available. The application of other techniques, like conformance and performance
analysis, to the resulting models has not been solved yet.
In the field of conceptual modeling and formal ontologies, we find several studies that explore different aspects of data modeling in business scenarios. In [47, 48]
relationship reification is discussed from a ontological point of view. An ongological
analysis of relations and relationships is presented, and a general theory of reification
and truthmaking is proposed. Our meta-model, OpenSLEX, closely relates to such
concepts of relation and relationship, since relationships must exist to give meaning and truth to relations found between data elements. The work in [49] explores
the ontological nature of events and object-like entities (endurants) in business models. Endurants are entities that can qualitatively change in certain respects while
maintaining their identity. The connection of this work with our meta-model is very
interesting since the concept of object in OpenSLEX matches the description of an
endurant, and its evolution through time is described by means of object versions
and events. Finally, [46] discusses the temporal characteristics of future and ongoing
events. It proposes a theory by which events shall not be considered as instantaneous, i.e., frozen in time, but rather changing elements. In our meta-model, we
adopt a more traditional concept of events that happen instantaneously at a certain
moment in time. However, we support long lasting occurrences by means of activity
instances, which can group several events indicating changes in the life-cycle during
the execution of a certain activity.
Data warehousing is an area in which there is a great interest to solve the problem
of gathering business process information from different sources. Work has been
done on this aspect [28, 89, 127–129], proposing ways to centralize the storage of
heterogeneous data, with the purpose of enabling process monitoring and workflow
analysis. However, some of these approaches, besides being process-oriented, do not
allow for the application of process mining analysis. This is due to the lack of event
data, where measures of process performance are stored instead. On the other hand,
some approaches allow us to store more detailed information [87], but they force an adhoc structure only relevant for the process at hand. The main distinction between our
approach and existing work on data warehousing for process mining is the generality
and standardization of our meta-model, which is independent of the specific process,
while combining both data and process perspectives.
Process cubes [107] are techniques, closely related to data warehousing, that aim
at combining aspects of multidimensional databases (OLAP cubes) with event logs, in
order to enable the application of process mining techniques. Related work has been
presented in [9, 117–119]. These approaches allow one to slice, dice, roll up, and drill
down event data using predefined categories and dimensions. It represents a great
improvement for the analysis of multidimensional data with respect to traditional
filtering. However, these techniques still rely on event data as their only source of
information. Also, they require any additional data to be part of each individual
event. Therefore, given that it is impossible to efficiently represent in an event log all
the aspects we cover in our meta-model, process cubes as they are right now, do not
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represent an alternative for our purposes.
SAP Process Observer is a component of the wide spectrum of SAP utilities. It
makes it possible to monitor the behavior of some SAP Business Suite processes (e.g.,
order to cash). This component monitors Business Object (BO) events and creates
logs correlating them. The tool provides insights such as deviation detection, realtime exception handling, service level agreement tracking, etc. These event logs can
be used as well to perform other kinds of analytics. One of the main advantages of
this solution is the fact that it enables real-time monitoring, without the need to deal
with raw data. However, it needs to be configured specifying the activities that must
be monitored. The kind of logs that it generates is not different from the event logs
provided by other tools or techniques, in the sense that they use the same structure,
having events grouped in sets of traces, and data only represented as plain attributes
of events, traces, and logs. Also, it lacks genericity, being only applicable in SAP
environments to monitor Business Suite processes.
Nowadays, several commercial process mining tools are available in the market.
These tools import either XES event logs (e.g., Disco10 ) or event tables (e.g., Celonis11 ), supporting attributes at the event, trace, and log levels. Most of them provide
advanced filtering features based on these attributes, as is the case for Disco. Additionally, Celonis has two interesting features. First, it implements OLAP capabilities,
making it possible to perform some operations like slicing and dicing event data. Second, Celonis provides its own language to express formulas. These formulas are used
to compute statistics and key performance indicators (KPIs), as well as to express
complex conditions for OLAP operations. All these features are powerful tools to
work on data. However, they are restricted by the flat structure of their input event
log format. It is not possible to keep complex data relations in such a restricted representation. These complex relations are needed to perform advanced data querying,
cf. query GQ in Section 4.3.1, where relevant event data must be selected based on
the evolution of database objects of a specific class.
In general, the main weakness of most of the approaches discussed resides in the
way they force the representation of complex systems by means of a flat event log.
The data perspective is missing, which only allows one to add attributes at the event,
trace or log level. More recent works try to improve the situation, analyzing data
dependencies [80] in business models with the purpose of improving them or even
observing object-state changes to improve their analysis [51]. However, none of the
existing approaches provides a generic and standard way of gathering, classifying,
storing, and connecting process and data perspectives on information systems, especially when dealing with databases where the concept of structured process can be
fuzzy or nonexistent.

10 https://fluxicon.com/disco/
11 https://www.celonis.com/en/
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3.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a meta-model has been proposed that provides a way to capture a more
descriptive image of the reality of business processes. This meta-model aligns data and
process perspectives and enables the application of existing process mining techniques.
At the same time, it unleashes a new way to query data and historical information.
This is possible thanks to the combination of data and process perspectives in a rich
format. The data are transformed in order to be ready for multi-perspective analysis
of information systems, while allowing one to use existing process mining techniques
that still require a flat event log as an input. The next chapter presents the application
of the OpenSLEX meta-model for the data extraction and querying on three examples
of real-life database environments.

4

Beekeeper introducing a swarm into a hive
from the top.
“Cours complet d’apiculture”, Georges de
Layens and Gaston Bonnier, 1897

OpenSLEX in Practice:
Data Extraction
and Querying

In the previous chapter, we proposed a meta-model for process mining on databases.
This data model allows us to capture process (processes, logs, events, etc.) and data
aspects (data models, objects, object versions, etc.) in a single structure, enabling
multi perspective log building and standardized event data querying regardless of the
source of data. This chapter evaluates the applicability of this meta-model to three
different real-life environments, showing details of the extraction, transformation, and
load process. Also, we show how query templates can be applied to answer a similar
question for three very different datasets.

4.1 Introduction
Data extraction and preparation are among the first steps to take in any business
intelligence or data analysis project (steps 2 and 3 in Figure 1.1). It is a very timeconsuming task, that can take up to 80% of the total project duration. This is due to
the fact that the original sources of data come in a great variety, differing in structure
depending on the nature of the application or process under study. The standardization of this phase represents a challenge, given that a lot of domain knowledge is
usually required in order to carry it out. It is because of this that most of the work
is done by hand, in an ad-hoc fashion, requiring a lot of iterations in order to obtain
the proper data in the right form.
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In process mining, the situation is not much different. Studies have been carried
out, focusing on SAP [55,97,100] or ERP systems in general [34,125]. Also, efforts have
been made to achieve a certain degree of generalization with the tool XESame [116],
which assists in the task of defining mappings between database fields on the one
side, and events, traces and logs on the other. However, these solutions, which we
refer to as part of the classical or traditional approach, are tightly coupled to the
specific IT system or data schema they were designed to analyze. Moreover, they do
not support the extraction of event data from systems that are not process-aware or
do not explicitly record historical information.
Other techniques exist that try to leverage on the existence of alternative sources of
data. A very promising approach is redo-log process mining [44]. This technique takes
advantage of the redo-log mechanism that exists in most modern relational database
management systems (RDBMSs), to extract events that represent data changes, and
be able to build event logs even on systems that are not process-aware. In some other
environments, a functionality similar to redo-logs is implemented at the application
level. SAP is an example of such an environment, which records data changes performed on certain tables. These tables are tracked for data modifications, keeping a
record in what is called change log tables. Sometimes, none of the previous situations
apply. In that case, events must be extracted in an ad-hoc manner.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 evaluates the
application of ETL on three different environments, where the data are transformed
to conform with the meta-model proposed in Chapter 3. The results of the evaluation
and the querying of the output of our approach are analyzed in Section 4.3. Finally,
Section 4.4 presents the conclusions.

4.2 Evaluation in Real-life Environments
The development of the meta-model presented in Chapter 3 has been partly motivated
by the need of a general way to capture the information contained in different systems
combining the data and process views. Such systems, usually backed up by a database,
use very different ways to internally store their data. Therefore, in order to extract
these data, it is necessary to define a translation mechanism tailored to the wide
variety of such environments. Because of this, the evaluation aims at demonstrating
the feasibility of transforming information from different environments to the proposed
meta-model. Specifically, three real-life source environments are analyzed:
1. Database redo-logs: files generated by the RDBMS in order to maintain the consistency of the database in case of failure or rollback operations. The data were
obtained from real redo-logs generated by a running Oracle database instance.
A synthetic process was designed and run in order to insert and modify data in
the database and trigger the generation of redo-logs. Because of the clarity of
the data model, this environment inspired the running example of Section 5.2.
2. In-table version storage: Application-specific schema to store new versions of
objects as a new row in each table. The data of this analysis were obtained from
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Figure 4.1: Meta-model completion in the three evaluated environments

a real-life instance of a Dutch financial organization.
3. Change tables: changes in tables are recorded in a “redo-log” style as a separate
table, the way it is done in SAP systems. For this analysis, real SAP data,
generated by an external entity, were used. Such data are often used for training
purposes by the third party organization.
The benefit of transforming data to a common representation is that it allows for
decoupling the application of techniques for the analysis from the sources of data.
In addition, a centralized representation allows linking data from different sources.
However, the source of data may be incomplete in itself. In some real-life scenarios,
explicitly defined events might be missing. In other scenarios, there is no record of
previous object versions. Something common is the lack of a clear case notion, which
causes the absence of process instances. In all these cases, it is necessary to apply
some automated inference techniques to derive the missing information and create
a complete and fully integrated view. Figure 4.1 shows these environments. It also
shows which sectors of our meta-model can be populated right away, only extracting
what is available in the database. Next, following a series of automated steps like
version inference and event inference, case derivation, and process discovery, all the
sectors can be populated with inferred or derived data.
The first part of this evaluation (Section 4.2.1) presents the different scenarios that
we can find when transforming data. Each of these scenarios starts from data that
correspond to different sectors of the meta-model. Next, we show how to derive the
missing sectors from the given starting point. Sections 4.2.2, 4.2.3, and 4.2.4 analyze
the three real-life common environments mentioned before. We will demonstrate that
data extraction is possible and that the meta-model can be populated from these different sources. Additional formalizations describing the mapping between these three
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real-life environments and the OpenSLEX meta-model can be found in Appendix A.
Section 4.2.5 presents a method to merge data from two different systems into a single meta-model structure, providing an end-to-end process view. Section 4.3 demonstrates that, starting from the three resulting populated meta-models, it is possible
to standardize the process mining analysis and perform it automatically, adapting
only a few parameters specific to each dataset. In addition to that, an example of the
corresponding resulting populated meta-model for each of the environments is shown.

4.2.1 Meta-Model Completion Scenarios
Experience teaches us that it is not common to find an environment that explicitly
provides the information to fill every sector of our meta-model. This means that
additional steps need to be taken to evolve from an incomplete meta-model to a
complete one. Figure 4.2 presents several scenarios in which, starting from a certain
input (gray sectors), it is possible to infer the content of other elements (dashed
sectors). Depending on the starting point that we face, we must start inferring the
missing elements consecutively in the right order, which will lead us, in the end, to a
completely populated meta-model:
a) Schema discovery: One of the most basic elements we require in our meta-model
to be able to infer other elements is the events sector. Starting from this input
and applying schema, primary key, and foreign key discovery techniques [101,
126], it is possible to obtain a data model describing the structure of the original
data.
b) Object identification: If the events and a data model are known, we can infer
the objects that these events represent. It is necessary to know the attributes of
each class that identify the objects (primary keys). Finding the unique values
for such attributes in the events corresponding to each class results in the list
of unique objects of the populated meta-model.
c) Case derivation: Another possible scenario is the one in which we derive cases
from the combination of events and a data model. The event splitting technique
described in [44], which uses the transitive relations between events defined by
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the data model, allows generating different sets of cases, or event logs. This
requires, similar to scenario b, to match the attributes of each event to the attributes of each class. Next, we must use the foreign key relations to correlate
events between them. Selecting the desired combination of relationships between events will tell us how to group these events in cases to form a log. A
more general approach was proposed in [39] (Chapter 5), where we proposed
a definition of case notion and a method to generate multiple event logs as
different perspectives on the same data.
d) Version inference: The events of each object can be processed to infer the object
versions as results of the execution of each event. Events must contain the values
of the attributes of the object they relate to at a certain point in time or, at
least, the values of the attributes that were affected (modified) by the event.
Next, ordering the events by (descending) timestamp and applying them to the
last known value of each attribute allows us to reconstruct the versions of each
object.
e) Event inference: The inverse of scenario d is the one in which events are inferred
from object versions. By looking at the attributes that differ between consecutive versions it is possible to create the corresponding event for the modification.
f) Process mining analysis: Finally, a set of cases, or an event log, can be used
to apply different kinds of process mining techniques such as process discovery,
performance analysis, conformance analysis, prediction, model repair, etc.
Figure 4.1 provides an overview of the extraction and transformation process applied to each environment. We see that two alternative paths exist in order to obtain a
populated meta-model instance, depending on the data source. The first path (top left
of Figure 4.1) starts with the basic extraction step, in which data model, objects and
explicitly defined events are extracted and stored in an OpenSLEX instance. Next,
version inference (scenario c) is applied to obtain object versions from the extracted
objects and events. The second path (bottom left of Figure 4.1) extracts data model,
objects and object versions from the original data source. Next, event inference is
applied (scenario e), in order to obtain event data from object versions. At that point,
the data from all the environments have been transformed into a common representation. If our purpose is to apply existing process mining techniques (scenario f ), first
we need to build event logs that can be analyzed. This can be achieved by means
of the case derivation step. In this step, we need to correlate events into cases to
build event logs. There are many ways in which events can be grouped, each of them
providing a different perspective on the same data. Chapter 5 proposes a definition
of case notion in the context of OpenSLEX, and provides insights on how to obtain
alternative perspectives on the event data. For the sake of simplicity, in this chapter
we build one single event log per environment, which provides a specific perspective
to be analyzed.
The following three sections consider real-life environments that can act as a source
for event data. These environments are used to illustrate the scenarios in Figure 4.2
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Table 4.1: Fragment of a redo-log: each row corresponds to the occurrence of an event
#

Time + Op + Table

Redo

Undo

1

2016-11-27
15:57:08.0
+
INSERT
+
CUSTOMER

insert into "SAMPLEDB". "CUSTOMER"
("ID", "NAME", "ADDRESS",
"BIRTH_DATE") values ('17299',
'Name1', 'Address1', TO_DATE(
'01-AUG-06', 'DD-MON-RR'));

delete from "SAMPLEDB". "CUSTOMER"
where "ID" = '17299' and "NAME" =
'Name1' and "ADDRESS" = 'Address1'
and "BIRTH_DATE" = TO_DATE(
'01-AUG-06', 'DD-MON-RR') and ROWID
= '1';

2

2016-11-27
16:07:02.0
+
UPDATE
+
CUSTOMER

update "SAMPLEDB". "CUSTOMER" set
"NAME" = 'Name2' where "NAME" =
'Name1' and ROWID = '1';

update "SAMPLEDB". "CUSTOMER" set
"NAME" = 'Name1' where "NAME" =
'Name2' and ROWID = '1';

3

2016-11-27
16:07:16.0
INSERT
BOOKING

+
+

insert into "SAMPLEDB". "BOOKING"
("ID", "CUSTOMER_ID") values
('36846', '17299');

delete from "SAMPLEDB". "BOOKING"
where "ID" = '36846' and
"CUSTOMER_ID" = '17299' and ROWID
= '2';

2016-11-27
16:07:16.0
UPDATE
TICKET

+
+

update "SAMPLEDB". "TICKET" set
"BOOKING_ID" = '36846' where
"BOOKING_ID" IS NULL and ROWID =
'3';

update "SAMPLEDB". "TICKET"
set "BOOKING_ID" = NULL where
"BOOKING_ID" = '36846' and ROWID
= '3';

2016-11-27
16:07:17.0
INSERT
BOOKING

+
+

insert into "SAMPLEDB". "BOOKING"
("ID", "CUSTOMER_ID") values
('36876', '17299');

delete from "SAMPLEDB". "BOOKING"
where "ID" = '36876' and
"CUSTOMER_ID" = '17299' and ROWID
= '4';

2016-11-27
16:07:17.0
TICKET
UPDATE

+
+

update "SAMPLEDB". "TICKET" set "ID"
= '36876' where "BOOKING_ID" IS NULL
and ROWID = '5';

update "SAMPLEDB". "TICKET" set "ID"
= NULL where "BOOKING_ID" = '36876'
and ROWID = '5';

4

5

6

and demonstrate that the complete meta-model structure can be derived for each of
them. In each scenario, the goal is to create an integrated view of data and process,
even when event logs are not directly available.

4.2.2 Database Redo-Logs
The first environment focuses on database redo-logs, a mechanism present in many
DBMSs to guarantee consistency, as well as providing additional features such as
rollback, point-in-time recovery, etc. Redo-logs have already been considered in our
earlier work [44, 108] as a source of event data for process mining. Its feasibility
has been validated in [38]. This environment corresponds to the scenario depicted in
Figure 4.2.d, where data model, objects, and events are available, but object versions
need to be inferred. Table 4.1 shows an example fragment of a redo-log obtained from
an Oracle DBMS. After processing the redo-log records, explained in [44], they are
transformed into events. Table 4.2 shows the derived values for attributes of these
events according to the changes observed in the redo-log. For instance, we see that
the first row of Table 4.2 corresponds to the processed redo-log record observed in
the first row in Table 4.1. It corresponds to a Customer insertion. Therefore, none of
the values for each attribute existed before the event was executed (fourth column).
The second column holds the values for each attribute right after the event occurred.
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Table 4.2: Fragment of a redo-log: each row corresponds to the occurrence of an event
#

Attribute name

Value after event

Value before event

1

Customer:id
Customer:name
Customer:address
Customer:birth_date
RowID

17299
Name1
Address1
01-AUG-06
=

1

2

Customer:id
Customer:name
Customer:address
Customer:birth_date
RowID

=
Name2
=
=
=

{17299}
Name1
{Address1}
{01-AUG-06}
1

3

Booking:id
Booking:customer_id
RowID

36846
17299
=

2

4

Ticket:booking_id
Ticket:id
Ticket:belongs_to
Ticket:for_concert
RowID

36846
=
=
=
=

NULL
(317132)
(172935)
(1277)
3

5

Booking:id
Booking:customer_id
RowID

36876
17299
=

4

6

Ticket:booking_id
Ticket:id
Ticket:belongs_to
Ticket:for_concert
RowID

36876
=
=
=
=

NULL
(317435)
(173238)
(1277)
5

The rest of the events are interpreted in the same way.
Figure 4.1 shows a general overview of how the meta-model sectors are completed
according to the starting input data and the steps taken to derive the missing sectors.
In this case, the analysis of database redo-logs allows one to obtain a set of events,
together with the objects they belong to and the data model of the database. These
elements alone are not sufficient to perform process mining without the existence of an
event log (Figure 4.2.c). In addition, the versions of the objects of the database need
to be inferred from the events as well (Figure 4.2.d). Therefore, the starting point
is a meta-model in which the only populated sectors are Events, Objects and Data
Model. We need to infer the remaining ones: Versions, Cases, and Process Models.
Fortunately, we developed a technique to build logs using different perspectives
(Trace ID Patterns), as presented in [44]. The existence or definition of a data model
is required for this technique to work. Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of the data transformation performed by the technique and how it fits in the proposed meta-model
structure. A more formal description of the mapping between redo-logs and our
meta-model can be consulted in Appendix A.2. The data model obtained from the
source database is stored in an OpenSLEX file. This data model, together with the
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Table 4.3: Redo-log dataset transformation to populate the OpenSLEX meta-model
Entity
Data Model
Class
Attribute
Relationship
Object
Version
Relation
Event
Activity Instance
Case
Log
Activity
Process

Format

# Input Els.

# Output Els.

Aut/Manual

Derivation

SQL
SQL
SQL
SQL
Redo-Log
-

1
8
27
8
0
0
0
8512
0
0
0
0
0

1
8
27
8
6740
8424
13384
8512
8512
21
1
14
1

aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut

explicit
explicit
explicit
explicit
inferred
inferred
inferred
explicit
inferred
inferred
inferred
inferred
inferred

extracted events, allows us to generate both cases (Figure 4.2.c) and object versions
(Figure 4.2.d). Next, process discovery completes the meta-model with a process
(Figure 4.2.f). Once the meta-model structure is populated with data, we can make
queries on it taking advantage of the established connections between all the entities
and apply process mining to do the analysis.
Database Redo-Logs: Transformation
In the previous section, we have described the nature of redo-logs and how they can be
extracted and transformed into event collections first, and used to populate the metamodel afterward. The goal of this section is to sketch the content of this resulting
populated meta-model and, in further sections, the kind of analysis that can be done
on it.
Table 4.3 represents quantitatively the input and output data for our meta-model
population process for each of the entities introduced in Section 3.3. These entities
match the ones depicted in Figure 3.4. Moreover, this table provides qualitative
properties on the nature of the transformation for each entity. In this case, we observe
that all the data are obtained from the original database through SQL (except for the
redo-logs, which require some specific-to-the-job tools from Oracle). The input entities
(data model, class, attribute, relationship, and event) are extracted automatically (fifth
column), directly transformed given that they are explicitly defined in the source
data (sixth column), and maintaining their quantity (third vs. fourth columns).
However, the remaining entities of our meta-model need to be inferred, i.e., derived
from the original entities. In this case, this derivation can be done automatically by
our tool, PADAS1 , which implements the technique for redo-log extraction and event
log building described in [44]. The data model that describes this dataset is depicted
in Figure 4.3. It is clearly inspired by the running example provided in Section 3.2.
1 https://github.com/edugonza/padas
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Figure 4.3: Data model of the redo-log dataset as obtained from the populated OpenSLEX
file

Database Redo-Logs: Adapter Implementation
In order to assist in the task of extracting and processing redo-logs, the tool PADAS
(Section 3.4) has been developed. This tool is able to:
1. Connect to an existing Oracle RDBMS,
2. Load a collection of redo-logs,
3. Extract their content and fill the missing data from a database snapshot,
4. Obtain the data model automatically,
5. Export the resulting collection of events to an intermediate format.
The rest of the processing can be done offline from the Oracle database. The
tool allows the user to select case notions from the data model and build logs for a
specific view. As can be observed in Figure 4.4, once the three main sectors have been
extracted, i.e., data model, events, and cases, the population of the meta-model can
begin. This is an automatic process that does not require any further user interaction.

4.2.3 In-Table Versioning
It is not always possible to get redo-logs from databases. Sometimes, they are disabled or not supported by the DBMS. Also, we simply may not be able to obtain
credentials to access them. Whatever the reason, it is common to face the situation
in which events are not explicitly stored. This seriously limits the analysis that can
be performed on the data. The challenge in such a setting is to obtain, somehow, an
event log to complete our data.
It may be so that in a certain environment, despite lacking events, versioning
of objects is kept in the database, i.e., it is possible to retrieve the old value for
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Figure 4.4: PADAS tool settings to convert a redo-log dataset into a populated meta-model

any attribute of an object at a certain point in time. This is achieved by means
of duplication of the modified versions of rows. This environment corresponds to
the scenario depicted in Figure 4.2.e, where data model, objects, and object versions
are available, but events need to be inferred. The table at the bottom left corner
of Figure 4.5 shows an example of in-table versioning of objects. We see that the
primary key of Customer is formed by the fields id and load_timestamp. Each row
represents a version of an object and every new reference to the same id at a later
load_timestamp represents an update. Therefore, if we order rows (ascending) by
id and load_timestamp, we get sets of versions for each object. The first one (with
older load_timestamp) represents an insertion, the rest are updates on the values. A
more formal description of the mapping from In-table versioning environments to our
meta-model can be found in Section A.3.
In-Table Versioning: Transformation
Looking at Figure 4.5 it is clear that, when ordering by timestamps, the versions in
the original set (bottom left), we can reconstruct the different states of the database
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Figure 4.5: Example of in-table versioning and its transformation into objects and versions

(right). Each new row in the original table represents a change in the state of the
database. Performing this process for all the tables allows for inferring the events in
a setting where they were not explicitly stored. Figure 4.1 shows that, thanks to the
meta-model proposed, it is possible to derive events starting from a data model, a set
of objects, and their versions as input (Figure 4.2.e). The next step is to obtain cases
from the events and data model applying the techniques from [39, 44] (described in
Chapter 5) to split event collections into cases selecting an appropriate case notion
(Figure 4.2.c). Finally, process discovery will allow us to obtain a process model to
complete the meta-model structure (scenario f ). A more formal description of the
mapping between In-table versioning sources and our meta-model can be found in
Appendix A.3.
As a result of the whole procedure, we have a meta-model completely filled with
data (original and derived) that enables any kind of analysis available nowadays in
the process mining field. Moreover, it allows for extended analysis by combining the
data and process perspectives. Table 4.4 shows the input/output of the transformation process, together with details of its automation and derivation. We see that in
this environment the input data corresponds to the following entities of the metamodel: data model, class, attribute and version. These elements are automatically
transformed from the input data, where they are explicitly defined. However, the rest
of the elements needs to be either manually obtained from domain knowledge (dom.
know.), e.g. relationships between classes, or automatically inferred from the rest of
the elements. This is so because, given the configuration of the database, there was
no way to query the relationships between tables. After all, they were not explicitly
defined in the DBMS but managed at the application level. Therefore, these relationships needed to be specified by hand after interviewing domain experts on the process
at hand.
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Table 4.4: In-table versioning dataset transformation to populate the OpenSLEX metamodel
Entity
Data Model
Class
Attribute
Relationship
Object
Version
Relation
Event
Activity Instance
Case
Log
Activity
Process

Format

# Input Els.

# Output Els.

Aut/Manual

Derivation

CSV
CSV
CSV
CSV
-

1
8
65
0
0
277107
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
8
65
15
162287
277094
274359
277094
267236
9858
1
62
1

aut
aut
aut
manual
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut

explicit
explicit
explicit
dom. know.
inferred
explicit
inferred
inferred
inferred
inferred
inferred
inferred
inferred

The resulting data model is depicted in Figure 4.6. It is based on the database
of a financial organization, focusing on the claim and service processing for a specific
financial product. As can be observed, this dataset links information corresponding
to customers (CUSTOMER (3)), their products (Product (8) and Service_Provition (6)), incoming and outgoing phone calls (Call_IN (2) and Call_OUT (7)),
letters being sent to customers (Letter_OUT (4)), monthly statements from customers (MONTHLY_STATEMENT (1)), and customer details change forms (User_Details_Change_Form_IN (5)). In the coming sections, we will show how to obtain
a view on this dataset by exploiting the structure of the meta-model.
In-Table Versioning: Adapter Implementation
The task of transforming the data from an environment that presents an In-table
versioning structure into our meta-model can be automated by means of an adapter.
In this case, we make use of the RapidMiner2 platform together with the RapidProM3
extension to implement a workflow that automates this transformation. Specifically,
the operator needed for this task can be found in one of the development branches of
the RapidProM repository4 . This adapter, as depicted in Figure 4.7, takes as input
the set of CSV files that contains the unprocessed dump of the tables to be analyzed
directly from the source database. Also, if we get direct access to such a database,
the data can be queried directly, skipping the transformation to CSV files.

4.2.4 Change Table
The last environment we will consider for our feasibility study is related to widespread
ERP systems such as SAP. These systems provide a huge amount of functionalities
2 http://www.rapidminer.com
3 http://www.rapidprom.org/
4 https://github.com/rapidprom/rapidprom-source/tree/egonzalez
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Figure 4.6: Data model of the in-table versioning dataset as obtained from the populated
meta-model

to companies by means of configurable modules. They can run on various platforms
and rely on databases to store all their information. However, in order to make them
as flexible as possible, their implementation tries to be independent of the specific
storage technology running underneath. We can observe SAP systems running on MS
SQL, Oracle, and other technologies. However, they generally do not make intensive
use of the features that the database vendor provides. Therefore, data relations are
often not defined in the database schema, but managed at the application level. This
makes the work of the analyst who would be interested in obtaining event logs rather
complicated. Fortunately, SAP implements its own redo-log-like mechanism to store
changes in data. This represents a valid source of data for our purposes. In this
setting, we lack event logs, object versions, a complete data model, and processes.
Without some of these elements, performing any kind of process mining analysis
becomes very complicated. For instance, the lack of an event log does not allow for
the discovery of a process and, without it, performance or conformance analyses are
not possible. To overcome this problem, we need to infer the lacking elements from
the available information in the SAP database.
First, it must be noted that, despite the absence of an explicitly defined data
model, SAP uses a consistent naming system for their tables and columns. Also, there
is lots of documentation available that describes the data model of the whole SAP
table landscape. Therefore, this environment corresponds to the scenario depicted in
Figure 4.2.d, where data model, objects, and events are available, but object versions
need to be inferred. To extract the events we need to process the change log. This
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Figure 4.7: RapidMiner workflow to convert an in-table versioning dataset in order to populate the OpenSLEX meta-model

SAP-style change log, as can be observed in Figure 4.8, is based on two change tables:
CDHDR and CDPOS. The first table, CDHDR, stores one entry per change performed
on the data with a unique change id (CHANGENR,OBJECTCLAS,OBJECTID) and
other additional details. The second table, CDPOS, stores one entry per field changed.
Several fields in a data object can be changed at the same time and will share the
same change id. For each field changed, the table name is recorded (TABNAME)
together with the field name (FNAME), the key of the row affected by the change
(TABKEY ), and the old and new values of the field (VALUE_OLD, VALUE_NEW ).
A more formal description of the mapping between SAP change tables and our metamodel can be found in the Appendix A.4. This structure is very similar to the one
used for redo-logs. However, one of the differences is that changes on different fields
of the same record are stored in different rows of the CDPOS table, while in the redo
logs they are grouped in a single operation.
Change Table: Transformation
As can be seen in Figure 4.1, after processing the change-log and providing a SAP data
model, we are in a situation in which the events, objects, and data model are known.
Therefore, we can infer the versions of each object (d), split the events over cases (c),
and finally, discover a process model (f). With all these ingredients it becomes possible
to perform any process mining analysis and answer complex questions combining
process and data perspectives.
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Figure 4.8: Example of SAP change tables CDHDR and CDPOS
Table 4.5: SAP dataset transformation to populate the OpenSLEX meta-model
Entity
Data Model
Class
Attribute
Relationship
Object
Version
Relation
Event
Activity Instance
Case
Log
Activity
Process

Format

# Input Els.

# Output Els.

Aut/Manual

Derivation

SQL
SQL
SQL
SQL
SQL
-

1
87
4305
0
7340011
0
0
26106
0
0
0
0
0

1
87
4305
296
7339985
7340650
7086
26106
5577
22
1
172
1

aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut
aut

explicit
explicit
explicit
dom. know.
explicit
inferred
inferred
explicit
inferred
inferred
inferred
inferred
inferred

Table 4.5 shows that, in order to populate our meta-model, what we obtain from
SAP are the following entities: data model, class, attribute, object, and event. All these
elements are explicitly defined and can be automatically transformed. However, the
rest needs further processing to be inferred from the input data. Only the relationships
cannot be inferred, but can be obtained automatically from domain knowledge. The
difference between in-table versioning and SAP is that, in the case of SAP, we can
query the online documentation that specifies the connections between different tables
of their data model. A script5 has been developed which, from a set of table names,
finds and obtains the relationships and stores them in a CSV file.
To get an idea of the complexity of the data model of this dataset, Figure 4.9
shows a full picture of it. As can be noticed, it is a very complex structure. However,
5 https://www.win.tue.nl/~egonzale/createkeysfile-sh/
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Figure 4.9: General view of the data model of the SAP dataset as obtained from the populated meta-model. Due to the size of the data model, the attributes or the tables
have been omitted from this graph.

the tool allows one to zoom in and explore areas of interest. Figure 4.10 shows a
zoomed-in area of the data model, where the EKPO table points to the EKKO table.
Change Table: Adapter Implementation
As has been mentioned before, SAP systems often use relational databases to store
the documents and information they manage. Despite the wide variety of database
systems used, the extraction of the relevant information is always possible, as long
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as a JDBC Driver exists. This allows one to connect to the source database directly
BSEG
EKAB
from RapidMiner, as shown in the workflow in Figure 4.11. In this specific case, the
database was SAP Adaptive Server Enterprise (ASE), originally known as Sybase
RBKP
SQL Server. The process is as simple as providing the list of table names we are T042Z
interested in. The workflow will loop through them (Figure 4.12) and extract their
TBSL
content into CSV files that
will be processed in a further step by a different
workflow. MKPF
REGUH
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Figure 4.11: RapidMiner workflow to connect to an SAP database and extract the content
of all the tables
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Figure 4.12: RapidMiner subprocess to extract each table when connecting to a SAP
database

Once we have the CSV files of the SAP tables, we need to process them. To do
so, the RapidProM workflow in Figure 4.13 has been developed, which loops through
these files (including the SAP change tables) to build our meta-model. The top branch

T
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corresponds to the processing of the data schema. The branch below incorporates the
information about the foreign keys, which are used to define the relationships at the
leve of the data schema, and to establish relations between object versions. The third
branch loads information about the objects, i.e., unique identifiers of each data object
from the source database. The two branches at the bottom process the change log
tables from SAP in order to derive object versions. The rightmost block takes as
an input the source data in a standardized format, and outputs an OpenSLEX file
corresponding to a valid meta-model instance.

Figure 4.13: RapidMiner workflow to populate the meta-model based on SAP dataset.

4.2.5 Merging Data Sources
The three previous environments have been considered in isolation, showing the ETL
process on individual systems. On the other hand, as depicted in Figure 3.1, it often
happens that the landscape of a company is constructed by several systems such as
ERP systems, CRM systems, BPM systems, and so on, which operate separately.
These systems store data related to different aspects of the operations within a company. It is possible that, in order to perform our analysis, we need to make use of
data from several of these sources combined, e.g., to link user requests made through
a website on the one hand with internal request handling managed by an internal SAP
system on the other. In such a case, we need to merge the data coming from these
independent systems into a single structure. In order to achieve this goal, we require,
at the very least, one common connecting concept to be shared by these systems.
Figure 4.14 shows an example of two systems being merged in a single data model.
On the left-hand side of the figure, the data model described in Section 4.2.3 is shown
as an abstract group of tables from which one of them, the customer table, has been
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Figure 4.14: The link between different data models through tables representing a common concept (CUSTOMER_A and CUSTOMER_B) by means of a link table
(CUSTOMER_LINK)

selected. On the right-hand side, the ticket selling platform described in Section 4.2.2
is represented, from which the customer table has been selected as well. Both customer
tables (CUSTOMER_A and CUSTOMER_B) have a customer identification field.
Both could share the same ids to represent the same concept. However, that is not
needed to be correlated. The merging process requires the creation of an additional
linking table (CUSTOMER_LINK) which holds the relation between customer ids
for both separate data models.

Figure 4.15: Merging method to map versions of objects belonging to classes of different
data models (class A and class B) through a linking class (class Link)

To make the combination of these data models fit the structure of our meta-model,
it is necessary to make the connection between objects at the object version level. This
can be done automatically as long as we know (a) which customer id from table A is
related to which customer id from table B, and (b) during which period of time this
relation existed. It may be that the correlation is permanent, for example when we
map customer ids of two systems which always represent the same entity (e.g. social
security numbers on one system with national identification numbers on the other).
In such a case, the connecting object will always relate to versions of the same two
connected objects. This situation is represented in Figure 4.15, where an object of
class A (top line) is connected to an object of class B (bottom line) by means of a
linking object (middle line). For each pair of coexisting object versions of objA and
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objB, a new version of objL must exist to relate them. This method has the benefit
of providing great flexibility. It allows us to establish relations between objects that
change through time. An example of this is the case in which the connection between
two tables represents employer-to-employee relations. An employer can be related to
many employees and employees can change employers at any time. Therefore, the
mapping between employer and employee objects will not be permanent over time,
but rather evolve and change. Such a case is supported by the proposed mapping
method, as presented in Figure 4.16, by means of new object versions for the linking
object.

Figure 4.16: Merging method to map versions of multiple objects belonging to classes of
different data models (class A and class B) through a linking class (class Link).
In this case, the related objects change through time

As demonstrated with this example, the proposed meta-model is able to merge
information from different systems into a single structure, enabling the analysis of
process and data in a holistic way, beyond the boundaries of IT systems infrastructure. Throughout this section, we have seen how data extraction and transformation
into the proposed meta-model can be performed when dealing with environments of
very different nature. It is important to note that, despite its apparent complexity,
all the steps previously mentioned are carried out automatically by the provided implementations of the adapters. These adapters can be modified and extended to add
support for new environments.

4.3 Analysis of the Resulting Populated Meta-Model
The main advantage of transforming all our source information into the proposed
meta-model structure is that, regardless of the origin of data, we can pose questions
in a standard way. Let us consider the three environments described in previous sections: redo-logs, in-table versions, and change tables. In the examples, we chose to
illustrate the transformation it is evident that they belong to very different processes
and businesses. The redo-log example corresponds to a concert ticket selling portal.
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Figure 4.17: Fragment of resulting populated meta-model

The second example, based on in-table versioning, corresponds to the claim and service processing for a financial product within an organization. The third example,
based on a SAP system, represents the procurement process of a fictitious company.
Due to the diversity of data formats and designs of the systems, in a normal situation these three environments would require very different approaches in order to
be queried and analyzed. However, we claim that our meta-model provides the standardization layer required to tackle these systems in a similar manner. In this section
we propose a way to standardize the querying process, using a similar template to
answer different questions on each dataset.

4.3.1 Standardized Querying
Our goal is to query the data from different sources in a standardized fashion. To
do so, as demonstrated in Section 5.6, we extracted the raw input data from the
databases of each system. Next, our automated workflows were used to transform
these data and obtaining, as a result, a structure compliant with the proposed metamodel. In this section, we assume that a fully populated meta-model (result on the
right in Figure 4.1) is available for each of the three environments under study. Also,
we assume that the case derivation step (Figure 4.2.c) has been applied in order to
generate, at least, one set of cases that capture the perspective needed to answer to
business question of interest. As has been stated in Section 4.2.1, many different case
notions could be considered in order to generate alternative perspectives based on the
same event data. Chapter 5 will elaborate on this by proposing a definition of case
notion based on our meta-model in order to support multi-perspective analysis.
Given the populated meta-model instances obtained from the previously described
environments, we hope to make plausible that, given a specific business question, it
is possible to make a SQL query that answers this question, regardless of the original
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format of the data. We demonstrate our claim with the following example. Let us
assume we want to find the group of cases in our logs that comply with a specific rule
or represent a part of the behavior we want to analyze. As an example, for the redo
log dataset we may want to define the following Business Question (BQ1):
BQ1: In which cases was the address of a customer updated?
Doing this on the original data would require to go through the redo-log, looking
for events on the table CUSTOMER, linking them to the specific customer_id, correlating the other events of the same customer, grouping them in traces and building
the log. This is not an easy task, especially if such a complicated query needs to be
built specifically for each new business question that comes to mind. Let us consider
another example, now for the in-table versioning dataset (BQ2):
BQ2: In which cases was a service request resolved?
To answer this, we need to go through the table product and check in which row
the value of the field decision changed respect to the previous one, that has the
same customer_id. The next step would be to correlate events from any other table
through the same customer_id and build the log again. This requires a sequence
of non-trivial and time-consuming steps. As a final example, we could think of the
following question to inspect on the basis of the SAP dataset (BQ3):
BQ3: In which cases was the quantity of a purchase requisition order
modified?
This time we would need to go to the EKPO6 table, which contains information
about purchasing document items. However, unlike the in-table versioning case, the
previous values of the items are not in the original table anymore. To find historical
values for each field, we need to go through the CDHDR and CDPOS tables to find
a row that corresponds to the modification of the field MENGE (purchase order
quantity). We must look at the value of the field FNAME, which should be equal
to the string “MENGE”, as well as the value of the field TABNAME, which should
be equal to the string “EKPO”. Next, that needs to be matched with the correct
Purchase Order (sharing the same TABKEY ). Finally, we should correlate event
(from the CDHDR and CDPOS tables) that affected the same purchase order and
group them in cases to form a log. By doing so, we can see the changes in context.
As the complexity of data increases, the process to query it becomes more complex
as well.
To summarize, if we want to ask three different questions in three different environments, then each question needs to be answered in a specific way. However,
we claim that we can derive a standard way to answer questions of the same nature
on different datasets, as long as the data have been previously normalized into our
meta-model. If we look at the three proposed business questions (BQ1, BQ2 and
BQ3), all of them have something in common: they rely on identifying cases in which
6 http://www.sapdatasheet.org/abap/tabl/EKPO.html
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a value was modified for a specific field. We can even filter the cases to obtain only
the ones that cover a specific period of time. This means that we can generalize these
questions into one common general question (GQ):
GQ: In which cases (a) there was an event that happened between time
T1 and T2 (b) that performed a modification in a version of class C (c)
in which the value of field F changed from X to Y?
This is a question we can answer on the basis of our meta-model, regardless of the
dataset it represents. All we need to do is to specify the values of each parameter (T1,
T2, C, X, and Y) according to the data model at hand. We translated the general
question GQ into the SQL query in Listing 7.20.
Query 4.1: Standard query executed on the three populated meta-models
1 SELECT C.id as "T:concept:name",
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

E.timestamp as "E:time:timestamp",
AC.name as "E:concept:name",
E.resource as "E:org:resource",
E.lifecycle as "E:lifecycle:transition",
E.ordering
FROM
event as E,
"case" as C,
activity_instance as AI,
activity_instance_to_case as AITC,
activity as AC
WHERE
C.id = AITC.case_id AND
AITC.activity_instance_id = AI.id AND
E.activity_instance_id = AI.id AND
AI.activity_id = AC.id AND
C.id IN
(
SELECT C.id
FROM
"case" as C,
class as CL,
object as O,
object_version as OV,
object_version as OVP,
event as E,
activity_instance as AI,
activity_instance_to_case as AITC,
event_to_object_version as ETOV,
attribute_name as AT,
attribute_value as AV,
attribute_value as AVP
WHERE
E.activity_instance_id = AI.id AND
AITC.activity_instance_id = AI.id AND
AITC.case_id = C.id AND
ETOV.event_id = E.id AND
ETOV.object_version_id = OV.id AND
OV.object_id = O.id AND
O.class_id = CL.id AND
CL.name = "%{CLASS_NAME}" AND
E.timestamp > "%{TS_LOWER_BOUND}" AND
E.timestamp < "%{TS_UPPER_BOUND}" AND
AT.name = "%{ATTRIBUTE}" AND
AV.attribute_name_id = AT.id AND
AV.object_version_id = OV.id AND
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AV.value LIKE "%{NEW_VALUE}" AND
AVP.attribute_name_id = AT.id AND
AVP.object_version_id = OVP.id AND
AVP.value LIKE "%{OLD_VALUE}" AND
OVP.id IN
(
SELECT OVP.id
FROM object_version as OVP
WHERE
OVP.start_timestamp < OV.start_timestamp AND
OVP.object_id = OV.object_id
ORDER BY OVP.start_timestamp DESC LIMIT 1
)

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

)

62 ORDER BY C.id, E.ordering;

This query is standard and independent of the dataset thanks to the use of macros
(RapidMiner macros) denoted by %{M AC RO _N AM E }. We just need to instantiate
their values according to the dataset to process. Table 4.6 shows the values for each
macro to be replaced in each case. Notice that the timestamps (TS_LOWER_BOUND and TS_UPPER_BOUND) are expressed in milliseconds and the string %
in NEW_VALUE and OLD_VALUE will match any value.
Table 4.6: Parameters to query the three different populated meta-models with the same
query
Variable

Value-RL

Value-ITV

Value-SAP

CLASS_NAME
TS_LOWER_BOUND
TS_UPPER_BOUND
ATTRIBUTE
NEW_VALUE
OLD_VALUE

CUSTOMER
527292000000
1480531444303
ADDRESS
%
%

Product
527292000000
1480531444303
Decision
Toekenning
Nog geen beslissing

EKPO
527292000000
1480531444303
MENGE
%
%

This query can be easily executed in the RapidMiner environment by using the
Query Database operator. Figure 4.18 shows the workflow executed to set the macro
values and make the query for each dataset. Some details of the logs obtained for
each of the three datasets can be observed in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Query results for the three different populated meta-models
Properties

Redo-Log

In-table Ver.

SAP

# Cases
# Events
# Event classes

17
301
5

3177
69410
50

1
12
11

It is important to notice that this technique does not exclude the classical way to
analyze logs. On the contrary, it enables the use of all the existing process mining
techniques. A proof of it is the workflow in Figure 4.18, which executes the subprocess
in Figure 4.19 for each of the resulting logs. As can be observed, this process mining
task transforms the log table into an XES log. Next, a process tree is discovered using
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Figure 4.18: Analysis workflow to process the three resulting populated meta-models
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Figure 4.19: Process mining analysis subprocess in the analysis workflow of the three populated meta-models. It shows that queries on the populated meta-models can
be converted into event logs to be analyzed by a range of process mining algorithms.

the Inductive Miner, which transforms it into a Petri Net. After that, a performance
analysis is done on the discovered model and the log, together with a conformance
check. In addition to that, a more interactive view of the process is obtained with the
Inductive Visual Miner. A social network (assuming the resource field is available)
can be discovered using the Social Network Miner. All these analyses are performed
automatically and with exactly the same parameters for each resulting log. It is
completely independent of the source. Just by modifying the values of the macros of
our query, we can standardize the process of analyzing sub-logs for value modification
cases.
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4.3.2 Process Mining Results
In this section, we continue with the study in order to determine the viability of this
technique. We show the results of the automated analysis performed on the three
different datasets by means of the same query and same workflow.
The Redo-Log Environment: Ticket Selling Process
In the case of the ticket selling process, we are interested in the traces that modified
the address of a customer. First, the discovered model is shown in Figure 4.20.
We see five main activities in this model: customer insertions, booking insertions,
and three different kinds of customer updates. One can notice that the activity
CUSTOMER+UPDATE+1411, which corresponds to updates in the address field, is
the most frequent of the three modifications. The activity BOOKING+INSERT+44
is the most frequent with a total of 141 executions. One can also see that, as expected,
a customer record can only be modified when it has been inserted before. The dashed
lines in the model represent deviations from the discovered model, which usually
represent infrequent cases that were filtered out during the mining phase.

Figure 4.20: Discovered model and deviations for the redo-log dataset

Another technique that can be used during the execution of the automated workflow is performance analysis. The log is replayed on the discovered model such that
time differences can be computed between consecutive events. Next, this information
is displayed on top of the original model to visualize bottlenecks and performance
issues. In this case, Figure 4.21 shows that the most time-consuming activity is one
of the customer updates. However, this information can be misleading since these
modifications were atomic, while data about start and complete events is missing. To
have a better view on performance metrics and obtain accurate task duration, the
life-cycle attribute should be properly assigned to pair events in activity instances.
This is done automatically by the transformation adapter. However, in this case,
there are no activities to be paired.
To finalize the analysis of this process, Figure 4.22 shows the result of checking
the conformance of the log respect to the process. Here we see that, framed in red,
activities CUSTOMER+UPDATE+1411 and BOOKING+INSERT+44 show move
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Figure 4.21: Performance analysis of the model for the redo-log dataset

Figure 4.22: Conformance analysis of the model for the redo-log dataset

on log deviations. However, as the green bar at the bottom and the number in
parentheses show, these deviations occur in a very small share of the total cases. The
rest of the activities are always executed synchronously in accordance with the model.
The In-Table Versioning Environment: Claim Management Process
The second environment corresponds to the claim management process of a financial
organization. The result of our query represents the cases in which the value of the
Decision field of product service claim changed from Undecided (Nog geen beslissing)
to Granted (Toekenning). Figure 4.23 shows the model as obtained from the Inductive
Visual Miner. It can be observed that the process starts with a Monthly Statement
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Figure 4.23: Discovered model & deviations for the in-table versioning dataset

Figure 4.24: Performance analysis of the model for the in-table versioning dataset
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being initialized. Then, for most of the following steps three possibilities exist: the
activity is executed, the activity is re-executed (in a loop), or the activity is skipped.
The frequencies in the arcs demonstrate that, in most of the cases, each subsequent
activity happens at least once. These activities consist of the Reception and Checking
of Monthly Statements, Incoming calls, Outgoing letters, Changes in user details, and
Outgoing calls. Finally, the claim is resolved and three outcomes are possible: Not
decided, Accepted, or Rejected.
When looking at the performance view in Figure 4.24, we notice that most of
the places of the net are colored in red. This means that the waiting time in these
places is higher than the rest. This makes sense since for some automatic activities
the waiting time between tasks will be very low, i.e. in the order of milliseconds or
seconds, and those places will set the lower bound for the performance scale. On the
other hand, for most of the human-driven activities, the times will be much longer,
i.e. in the order of days. With respect to activities, we see some variability, observing
some very costly activities especially at the beginning. These activities are mainly
the ones related to processing of Monthly Statements, Incoming calls, and Outgoing
letters.

Figure 4.25: Conformance analysis of the model for the In-table Versioning dataset

Figure 4.25 shows some conformance results. Here we can observe that most of
the activities happen without significant deviations. However, some model moves are
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observed. This happens at a very low rate, mainly because of the infrequent skips
explained previously on Figure 4.23.
The SAP Environment: Procurement Process
Finally, we focus on the Procurement process within an SAP environment. We are
particularly interested in the cases in which the quantity of a purchase order was
modified. After querying the populated meta-model and obtaining the relevant cases,
we used the Inductive Visual Miner to get a model of the process. Figure 4.26 shows
a very structured process, which is not strange given the few cases that fulfilled our
criteria.

Figure 4.26: Discovered model & deviations for the SAP dataset

It seems clear that some activities are executed repeatedly because of the loops.
The process always starts with an update in the value of the Effective Price in Purchasing Info Record (INFOSATZ_U_EFFPR). This is followed by updates in the
Purchasing Document (EINKBELEG object class), specifically in the Purchase order not yet complete field (MEMORY ). Only then, the Purchase Order Quantity
(MENGE) field is updated.

Figure 4.27: Performance analysis of the model for the SAP dataset

According to Figure 4.27, the performance seems evenly distributed, except for
the update in Purchase Order Quantities, which seems to take a shorter time than
the rest. From a conformance point of view (Figure 4.28), we see that the process
does not show deviations. This was to be expected, given the size of the log and the
existence of only one case with this particular behavior.

Figure 4.28: Conformance analysis of the model for the SAP dataset

Something interesting to note in this dataset with respect to the other environments is the existence of resource information. This means that we know who per-
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Figure 4.29: Social network for the SAP dataset

formed a change in the documents in SAP. This can be exploited to analyze the data
discovering the social network behind the interactions. In this case, Figure 4.29 represents the discovered social network, showing the handout of work between resources
UJBSSEN and EHANI.

4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the applicability of the meta-model described
in Chapter 3, with a special focus on the standardization of the analysis. Several
real-life environments have been analyzed, for which we provided formal descriptions
of their mapping on our meta-model. Moreover, we provided an implementation
of all our techniques, which makes it possible to transform the data to populate
our meta-model, capturing the data and process perspectives of the system under
analysis. This allows for querying it in a standard way, obtaining the relevant cases
for the business question at hand, in order to proceed with the analysis. Finally, a
demonstration of the analysis is made, covering all the phases of the process, starting
from the data extraction and continuing with data transformation, querying, process
discovery, conformance, and performance analysis. The applicability of this ETL
technique to such different environments provides a common ground to separate data
extraction and analysis as different problems. In this way, an interface is generated
that is much richer and powerful than the existing standards. To summarize, the
OpenSLEX meta-model and the proposed ETL technique provide a standardization
layer to simplify and generalize the analysis phase.
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Capping melter. This also shows the
proper method of removing cappings.
“Beekeeping: a discussion of the life of
the honeybee and of the production of
honey”, Everett Franklin Phillips, 1923

Case Notion Discovery
and Recommendation

In Chapter 3 we proposed a meta-model for process mining on databases. The applicability of this meta-model in practice on different environments has been demonstrated
in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 builds on top of the previous work, assuming that events
have been extracted from the source system, and provides the tools to build event
logs for process mining analysis. First, we provide a formalization of the concept of
a case notion. Next, we present a method for building event logs based on a defined
case notion. Also, the concept of event log “interestingness” is discussed, together
with a method to predict it. Finally, the technique is evaluated.

5.1 Introduction
Obtaining event logs is not a trivial matter. This is due to the fact that data come in
many forms, while a lot of manual work and domain knowledge is needed to obtain
meaningful event logs from it. The principal idea behind log building is to correlate
events in such a way that they can be grouped into traces to form event logs. Classical
approaches would use a common attribute to correlate events. This is a valid method
in scenarios where the data schema has a star shape [45] (Figure 5.1.a): there is a
central table, and the rest of the tables are directly related to it, with at least one
column in common, which can be used as a case notion. However, we consider the
scenario in which some pairs of events may not have any attribute in common. This
is the case for a snowflake schema [45] (Figure 5.1.b), which resembles the shape of
a star schema, with the difference that, at the nodes, we find tables that only hold
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Figure 5.1: Example of database schema types: (a) star, (b) snowflake, and (c) arbitrary.
The edges represent relationships, i.e., a foreign key in a table (source or the
edge) pointing to a unique key in another table (target of the edge).

a transitive relation with the central table. In practice, we often find databases of
which its schema presents a higher complexity than a star or snowflake structure (Figure 5.1.c). In that case, there are many combinations in which events can be grouped.
These combinations cannot be arbitrary, but must obey some criteria with a business
meaning, e.g., group the invoice and delivery events by means of the invoice_id field
present in the former ones. Also, more complex combinations can be defined when
transitive relations are considered for the grouping, e.g., group the invoice, delivery,
and bill events according to the field invoice_id in delivery events and the field delivery_id in the bill events. Each of these examples captures what we will refer to as
a case notion, i.e., a way to look at event data from a specific perspective.
When dealing with vast datasets from complex databases, the existence of many
potential case notions is evident. Enterprise Resource Planning (SAP, Oracle EBS,
Dolibarr), Hospital Information Systems (ChipSoft, GE Centricity, AGFA Integrated
Care), and Customer Relationship Management (Salesforce, MS Dynamics, SugarCRM) are examples of systems powered by large databases where multi-perspective
analysis can be performed. According to different case notions, many different event
logs can be built. The research problem we tackle in this chapter is how to choose
the right perspective on the data, which is a crucial step in order to obtain relevant
insights. It is common practice to perform this selection by hand-written queries,
usually by an analyst with the right domain knowledge about the system and process
under study. However, when facing complex data schemas, writing such queries can
become a very complicated task, especially when many tables are involved.
A naive way to tackle the exploration of complex databases is to generate all
the possible case notions as combinations of tables. This can lead to many event
log candidates, even for a small database. The combinatorial problem is aggravated
in more complex scenarios, i.e., with hundreds of tables involved. Given a weakly
connected1 data schema of 90 tables, there exist 4 005 combinations of pairs of tables2 .
If we consider combinations of 3 tables instead, the number increases to 117 480,
1 Weakly connected graph: a directed graph such that, after replacing all of its directed edges with
undirected ones, it produces a connected graph. A connected graph is one such that, for any pair of
nodes (a, b), there is a path from a to b.
2 For a set of n elements (n tables), the number of k-combinations (combinations of k tables) is

(n )

n!
k = k!(n−k)!
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even before considering the many different paths that could connect the tables in
each combination. In such cases, the automated building of logs for all possible
table combinations may still be possible, but has proven to be computationally very
expensive: In the hypothetical case that building an event log would take 4 seconds
on average, building the event logs for a data schema with 90 tables and 10 000
possible case notions would take approximately 11 hours. Even if we spend the time
to compute all of them, we still need to inspect 10 000 event logs to find out which
perspective is both meaningful and interesting.
A way to mitigate the combinatorial explosion is to reduce the case notion search
space as much as possible. Identifying the most interesting event logs would help to
prioritize the most promising views on the data for its analysis. The challenge of
identifying the most promising views is related to the log quality problem. The log
quality problem is concerned with identifying the properties that make an event log
more suitable to be analyzed, i.e. the characteristics that increase the probability of
obtaining valuable insights from the analysis of such an event log. The choices made
during the log building process have an effect on the log quality [56]. Also, in the
literature metrics are available to assess structural log properties [50], which may be
important to assess log quality.
The main contributions described in this chapter are: (a) formally defining complex case notions to adopt different perspectives on event data; (b) automatically
generating candidate case notions on a dataset; (c) assessing the quality of the resulting event logs; (d) automatically predicting an event log’s quality before it is built;
(e) sorting the case notions according to their relative quality from the analysis point
of view. This drastically reduces the computational cost avoiding the generation of
uninteresting event logs. In order to achieve these goals, data must be extracted from
the original system and transformed to fit into a certain structure. This structure
should be able to capture both the process and the data sides of the system under
study. The techniques proposed in this paper have been implemented in a framework and evaluated with respect to related ranking algorithms. The approach yields
promising results in terms of performance and accuracy on the computation of event
log rankings.
To enable the application of process mining and the techniques proposed in this
chapter, we need access to the database of the system under study. This information should be extracted and transformed to fit into a specific data structure. An
appropriate structure has been previously defined in Chapter 3 as the OpenSLEX
meta-model.
From now on, any reference to input or extracted data will assume to be in the form
of a valid connected meta-model as described in Definition 24 (page 39). As we have
seen, according to our meta-model description, events can be linked to object versions,
which are related to each other by means of relations. These relations are instances of
data model relationships. In database environments, this would be the equivalent of
using foreign keys to relate table rows and knowing which events relate to each row.
For the purpose of this chapter, we assume that pairwise correlations between events,
by means of related object versions, are readily available in the input meta-model.
This means that, prior to the extraction, we know the data schema, i.e., primary and
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foreign keys, and how events are stored in each table, e.g., which columns contain the
timestamp and activity name of each event. The first precondition (knowing the data
schema) is fair to assume in most real-life environment. Given the lack of automated
approaches in the literature that tackle the challenge of event data discovery, the
second precondition (knowing the events) requires having the right domain knowledge
in order to extract events. The presented meta-model formalization sets the ground
for the definition of case notion and log that will be presented in the coming sections.

5.2 Running Example
Extracting data from an information system’s database is a complex task. Very often, we lack the domain knowledge needed to identify business objects and meaningful
case notions. Also, understanding complex data schemas can be challenging when the
number of tables is beyond what can be plotted and explored intuitively. Consider
for example the SAP ERP system. This widespread ERP system is often a target
for process mining analysis, as it is used in a multitude of organizations, and contains a huge amount of functionalities by means of configurable modules. SAP can
run on different database technologies, but its instances always maintain a common
data model which is well-known for its complexity. SAP represents a prime example
because it is a widely used system. Nevertheless, the approach is highly generic and
can be applied in different environments, e.g., alternative ERP tools such as Oracle
EBS, HIS solutions such as ChipSoft, and CRM systems like Salesforce.
Figure 5.2 depicts the data model of a sample SAP dataset. This dataset, belonging to SAP IDES (Internet Demonstration and Evaluation System), is an instance of
a fictitious organization. It contains more than 7M data objects of 87 different classes
and more than 26k events corresponding to changes for a subset of the objects present
in the database. In the diagram, classes are represented by squares, while edges show
the relationships between classes, i.e., a foreign key in one table (edge source) pointing
to a unique key in another table (edge target). Table names in SAP are codified in
such a way that it is not easy to identify what these classes mean without further
documentation. Also, most of the relevant classes are connected to many others. This
makes it very difficult to plot the graph in such a way that clusters of classes can be
easily identified.
Figure 5.3 shows in detail a small portion of the graph, where we observe that the
EKKO class is linked, among others, to the EKPO class. Also, the EBAN class is
connected to both. Additionally, the class EKET is linked to EBAN. According to
the official documentation, both EKKO (header table) and EKPO (item table) refer
to purchasing documents. The EBAN class contains information about purchase
requisition and the EKET class contains scheduling agreement schedule lines. This
could very well be a valid case notion, if we use the connection between the four
tables to correlate the corresponding events in traces. However, there are many ways
in which this correlation could be constructed. One-to-many relationships can exist
between classes, which leads to the well-known problems of data divergence (several
events of the same type are related to a single case) and data convergence (one event is
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Figure 5.2: General view of the data model of the SAP dataset (the table attributes have
been omitted).

related to multiple cases), as described in [72]. This means that the combination of a
subset of classes can yield several, different event logs, depending on the choices made
to correlate the events. Should all the purchase items be grouped in the same purchase
requisition trace? Should one trace per purchase item exist? Would that mean that
the same purchase requisition events would be duplicated in different traces? The
fact that these choices exist makes the process of log building a non-trivial task.
Section 5.3 provides a definition of case notion and presents a framework to build
event logs effectively, taking into account the aforementioned choices in a formal
manner.
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Figure 5.3: Detail of the data model of the SAP dataset. EKKO and EKPO tables refer
purchase documents, while EBAN contains information about purchase requisitions.
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defining what a case notion is, in order to build
logs from event data. Relying on the meta-model structure to correlate events gives
us the freedom to apply our log building technique to data coming from different
BSEG
EKAB
environments,
where SAP is just an example. As
long as the existing data elements
can be matched to the class, object and event abstractions, event correlation will be
possible. Therefore, our log building technique will be feasible. The fact that thisRBKP
kind
of data and correlations can be obtained in real-life environments has been previously
demonstrated in [42]. Our approach defines case notions based on the data model of
the dataset (classes and relationships) and projects the data onto it (objects, object
TBSL
versions, and events) to build traces with correlated events.
REGUH
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5.3.1 Defining Case Notions

REGUP

We define a case notion (Definition 25) as an annotated rooted tree in which there is
always a root node (root class of the case notion). There can be a set of additional
regular class nodes, together with some converging class nodes, as children of the root
node or other nodes of the subtrees. The root node is the main class of the case notion
and triggers the creation of a new case identifier for each object that belongs to it
(e.g. a case identifier for a purchase order). Regular nodes will force the creation of a
new case identifier when several of its objects relate to one root or regular object (e.g.
several deliveries of the same order will result in one case identifier for each delivery).
Converging nodes are the ones that allow one case identifier to refer to objects of that
same class (e.g., several delivery items linked to the same delivery will be grouped in
under the same case identifier).
Definition 25 (Case Notion) Let

us

assume

a

data

model

DM = (CL, AT ,

T042Z

MKPF
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classOfAttribute, RS, sourceClass, targetClass). We define a case notion as a tuple
CN = (C, root, children, CONV , IDC, rsEdge) such that:
- C ⊆ CL is the set of classes involved in the case notion,
- root ∈ C is the root class in the case notion tree,
- children ∈ C → P (C ) is a function returning the children of a class in the case notion

tree,
- CONV ⊆ C is the set of classes of the case notion for which convergence is applied.
If a class c belongs to CONV , all the members of the subtree of c must belong to this
set, i.e., ∀c ∈ CONV : children(c) ⊆ CONV ,
- IDC = C \CONV is the set of identifying classes that will be used to uniquely identify
cases of this case notion,
- rsEdge ∈ (C × C ) → RS is a function returning the relationship of the edge between
two classes in the tree such that, ∀c ∈ C : ∀c ′ ∈ children(c) : ∃rs ∈ RS : {c, c ′ } =
{sourceClass(rs), targetClass(rs)} ∧ rsEdge(c, c′ ) = rs.
Table 5.1: Sample object, version and event identifiers for the classes involved in the case
notion.
Class

ObjectID

VersionID

EventID

RelationID

EKET
EKET
EKET
EBAN
EBAN
EBAN
EKKO
EKKO
EKKO
EKPO
EKPO
EKPO
EKPO

a1
a1
a2
b1
b1
b2
c1
c2
c3
d1
d2
d3
d4

av1
av2
av3
bv1
bv2
bv3
cv1
cv2
cv3
dv1
dv2
dv3
dv4

ae1
ae2
ae3
be1
be2
be3
ce1
ce2
ce3
de1
de2
de3
de4

bv1
bv2
bv3
bv2
bv2
bv3
cv1
cv1
cv2
cv3

Figure 5.4 shows an example of a case notion combining classes EBAN, EKET,
EKKO, and EKPO. The class EBAN is the root of the case notion. The class
EKET is a regular child of the root node, while the child node EKKO is a converging class. By inheritance, the node EKPO is a converging class as well,
given that it belongs to a subtree of the converging class EKKO. Therefore,
Figure 5.4 is the graphical representation of the case notion cn for which C =
{EBAN, EKET , EKKO, EKPO}, root = EBAN , CONV = {EKKO, EKPO}, IDC = {EBAN, EKET },
children ∈ C → P (C ) such that children(EBAN) = {EKET , EKKO}, children(EKKO) =
{EKPO}, children(EKPO) = ;, and children(EKET ) = ;, and rsEdge ∈ (C × C ) →
RS such that rsEdge(EKET , EBAN) = fk_eket _to_eban3 , rsEdge(EKKO, EBAN) =
3 fk_* stands for “foreign key”, e.g., fk_eket_to_eban represents a foreign key from table EKET
to table EBAN.
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Figure 5.4: Sample of a case notion, represented as an annotated rooted
tree.

Figure 5.5: Links between objects of classes
EKET (a1, a2), EBAN (b1,
b2), EKKO (c1, c2, c3), and
EKPO (d1, d2, d3, d4). The
objects have been grouped in
two sets, corresponding to the
case identifiers computed for
the case notion of Figure 5.4.

fk_ekko_to_eban, and rsEdge(EKPO, EKKO) = fk_ekpo_to_ekko. According to this

case notion, each trace will contain events belonging only to one EBAN object, only
one EKET object, but to any EKKO or EKPO objects that hold a relation with
the EBAN object represented by the trace. This is due to the fact that EKKO and
EKPO are defined as converging classes in our case notion. The log building process
is described in greater detail below.

5.3.2 Building a Log
The process of building an event log can be seen as the
a certain case notion. First, a set of case identifiers will
determine the objects that will be correlated per trace.
more detail how this set of case identifiers is generated.
this section as an example to illustrate the method.

projection of a dataset on
be constructed, which will
Definition 26 describes in
Figure 5.5 will be used in

Definition 26 (Case Identifiers) Let us assume a valid connected meta-model instance
CMI and a case notion CN = (C, root, children, CONV , IDC, rsEdge). We define CI as the
maximal set4 of case identifiers such that, each case identifier ci ∈ CI is a set of objects
ci = {o ∈ OC | classOfObject(o) ∈ C} and the following properties apply:
- ∀o ∈ ci : classOfObject(o) ∈ IDC ⇒ (∃o ′ ∈ ci : classOfObject(o′ ) = classOfObject(o) ⇒ o ′ =
o), i.e., cannot exist two objects per identifying class in each case identifier,
- ∃o ∈ ci : classOfObject(o) = root , i.e., one object of the case identifier belongs to the
root,
- R ⊆ (ci × ci) = {(o, o ′ )|∃(rs, ov, ov′ ) ∈ REL : c = classOfObject(o) ∧ c ′ = classOfObject(o′ ) ∧
objectOfVersion(ov) = o ∧ objectOfVersion(ov′ ) = o ′ ∧ rs = rsEdge(c, c′ ) ∧ sourceClass(rs) =
c ∧ targetClass(rs) = c′ }, i.e., R is a relation between two objects of the case identifier

such that both objects have at least one link in the original data for a relationship
4 A is a maximal set for property P if: (a) A satisfies property P and (b) ∀B ⊇ A satisfying property
P : B = A.
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considered in the case notion. To improve readability, we can say that oRo ′ ⇐⇒
(o, o ′ ) ∈ R ,
- |ci| > 1 ⇒ ∀(o, o ′ ) ∈ (ci × ci) : oR+ o′ , i.e., as long as the case identifier contains more
than one object, any pair of objects must belong to the transitive closure5 of the
relation R , i.e., directly or transitively related through objects of the case identifier.
Let us consider the sample dataset in Table 5.1. It corresponds to the tables
EBAN, EKET, EKKO, and EKPO. In total there are 11 objects ({a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2,
c3, d 1, d 2, d 3, d 4}), 13 object versions ({av1, av2, av3, bv1, bv2, bv3, c v1, c v2, c v3, d v1,
d v2, d v3, d v4}), and 13 events ({ae1, ae2, ae3, be1, be2, be3, ce1, ce2, ce3, d e1, d e2, d e3,
d e4}). Additionally, there are 10 relations between object versions ({av1 → bv1, av2 →
bv2, av3 → bv3, c v1 → bv2, c v2 → bv2, c v3 → bv3, d v1 → c v1, d v2 → c v1, d v3 →
cv2, d v4 → cv3}).

The first step to build the event log corresponding to the case notion in Figure 5.4
is to build the set of case identifiers. First, we have to find the maximal set of case
identifiers that comply with the constrains set by the case notion at hand, i.e. (a) all
the objects must belong to the classes in the case notion, (b) at least one object per
case identifier must belong to the root class of the case notion, (c) two objects of the
same case identifier cannot belong to the same identifying class of the case notion,
and (d) all the objects in the same case identifier must be related, either directly or
transitively, by means of the relationships specified in the case notion.
Going back to our example, we will construct the set of case identifiers by observing
the relations between objects (Figure 5.5). Knowing that {b1, b2} are the objects
belonging to the EBAN class and that EBAN is the root class of the case notion,
we know that exactly one of these objects must be in each of the resulting traces.
That means we will generate, at least, two traces. Objects {a1, a2} belong to the class
EKET, which is the other identifying class of the case notion. Only one of these
objects is allowed per trace. In this case, each one of them is related to a different
EBAN object. Because EKET and EBAN are the only identifying classes of the case
notion, we can combine their objects already to create a (non-maximal) set of case
identifiers CI ′ = {ci 1′ , ci 2′ }:
ci 1′ = {a1, b1}
ci 2′ = {a2, b2}

The next class to look at in the case notion hierarchy is EKKO. There are three
objects ({c1, c2, c3}) belonging to this class. Two of them ({c1, c2}) are related to the
EBAN object b1. Given that it is a converging class, we can put them in the same
case identifier, in this case ci 1′ . The other object (c3) is related to the EBAN object
b2. Therefore, it will be inserted in the case identifier ci 2′ . We proceed analogously
with the EKPO objects {d 1, d 2, d 3, d 4}, given that EKPO is a converging class in our
case notion as well. Finally, the maximal case identifiers set C I = {ci 1, ci 2} is:
ci 1 = {a1, b1, c1, c2, d 1, d 2, d 3}
ci 2 = {a2, b2, c3, d 4}
5 R + is the transitive closure of a binary relation R on a set X if it is the smallest transitive relation
on X containing R .
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Once the case identifiers have been generated, it is possible to build the log in its
final form. First, we introduce some useful notation in Definition 27.
Definition 27 (Shorthands I) Given a valid connected meta-model instance CMI , a
case notion CN = (C, root, children, CONV , IDC, rsEdge) and a maximal set of case identifiers CI , we define the following shorthands:
- Acto = {act ∈ AC | ∃(e, ov) ∈ dom(eventToOVLabel) : objectOfVersion(ov) = o ∧
activityOfAI(eventAI(e)) = act}, i.e., the set of activities of the activity instances related to an object through its versions and events,
- ActCc = {act ∈ AC | ∃(e, ov) ∈ dom(eventToOVLable) : objectOfVersion(ov) = o ∧
activityOfAI(eventAI(e)) = act ∧ classOfObject(o) = c}, i.e., the set of activities related
to a class through its activity instances, events, versions and objects,
- Oc = {o ∈ OC | classOfObject(o) = c}, i.e., the set of objects of a certain class c ∈ C ,
- EvOo = {e ∈ EV | ∃(e, ov) ∈ dom(eventToOVLabel) :
objectOfVersion(ov) = o}, i.e., the set of events of a certain object o ∈ OC ,
- EvCc = {e ∈ EV | ∃(e, ov) ∈ dom(eventToOVLabel) :
classOfObject(objectOfVersion(ov)) = c}, i.e., set of events of a certain class c ∈ C ,
- Eai = {e ∈ EV | ai ∈ AI ∧ eventAI(e) = ai}, i.e., set of events of a certain activity instance
ai ∈ AI .
In order to build the final log, we will map a set of activity instances to each object
and group them per case identifier to form traces. According to the definition of the
OpenSLEX meta-model, an activity instance is a set of events that belong to the same
activity and case, e.g., correlated events with different life-cycle of the same activity
(start and complete events). In our example, for the sake of clarity, we assume that
each activity instance is a singleton with a single event. In fact, we will represent
traces as a set of events. Definition 28 provides a formal description of a log and how
to build it from a maximal set of case identifiers.
Definition 28 (Log) Given a valid connected meta-model instance CMI , a case notion CN = (C, root, children, CONV , IDC, rsEdge) and a maximal set of case identifiers
C I , we define a log l ∈ CI → P (AI ) as a deterministic mapping between the set of
case identifiers and the powerset of activity instances, such that each of the activity instances in the mapped set is linked to at least one object of the case identifier, i.e., for all ci ∈ CI : l(ci) = {ai ∈ AI | ∃e ∈ EV : ai = eventAI(e) ∧ ∃ov ∈ OV : (e, ov) ∈
dom(eventToOVLabel) ∧ objectOfVersion(ov) ∈ ci}.
Assuming that, in our example, each activity instance is represented by a single
event, we can build the final log l as the following mapping:
CI → P (AI)
l : ci 1 = {ae1, ae2, be1, be2, ce1, ce2, d e1, d e2, d e3}
ci 2 = {ae3, be3, ce3, d e4}

Of course, different variations of case notions will lead to different event logs, given
that the grouping rules will change. Table 5.2 shows three different case notions, as
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well as the corresponding case identifiers and final traces. The first row (a) is based on
the case notion in Figure 5.4, representing the same example we have just analyzed.
Case notions (b) and (c) are variations of the case notion (a). In (b), the EKKO
class has been promoted to be an identifying class. This provokes the generation of
an additional case identifier, since objects {c1, c2} cannot coexist in the case identifier
anymore. In (c), also the EKPO class has been transformed into an identifying class.
This triggers the creation of another case identifier, since the objects {d 1, d 2, d 3, d 4}
cannot belong to the same case identifier either. These examples show the impact of
converging and identifying classes in the output of the log building process.
Table 5.2: Case identifiers and final traces built from the sample dataset, according to each
of the three case notions.
ID

Case Notion

Case Identifiers & Traces

a
Trace 1: {ae1, ae2, be1, be2, ce1, ce2, d e1, d e2, d e3}
Trace 2: {ae3, be3, ce3, d e4}

b
Trace 1: {ae1, ae2, be1, be2, ce1, d e1, d e2}
Trace 2: {ae1, ae2, be1, be2, ce2, d e3}
Trace 3: {ae3, be3, ce3, d e4}

c
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace

1:
2:
3:
4:

{ae1, ae2, be1, be2, ce1, d e1}
{ae1, ae2, be1, be2, ce1, de2}
{ae1, ae2, be1, be2, ce2, de3}
{ae3, be3, ce3, d e4}

These definitions make it possible to create specialized logs that capture behavior
from different perspectives. However, the combinatorial explosion problem makes it
practically impossible to explore all the case notions for large and complex data models. This means that we must focus our efforts on the most interesting perspectives
to obtain insights without being overwhelmed by excessive amounts of information.
The following section proposes a set of metrics to assess the “interestingness” of a
case notion, based on measurable quality features of the resulting event log.
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5.4 Log Quality: Is my Log Interesting?
The log quality problem concerns the identification of characteristics that make event
logs interesting to be analyzed. This problem is not new to the field. Some authors
have studied how the choices made during the log building process can affect the
log quality [56] and have developed procedures to minimize the negative impact.
Other authors have tried to define metrics to assess different log properties from the
structural point of view [50]. In this work, we aim at assessing the quality of an event
log in an automated way. For that purpose, we adopt some metrics from [50], that
will give us an idea of the structural and data properties that a log should possess
in order to be an interesting candidate. In the scope of our meta-model and the logs
we are able to build, we need to adapt these concepts to be able to compute them.
Considering a valid connected meta-model instance CMI , a case notion CN , a set of
case identifiers C I , and a log l , we define the following three equations to match the
structure of our meta-model.
Support (SP) (Equation 5.1): number of traces present in an event log:
SP(l) = |dom(l)| = |CI|

(5.1)

Level of detail (LoD) (Equation 5.2): average number of unique activities per trace:
∑
LoD(l) =

|

∪

ci ∈CI ai ∈l(ci)

∑

activityOfAI(ai)|
=

SP(l)

|

∪

ci ∈CI o∈ci

|CI|

Acto |

(5.2)

Average number of events (AE) (Equation 5.3): average number of events per trace:
∑
AE (l ) =

|

∪

ci ∈CI ai ∈l(ci)

SP(l)

∑

Eai |
=

|

∪

ci ∈CI o∈ci

EvOo |

|CI|

(5.3)

When analyzing processes, intuitively, it is preferred to have event logs with as
many cases as possible, i.e., higher support (Equation 5.1), but not too many activities
per case, i.e., a reasonable level of detail (Equation 5.2). The reason for this is that the
complexity of the resulting model, and therefore its interpretation, is closely related
to the number of activities it needs to represent. However, too few activities result in
very simple models that do not capture any interesting patterns we want to observe.
Also, we try to avoid cases with extremely long sequences of events, i.e., large average
number of events per trace (Equation 5.3), because of the difficulty to interpret the
models obtained when trying to depict the behavior. However, too short sequences
of events will be meaningless if they represent incomplete cases.
Therefore, while we would like to maximize the support value (5.1), i.e., give
priority to logs with a higher number of traces, we cannot say the same for the level
of detail (5.2) and average number of events per case (5.3). These last two metrics
will find their optimality within a range of acceptable values, which will depend on
the domain of the process and taste of the user, among other factors. Given the
differences between the pursued optimal values for each of the metrics, the need for
a scoring function becomes evident. It is required to be able to effectively compare
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Figure 5.6: Sample of beta distribution curves for different values of the α and β parameters.

log metrics. A candidate is the beta distribution. Note that the choice of the scoring
function is not restricted by the approach and could be replaced by any distribution
more appropriate to the setting of application.
The beta distribution is defined on the interval [0, 1] and has two shape parameters,
α and β. The values of these two parameters determine the shape of the curve, its
mean, mode, variance, etc. Also, the skewness of the distribution can be controlled
by choosing the right combination of parameters (See Figure 5.6). This allows one
to define a range of values for which the probability density function (PDF) of the
beta distribution (Equation 5.4) will return higher scores as they approximate to the
mode.
BetaPDF (x; α, β) =

x α−1 (1 − x)β−1
, where B (α, β) is the Euler beta function. (5.4)
B (α, β)

The input values will get a lower score as they get farther from the mode. One
advantage of this distribution is that it is possible to define a mode value different
from the mean, i.e., to shape an asymmetric distribution. Figure 5.6 shows examples
of beta distributions for different values of α and β.
The parameters α and β can be estimated based on the mode and approximate
inflection points of the desired PDF [90]. We show an example considering only the
mode. If we are interested in event logs with a level of detail close to 7, we need to
estimate the values of α and β to obtain a PDF with mode 7. First, we scale the value.
If the minimum and maximum values for LoD are 1 and 20, then the scaled mode is
0.32. Assuming that we are after a unimodal PDF and α, β > 1, we use Equation 5.5
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to compute the mode:
mode =

α−1
α+β−2

for α, β > 1

(5.5)

Given the desired mod e , we can fix the value of one of the shape parameters and
estimate the other one using Equation 5.5:

est(mode) =



β = 2, α =
α = 2, β =


α, β = 2,

1
1−mod e ,
1−4mod e
mod e ,

if mode < 0.5 ⇒ positively skewed
if mode > 0.5 ⇒ negatively skewed
if mode = 0.5 ⇒ symmetric

(5.6)

Therefore, for the mode 0.32, the PDF is positively skewed. Using Equation 5.6 we
evaluate est (0.32) to obtain the values β = 2 and α = 1/(1 − 0.32) = 1.47. The resulting
PDF can be observed in Figure 5.6 (dotted curve). This is a basic yet effective method
to set the shape parameters of the beta function using domain knowledge, i.e., the
optimal value that we desire to score higher. Once the parameters α and β have
been selected, we can compute the scores of the previous log metrics by means of the
following score function:
score(f , xi , X , α, β) = BetaPDF (scaled(f , xi , X ); α, β)

(5.7)

Here, f is a function to compute the metric to be scored (e.g., SP, LoD or AE), x i is
the input of function f (e.g., a log l ), X is the set of elements with respect to which
we must scale the value of f (x i ) (e.g., a set of logs L ), α and β are the parameters of
the beta probability distribution function, and scaled(f , xi , X ) is a rescaling function
such that:
f (xi ) − min{f (xj )}
scaled( f , x i , X ) =

xj ∈X

max{f (xj )} − min{f (xj )}
xj ∈X

(5.8)

xj ∈X

With the score function in Equation 5.7, first we perform feature scaling (Equation 5.8). Next, we apply the beta distribution function (Equation 5.4) with the
corresponding α and β parameters. With respect to the support of the log, the score
will be the result of scaling the support feature (SP(l)) with respect to the set of possible logs L and applying the beta probability distribution function. As the purpose, in
this case, is to give a higher score to higher support values, we will set the parameters
αSP and βSP such that the probability distribution function resembles an ascending
line (e.g., α = 2 and β = 1 in Figure 5.6):
ssp (l, L) = score(SP, l, L, αSP , βSP )

(5.9)

To score the level of detail, we let the parameters αLoD and βLoD to be tuned
according to the preference of the user:
slod (l, L) = score(LoD, l, L, αLoD , βLoD )

(5.10)
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The score of the average number of events per case is computed in the same way,
using the appropriate values for the parameters α AE and β AE :
sae (l, L) = score(AE, l, L, αAE , βAE )

(5.11)

The “interestingness” of a log l with respect to all the logs L can be defined by
the combination of the score values for each of the previous metrics. In order to
combine the scores for each log metric, a global scoring function gsf ∈ L × P (L) ⇒ R
can be used, which takes a log l and a set of logs L , and returns the score of l with
respect to L . The approach does not depend on the choice of this function, and it can
be replaced by any custom one. For the purpose of demonstrating the feasibility of
this approach, we define the global scoring (or “log interestingness”) function as the
weighted average of the three previous scores. The weights (w sp , w sp , w sp ) and the
parameters of the beta distribution (αSP , βSP , αLoD , βLoD , α AE , β AE ) can be adjusted
by the user to balance the features according to their interest.
gsf (l, L) = wsp · ssp (l, L) + wlod · slod (l, L) + wae · sae (l, L)

(5.12)

The log “interestingness” scoring function (Equation 5.12) proposed in this section
aims at giving an indication of how likely is that a log will be of interest, with respect to
the other candidates, given a set of parameters. Table 5.3 shows the top 8 discovered
case notions of the sample SAP dataset, according to the computed score. We see
that the tables involved in the purchase requisition process represent a relevant case
notion candidate for this specific dataset. The main contribution until now is not
the specific scoring function, but the framework that enables the assessment and its
configuration. However, this framework still requires a log to be generated in order
to be subjected to evaluation. Taking into account that the final goal is to assess
log “interestingness” at a large scale automatically, we need better ways to score case
notions before the corresponding logs are built. The following section explores this
idea, proposing a method to predict log interestingness.

5.5 Predicting Log Interestingness
If an event log is completely created from an extracted dataset, then it is straightforward to assess the actual “interestingness”. However, as explained before, for large
databases it is infeasible to compute all candidates. In order to mitigate this problem and save computation time, we aim at approximating the value of the metrics
considered in Section 5.4 for a certain case notion, before the log is computed. For
this purpose, we define bounds for the log metrics, given a certain case notion. The
goal is to restrict the range of uncertainty and improve the prediction accuracy. In
fact, at the end of this section, the bounds will be used to define a custom predictor
for each of the log metrics. First, we try to set bounds to the support of a log. From
Equation 5.1 we see that the support of a log is equal to the domain of the mapping,
i.e., the number of case identifiers of the log. Definition 26 shows that the number
of case identifiers depends on the combination of objects belonging to the identifying
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Table 5.3: Top 8 discovered case notions, sorted by score with parameters (αSP = 2, βSP = 1,
αLoD = 4.16, βLoD = 1, α AE = 1.28, β AE = 1.53, w sp = 0.3, w l od = 0.3, and w ae = 0.3).
The α and β parameters have been estimated based on desired min, max, and
mode values for the corresponding beta distribution (LoD mi n = 2, LoD max = 10,
LoD mod e = 4, AE mi n = 4, AE max = 30, and AE mod e = 8). The values for SP, LoD,
and AE have been scaled.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Root

Tables

EBAN
EINE
EBAN
EKPO
EKKO
EINE
EBAN
EINE

EKPO,
EKPO,
EKPO,
EKPO,
EKPO,
EKPO,
EKPO,
EKPO,

EINE,
EINE,
EINE,
EINE,
EINE,
EINE,
EINE,
EINE,

EBAN,
EBAN,
EBAN,
EBAN,
EBAN,
EBAN,
EBAN,
EBAN,

EKKO,
EKKO,
MARA
EKKO,
EKKO,
EKKO
EKKO
MARA

LFA1
LFA1
LFA1
LFA1

SP’

LoD’

AE’

Score

0.54
0.70
0.28
0.80
0.55
0.70
0.54
0.45

1.00
0.95
1
0.87
0.88
0.85
0.87
0.89

0.60
0.65
0.69
0.63
0.47
0.56
0.48
0.71

1.90
1.79
1.73
1.60
1.53
1.52
1.51
1.44

classes of the case notion (IDC ). Given that every case identifier must contain one
object of the root class, that only one object of the root class is allowed per case
identifier, and that the set of case identifiers is a maximal set, we can conclude that
the set of case identifiers will contain at least one case identifier per object in the root
class:
Bound 1 (Lower Bound for the Support of a Case Notion) Given a valid connected
meta-model instance CMI , a case notion CN = (C, root, children, CONV , IDC, rsEdge), a
maximal set of case identifiers CI , and the corresponding log l we see that ∀ci ∈ CI : ∃o ∈
ci : classOfObject(o) = root ⇐⇒ ∀o ∈ Oroot : ∃ci ∈ CI : o ∈ ci ⇒ |CI| ≥ |Oroot |. Therefore, we
conclude that: SP(l) ≥ ⌊SP(CN)⌋ = |Oroot |
For a case identifier to be transformed into an actual trace, at least an event must
exist for the root object involved in it. For the sake of simplicity, Bound 1 assumes
that at least one event exists for every object in the root class. This has been taken
into account in the implementation, considering only objects of the root class that
contain at least one event.
Each of the case identifiers is a combination of objects. Also, exactly one object of
the root class and no more than one object of each identifying class (classes in IDC)
can exist per case identifier. This leads to the following upper bound for support:
Bound 2 (Upper Bound for the Support of a Case Notion) Given a valid connected
meta-model instance CMI , a case notion CN = (C, root, children, CONV , IDC, rsEdge), a
maximal set of case identifiers CI , and the corresponding log l , we define a maximal
set CI ′ for which the following properties hold:
a) ∀ci ∈ CI ′ : ∀o ∈ ci : classOfObject(o) ∈ IDC ⇒ ∃o ′ ∈ ci : classOfObject(o) =
classOfObject(o′ ) ⇐⇒ o = o ′ , i.e., only one object per class belongs to the case identifier,
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b) ∀ci ∈ CI ′ : ∃o ∈ ci : classOfObject(o) = root , i.e., one object of the root class must
always belong to the case identifier.
This implies that CI ′ contains all the possible combinations of one or zero objects of
each class in IDC , except for the root class, that must always be represented by an
∏
object in the case identifier. That means that |CI ′ | = |Oroot | ·
(|Oc | + 1). Given
c∈{C \root}

that CI ′ is less restrictive than CI , we know that CI ′ ⊇ CI ⇒ |CI ′ | ≥ |CI|. Therefore:
SP(l) ≤ ⌈SP(CN)⌉ = |Oroot | ·

∏

c∈{C \root}

(|Oc | + 1)

Following the same logic to set a lower bound for support, we know that all the
objects that belong to the root class will be involved in at least one case identifier.
However, the number of traces is still unknown if the log has not been built and we
can only consider it as the maximum possible, i.e., the upper bound of the support.
Therefore, a lower bound for the level of detail will be given by the sum of the
unique activities per object of the root class divided by the maximum number of case
identifiers. If we consider that the additional case identifiers (beyond the number of
objects of the root class) will, at least, add a unique number of activities equal to the
minimum number of activities per object of the root class, we can get a better lower
bound as described below:
Bound 3 (Lower Bound for the LoD of a Case Notion) Given a valid connected
meta-model instance CMI , a case notion CN = (C, root, children, CONV , IDC, rsEdge),
a maximal set of case identifiers CI , and the corresponding log l , we see that
∀ci ∈ CI : ∃o ∈ ci : classOfObject(o) = root ⇐⇒ ∀o ∈ Oroot : ∃ci ∈ CI : o ∈ ci ⇒ ∀ci ∈
∑
∪
∪
∪
CI :
Acto ⊇
Acto .
Additionally, we know that
|
Acto | ≥
o∈(ci∩Oroot )
ci∈CI o∈(ci∩Oroot )
∑ o∈ci
(
|Acto |) + (|CI| − |O r oot |) · min {|Ac t o |}. Therefore:
o∈O r oot

o∈O r oot

(
LoD(l) ≥ ⌊LoD(CN)⌋ =

∑
o∈O r oot

|Acto |) + (⌈SP(CN)⌉ − |O r oot |) · min {|Ac t o |}
o∈O r oot

⌈SP(CN)⌉

A lower bound for LoD is given by the lower bound of the sum of the unique
activities per case, divided by the upper bound on the number of cases. We know
that, at least, one case will exist per object belonging to the root class. That is why
the sum of the unique activities per object of the root class is added on the top part of
the formula. Also, because these objects could be involved in more than one case, to
a maximum of ⌈SP(CN)⌉ cases, we add the minimum number of unique activities they
could have and multiply it by the maximum number of additional case identifiers.
This will always be a lower bound given that the number of activities we add at the
upper part for the additional case identifiers will always be equal or lower than the
average. Not adding these extra case identifiers would still result in a lower bound,
but an extremely low one since the divisor is usually an overestimation for the number
of possible case identifiers.
With respect to the upper bound for the level of detail, we need to consider the
most extreme situation. This is caused by a case identifier that contains one object
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per identifying class and one or more objects per converging class, such that, for
each object, the events related to it represent all the possible activities. For this
case identifier, the number of unique activities will be the sum of the number of
unique activities per class involved. However, there is a way to restrict this bound.
If we count the number of unique activities for the events of each object, and find
the maximum per class, the upper bound will be given by the sum of the maximum
number of unique activities per object for all the identifying classes, plus the total of
unique activities per converting class involved in the case notion:
Bound 4 (Upper Bound for the LoD of a Case Notion) Given a valid connected
meta-model instance CMI , a case notion CN = (C, root, children, CONV , IDC, rsEdge),
a maximal set of case identifiers CI , and the corresponding log l , we know that,
∪
∀c ∈ C : ∀o ∈ O c : |Acto | ≤ max {|Acto′ |}. This implies that, ∀ci ∈ CI : |
Acto | ≤
′
∑

max{|Acto |} +

c∈IDC o∈Oc

o ∈Oc

∑

c i nCONV

|CI| · (
LoD(l) ≤ ⌈LoD(CN)⌉ =
∑
∑
max{|Acto |} +
c∈IDC o∈Oc

o∈ci

|ActCc |. Therefore:
∑

max{|Acto |} +

c∈IDC o∈Oc

∑
c i nCONV

|ActCc |)
=

|CI|
|ActCc |

c i nCONV

The same reasoning used to obtain a lower bound for the level of detail can be
applied in the case of the average number of events per trace. Only that, in this case,
instead of counting the number of unique activities, we count the number of events
per object:
Bound 5 (Lower Bound for the AE of a Case Notion) Given a valid connected metamodel instance CMI , a case notion CN = (C, root, children, CONV , IDC, rsEdge), a maximal set of case identifiers CI , and the corresponding log l , we see that ∀ci ∈ CI :

∪
∃o ∈ ci : classOfObject(o) = root ⇐⇒ ∀o ∈ Oroot : ∃ci ∈ CI : o ∈ ci ⇒ ∀ci ∈ CI :
EvOo ⊇
o∈ci
∑
∑
∪
∪
|EvOo |) +
EvOo . Additionally, we know that
|
EvOo | ≥ (

o∈(ci∩Oroot )

(|CI| − |O r oot |) · min {|E vO o |}. Therefore:

ci∈CI o∈(ci∩Oroot )

o∈Oroot

o∈O r oot

(
AE(l) ≥ ⌊AE(CN)⌋ =

∑
o∈Oroot

|EvOo |) + (⌈SP(CN)⌉ − |O r oot |) · min {|E vO o |}
o∈O r oot

⌈SP(CN)⌉

A lower bound for AE is given by the lower bound of the sum of the events per
case, divided by the upper bound on the number of cases. At least one case will exist
per object of the root class. Therefore, we consider the sum of the number of events
per object. These objects could be involved in more than one case, to a maximum of
⌈SP(CN)⌉ cases. So, we add the minimum number of events they could have, multiplied
by the maximum number of additional case identifiers. This is a lower bound given
that the number of events added at the upper part for the additional case identifiers
is equal or lower than the average. Not adding these extra case identifiers would
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still result in a lower bound, but an extremely low one since the divisor is usually an
overestimation on the number of possible case identifiers.
To define an upper bound for AE, we use an approach similar to the one used to
compute an upper bound for LoD. We need to consider the most extreme case, the
case in which the maximum number of events per object (for the identifying classes)
could be included in the final trace. However, if the case notion has converging classes,
the most extreme case is the one in which all the objects of such classes are contained
in the case identifier, therefore all the events belonging to the converging classes would
be inserted in the trace:
Bound 6 (Upper Bound for the AE of a Case Notion) Given a valid connected metamodel instance CMI , a case notion CN = (C, root, children, CONV , IDC, rsEdge), a
maximal set of case identifiers CI , and the corresponding log l , we know that,
∪
∀c ∈ C : ∀o ∈ O c : |EvOo | ≤ max {|EvOo′ |}. This implies that, ∀ci ∈ CI : |
EvOo | ≤
′
∑

c∈IDC

max {|EvOo′ |} +

o′ ∈O

c

o ∈Oc

∑

c∈CONV

|CI| · (
AE(l) ≤ ⌈AE(CN)⌉ =
∑
max {|EvOo′ |} +
′
c∈IDC o ∈Oc

o∈ci

|EvCc |. Therefore:
∑

max {|EvOo′ |} +

c∈IDC o′ ∈Oc

∑

∑
c∈CONV

|CI|

|EvCc |)
=

|EvCc |

c∈CONV

These bounds define the limits for our prediction. For each metric (SP(l), LoD(l)
and AE(l)), either the lower or upper bound could be a prediction. However, a better
heuristic can be designed. We defined equations to predict the values as the weighted
average of the corresponding bounds (Equations 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15). Given a valid
connected meta-model instance CMI and a case notion CN , our prediction for each
metric is given by the following heuristics:
c
SP(CN)
= w l bsp · ⌊SP(CN)⌋ + w ubsp · ⌈SP(CN)⌉

(5.13)

d
LoD(CN)
= w l bl od · ⌊LoD(CN)⌋ + w ubl od · ⌈LoD(CN)⌉

(5.14)

c
AE(CN)
= w l bae · ⌊AE(CN)⌋ + w ubae · ⌈AE(CN)⌉

(5.15)

From these equations, we see that in order to calculate the heuristics for each
metric, we need to collect some features. These features (Table 5.4) can be easily
computed once for each class c ∈ CL in the dataset and be reused for every case notion
CN we want to assess.
Finally, in order to score the predicted values of each metric, the scoring function
previously used (Equation 5.7) must be individually applied. The input parameters
are two: a case notion C N , and a set of case notions C N S to compare to. Equations 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 provide the scores for the predicted metrics given a case
notion C N and a set of case notions C N S .
c
sc
sp (CN, CNS) = score(SP, CN, CNS, αSP , βSP )

(5.16)
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Table 5.4: Features used to compute upper and lower bounds for each log metric.
Feature

Description

1

MaxEvOc = max {|EvOo |}

Maximum # of events per object of a class c

2

MaxActc = max {|Acto |}

Maximum # of activities per object of a class c

3

MinEvOc = min {|EvOo |}

Minimum # of events per object of a class c

4

MinActc = min {|Acto |}

Minimum # of activities per object of a class c

5
6
7

|EvCc |
|ActCc |
∑
SumE vO c =
|EvOo |
o∈O c
∑
Sum Ac t c =
|Acto |

# of events per class c
# of unique activities per class c
Total # of events per object for a class c

|Oc |

# of objects of a class c

8
9

o∈O c

o∈O c

o∈O c

o∈O c

o∈O c

Total # of unique activities per object for a class c

d CN, CNS, αLoD , βLoD )
sd
lod (CN, CNS) = score(LoD,

(5.17)

c CN, CNS, αAE , βAE )
sc
ae (CN, CNS) = score(AE,

(5.18)

Next, a global scoring function is defined to combine the three of them. We will
call this function the predicted global scoring function, pgsf ∈ C N S × P (C N S) → R and
it is the weighted average of the scores of each of the three predicted values:
pgsf (CN, CNS) = wsp · sc
sp (CN, CNS) + wlod · sd
ae (CN, CNS) (5.19)
lod (CN, CNS) + wae · sc

This function represents our custom predictor for log “interestingness”. The accuracy of the predictor will be evaluated in Section 5.6, where it will be compared to
alternative techniques.

5.6 Evaluation
So far, we proposed a set of metrics to assess the “interestingness” of an event log
once it has been constructed. Also, we provided predictors for these metrics based
on (a) the characteristics of the case notion being considered and (b) features of the
dataset under study. The aim of this section is twofold:
1. To find out how good our predictors are at estimating the value of each log
characteristic.
2. To evaluate the quality of the rankings of case notions, based on their potential
“interestingness” according to certain log metrics, using our custom predictor
and compare them to existing learning to rank algorithms.
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Table 5.5: Details about the SAP dataset used during the evaluation.
Tables
Objects
Versions
Events

87
7.3400 × 106
7.3407 × 106
2.6106 × 104

Case Notions
Non empty logs
Total log building time
Average log building time
Features computation time

1.0622 × 104
5.1800 × 103
13h 57m
4.7s
2m

The evaluation was carried out on an SAP sample dataset (Table 5.5). It contains
the data model, objects, object versions, and events of 87 SAP tables. The following
steps were executed using the open source software package eddytools6 . First, a set
of candidate case notions was generated. Each one of the tables in the data model
was taken as the root node of a potential case notion. Next, for each of them, all
the possible simple paths following outgoing arcs were computed, yielding a result of
10 622 case notion candidates. For each of the candidates, the corresponding event
log was generated and the metrics presented in Section 5.4 were computed. This set
of logs and metrics represent the ground truth. Given that we want to predict the
metrics in the ground truth set, we need to measure the features that our predictors
require. The following section describes these features.

5.6.1 Features for Log Quality Prediction
Section 5.5 presented our predictors for each of the log characteristics. These predictors estimate the values of the support (SP, Equation 5.13), level of detail (LoD,
Equation 5.14), and average number of events per trace (AE, Equation 5.15) of a log,
given the corresponding case notion and a set of features. This subsection describes
the features used during the evaluation which are (a) the lower and upper bounds of
each log property as listed in Section 5.5 and (b) additional features used to improve
the accuracy of the regressors we will compare to.
Given a valid connected meta-model instance CMI (i.e., a dataset stored in the
OpenSLEX format containing events, objects, versions, and a data model) and a
specific case notion CN , we can measure the features enumerated in Table 5.6. The
log associated to such case notion does not need to be built in order to compute these
features. Actually, many of the features are the result of an aggregation function over
a class property. Once the class properties have been computed, the complexity of
calculating these case notion metrics is linear with respect to the number of classes
involved.

5.6.2 Evaluation of Predictors’ Accuracy
In Section 5.5, upper and lower bounds were given for each log property given a case
notion (CN). These bounds have been used to estimate the value of such log properties
by means of three predictors (one per log property), before the log is actually built.
6 https://github.com/edugonza/eddytools
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Table 5.6: Features used to predict log “interestingness”.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Feature

Description

⌊SP (C N )⌋
⌈SP (C N )⌉
⌊LoD(C N )⌋
⌈LoD(C N )⌉
⌊AE (C N )⌋
⌈AE (C N )⌉
|C |
|E (C N )|
I R(C N )

Lower bound for the support
Upper bound for the support
Lower bound for the level of detail
Upper bound for the level of detail
Lower bound for average number of events per trace
Upper bound for average number of events per trace
Number of classes in the case notion
Total number of events of all the classes in the case notion
Average number of events per object

Mean Absolute Error on each property

SP

ML

QR

NN

0.8
0.0

0.4

MAE

0.0

0.4

MAE

0.4
0.0

MAE

AE

0.8

LoD

0.8

SP

LoD ML

QR

NN

Our predictors

Quantile Regression

Multiple Linear Regressor

Neural Network Regressor

AE

ML

QR

NN

Figure 5.7: Comparison of mean absolute error (MAE) for the predictors on the three normalized log properties.

Now it is time to evaluate the accuracy of these predictors. We compared the predicted
value for each log property (SP, LoD, and AE) with the actual values in the ground
truth dataset. This was done for the predictors for each log property as defined
in Section 5.5 (Equations 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15). The combination of the scores of
the three individual predictors (Equations 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18) in a single scoring
function of log “interestingness” (Equation 5.19) is what we call our Custom Predictor
(CP). Additionally, we compared the accuracy of the individual predictors to three
different regressors: (a) Multiple Linear Regressor (MLP), (b) Quantile Regressor
(QR) [58], and (c) Neural Network Regressor (NN). Each of them was trained and
tested using the features in Table 5.6. A 5-fold cross validation was performed in
order to determine the accuracy of the predictors (our predictors, MLP, QR, and
NN). To avoid underestimation of the prediction error, empty logs where filtered out
of the dataset, using only 5180 case notions from the original 10622.
Figure 5.7 shows the mean absolute error (MAE) measured per normalized prop-
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erty for each predictor. We see that our predictors do not perform really well, presenting an average error of around 1.0 when predicting LoD or AE and around 1.1
when predicting SP. In comparison, within the scope of this experiment and for this
specific dataset, the regressors perform better, in particular, the Quantile Regressor
with an average error of around 0.8 for SP and LoD, and around 0.9 for AE. This
figure, however, could be misleading, given that the MAE is computed on all the predictions, regardless of the existence of outliers. To get a better idea of the influence of
extremely bad predictions on the overall performance, we include Figure 5.8, which
shows box-plots for each log property per predictor. It is important to notice that a
logarithmic scale has been used, in order to plot extreme outliers and still be able to
visualize the details of each box.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of absolute error for the three normalized log properties per predictor. The scale is logarithmic

c , LoD
 , and AE
c ) are the worst performing ones,
We see that our predictors (SP
especially when it comes to SP. Also, they are the ones presenting the most extreme
outliers for the three log properties. Quantile Regression and Neural Network regressors present the most consistent results, with the least extreme outliers. These results
show that there is considerable room for improvement to predict SP, LoD, and AE
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accurately. This can be achieved, for example, by selecting additional features that
have a stronger correlation with the properties we aim to predict. It must be noted
that our predictors are unsupervised, i.e., do not need a training set. This represents
an advantage with respect to the regressors, since they can generate predictions on
the absence of training data. Despite the inaccuracy of our predictors, their usefulness is yet to be determined. The aim of the prediction is to build a ranking of case
notions based on their “interestingness” (Equation 5.19). This means that, as long as
the relative interestingness is preserved, the ranking can be accurate. The following
section will address this issue, using a metric to evaluate the quality of the rankings.

5.6.3 Evaluation of Ranking Quality
Until now we have evaluated the accuracy of our predictors and compared them
to other existing regressors. However, the goal of predicting log properties is to
assess the “interestingness” of the log before it is built. If we are able to predict the
interestingness of the logs for a set of case notions, we can rank them from more to less
interesting and provide a recommendation to the user. In this section, we evaluate how
good the predictors are at ranking case notions according to their interestingness. To
do so, we use the metrics on the resulting event logs as the ground truth to elaborate
an ideal ranking (Equation 5.12). Then a new ranking is computed using our custom
predictor (Equation 5.19) and it is compared to the ideal one. This comparison is
done by means of the metric normalized discounted cumulative gain at p (nDCGp ),
widely used in the information retrieval field.
DCGp =

p
p
∑
∑
rel_scorei
reli
= rel_score1 +
i =1 log2 (i + 1)
i =2 log2 (i + 1)

IDCGp =

|REL_∑
SCORES|
i =1

r el _scor e i
log2 (i + 1)

(5.21)

(5.20)

nDCGp =

DCGp
IDCGp

(5.22)

The normalized discounted cumulative gain at p (Equation 5.22) is a metric that
assumes the existence of a relevance score for each result, penalizing the rankings in
which a relevant result is returned in a lower position. This is done by adding the
graded relevance value of each result, which is logarithmically reduced proportional
to its position (Equation 5.20). Next, the accumulated score is normalized, dividing
it by the ideal score in case of a perfect ranking (Equation 5.21). This means that
the ranking 〈3, 1, 2〉 will get a lower score than the ranking 〈2, 3, 1〉 for an ideal ranking
〈1, 2, 3〉 and a relevance per document of 〈3, 3, 1〉.
When it comes to ranking, there is a large variety of learning to rank (LTR) algorithms in the information retrieval field [106]. These algorithms are trained on ranked
lists of documents and learn the optimal ordering according to a set of features. A
5-fold cross-validation was performed on the unfiltered set of case notions (10 622 candidates) comparing the implementation7 of 10 learning to rank algorithms (MART,
7 https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/
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Figure 5.9: NDCG@10 per ranker given different combinations of α and β values.

RankNet, RankBoost, AdaRank, Coordinate Ascent, LambdaRank, LambdaMART,
ListNet, Random Forest, and Linear Regression) with the predictors evaluated in
Section 5.6.2 (Quantile Regression, Multiple Linear Regression, Neural Network Regressor, and our custom predictor). Two models were trained for each algorithm: one
with the 9 input features in Table 5.6 and another one with 4 extra features (the
estimated value for SP, LoD, AE, i.e., Equation 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15). The purpose of
adding these extra features is to find out how the estimations made by our predictors
affect the predictions of the other algorithms.
Figure 5.9 shows the result of the evaluation. The 13 algorithms (10 LTR +
3 regressors) were trained on two different sets of features (9 and 13 input features), 3 different combinations of α and β values for the log quality function
((α, β) ∈ {(2, 5), (5, 2), (2, 1)}), and with equal weight for the three metrics. That makes
a total of 78 models ((10 + 3) × 2 × 3). The NDCG@10 metric was measured for each
model and the results were grouped per algorithm and feature set. That resulted
in 27 categories ((10 LTR algorithms × 2 sets of features) + (3 regressors × 2 sets
of features) + our custom predictor) with 15 NDCG@10 values each (5 folds × the
3 combinations of α and β values). The models trained with 13 features are represented in the figure with the symbol + at the end of their name. Additionally, the
NDCG@10 was calculated for a set of random rankings, in order to set a baseline.
In the case of our custom predictor, given that it only takes 6 features (the lower
and upper bounds for SP, LoD, and AE) and that it does not need training, only
3 NDCG@10 values were computed, one for each pair of values for the α and β pa-
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rameters. The horizontal dashed lines drawn in Figure 5.9 represent the median of
the NDCG@10 for our custom predictor (upper) and the random ordering (lower).
Any algorithm whose median is above the upper line will perform better than our
custom predictor at least 50% of the time. Any algorithm whose median is above the
lower line will perform better than random at least 50% of the time. Most of the
algorithms perform better than random. But only two have the median above the
upper line: MART and Random Forest. When trained with 9 input features, both
MART and Random Forest show very similar behavior. However, when considering
13 input features, MART’s median is lower. In the case of Random Forest, using 13
features is better than using 9 in every aspect.

5.6.4 Discussion
The aim of this evaluation has been twofold. First, to assess the precision of our
predictors at estimating the value of each log characteristic. Second, to evaluate
the quality of the rankings of case notions, based on their potential “interestingness”, using our custom predictor and compare them to LTR algorithms. The results
(Figures 5.7 and 5.8) show that our predictors are not very good at predicting log
characteristics with precision. Other regressors, like Quantile Regression, have shown
better results in this aspect. However, when it comes to ranking quality, the precision in the prediction of the log characteristics is of less importance than the relative
differences between predictions for several case notions (i.e., it is not so important to
predict accurately the log quality of case notions a and b, as long as we can predict
that a will be more interesting than b). In fact, the results obtained from the ranking
quality evaluation (Figure 5.9) show that our custom predictor performs better, on
average, than other regressors, even though they showed better prediction accuracy.
We conclude that for the purpose of predicting accurately the value of log characteristics and when training data are available, the use of regressors such as QR
is the best option. When it comes to ranking candidates, LTR algorithms such as
Random Forest and MART provide better results. However, unlike our custom predictor, all these techniques require the existence of training data to build the models.
Therefore, in the absence of such data, the proposed custom predictor provides closeto-optimal results when it comes to rankings and indicative values for the prediction
of log characteristics.

5.7 Related Work
The field of process mining is dominated by techniques for process discovery, conformance, and enhancement. Yet event correlation and log building are crucial since
they provide the data that other process mining techniques require to find insights.
In fact, the choices made during the log building phase can drastically influence the
results obtained in further phases of a process mining project. Therefore, it is surprising that there are only a few papers on these topics. Works like the one presented
in [56] analyze the choices that users often need to make when building event logs
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from databases. Also, it proposes a set of guidelines to ensure that these choices do
not negatively impact the quality of the resulting event log. It is a good attempt
at providing structure and a clear methodology to a phase typically subject to experience and domain knowledge of the user. However, it does not aim at enabling
automated log building in any form. It has been shown that extracting event logs
from ERP systems like SAP is possible [55]. However, the existing techniques are adhoc solutions for ERP and SAP architectures and do not provide a general approach
for event log building from databases. Another initiative for event log extraction is
the onprom project [18, 19, 21]. The focus is on event log extraction by means of
ontology-based data access (OBDA). OBDA requires to define mappings between the
source data source and a final event log structure using ontologies. Then, the onprom
tools perform an automatic translation from the manually defined mappings to the
final event log.
Event log labeling deals with the problem of assigning case identifiers to events
from an unlabeled event log. Only a few publications exist that address this challenge. In [30], the authors transform unlabeled event logs into labeled ones using an
Expectation-Maximization technique. In [120], a similar approach is presented, which
uses sequence partitioning to discover the case identifiers. Both approaches aim at
correlating events that match certain workflow patterns. However, they do not handle complex structures such as loops and parallelism. The approach proposed in [7]
makes use of a reference process model and heuristic information about the execution
time of the different activities within the process in order to deduct case ids on unlabeled logs. Another approach called Infer Case Id (ICI) is proposed in [3] and [15].
The ICI approach assumes that the case id is a hidden attribute inside the event log.
The benefit of this approach is that it does not require a reference process model or
heuristics. The approach tries to identify the hidden case id attribute by measuring
control-flow discovery quality dimensions on many possible candidate event logs. Its
goal is to select the ones with a higher score in terms of fitness, precision, generalization, and simplicity. The mentioned approaches for event log labeling are clearly
related to the problem we try to solve. However, they ignore the database setting,
where event correlations are explicitly defined by means of foreign keys. This means
that case identifiers do not need to be discovered. Therefore, the challenge of identifying interesting event logs remains open. Only the ICI approach tackles this issue
by measuring control-flow metrics to select the best event log. This is similar to our
idea of measuring log “interestingness”. However, the ICI approach requires to build
all the candidate event logs in order to measure such properties. Our approach is able
to reduce the computational cost by predicting interestingness properties before the
log is built.
Other authors have already considered the idea of evaluating event log characteristics. The metrics proposed in [50] aim at discovering the structural properties of
event logs without actually mining the behavior. These metrics have proven to be of
great value in order to develop our automated approach. The approach in [84] focuses
on event correlation for business processes in the context of Web services. Additionally, it proposes semi-automatic techniques to generate process views with a certain
level of “interestingness”. Instead of focusing on what is interesting, it discards unin-
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teresting correlations based on the variability of values on the correlating attributes,
or on the ratio of process instances per log. The approach is certainly of value in the
area of event correlation. On the other hand, it does not provide a framework for
automatic case notion discovery. Also, the approach chosen by the authors to deal
with the combinatorial explosion problem is search space pruning, which still requires
to compute the event logs, but for a smaller set of candidates.
When it comes to computing rankings, in our case rankings of event logs or case
notions, we must consider learning to rank (LTR) algorithms from the information retrieval field. These algorithms are able to learn an optimal ordering of documents with
respect to certain features. Three main categories can be distinguished among them:
pointwise, pairwise, and listwise. Pointwise algorithms try to predict the relevance
score of each candidate, one by one. These algorithms are able to give a prediction
of the score, but do not consider the position of a document in the ranking. Examples of pointwise algorithms are Random Forest [12], Linear regression [88], the
predictors evaluated in Section 5.6.2, and any other algorithm that applies regression
in general. Pairwise algorithms take pairs of candidates and predict which candidate
ranks higher. In this case, the relative position of documents is taken into account.
Examples of pairwise algorithms are MART [32], RankNet [17], RankBoost [31], and
LambdaRANK [16]. Listwise algorithms take lists of candidates and learn to optimize the order. A disadvantage of this type of approach is the difficulty to obtain
training sets of full ranked lists of candidates. Examples of listwise algorithms are
AdaRank [124], Coordinate Ascent [79], LambdaMART [123], and ListNet [32].
As a summary, event correlation, log building, and process view “interestingness”
are known topics in the field. Despite the attempts of authors, none of the approaches
succeeded at reaching a satisfactory level of automation. Also, none of them proposes
a way to recommend process views to the user, neither to rank them by interests.

5.8 Chapter Summary
Applying process mining in environments with complex database schemas and large
amounts of data becomes a laborious task, especially when we lack the right domain
knowledge to drive our decisions. The work presented in this chapter attempts to
alleviate the problem of event log building by automatically computing case notions
and by recommending the interesting ones to the user. By means of a new definition of
case notion, events are correlated to construct the traces that form an event log. The
properties of these event logs are analyzed to assess their “interestingness”. Because
of the computational cost of building the event logs for a large set of case notion
candidates, a set of features was defined based on the characteristics of the case
notion and the dataset at hand. Next, a custom predictor estimates the log metrics
used to assess the “interestingness”. This allows one to rank case notions even before
their corresponding event logs are built. Finally, an extensive evaluation of the custom
predictor was carried out, comparing it to different regressors and to state of the art
learning to rank algorithms. We believe that evaluating the approach in comparison to
techniques from the information retrieval field has not been considered before within
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the process mining discipline.
To conclude, this chapter proposes a framework that covers the log building process
from the case notion discovery phase to the final event log computation, providing
the tools to assess its “interestingness” based on objective metrics. This assessment
can be done on the case notion itself before the event log is generated. The result of
this assessment is used to provide recommendations to the user.

6

Beekeeper inspecting a comb from a hive.

Process Mining
Techniques Applied:
Data Properties and Opportunities

“Cours complet d’apiculture”, Georges de
Layens and Gaston Bonnier, 1897

In the previous chapters, we have proposed several techniques that aim at supporting
the user on tasks of event data extraction and event log building. The goal of these
techniques is to obtain event logs that can be analyzed with the existing process
mining approaches. The purpose of this chapter is to give the reader an idea of what
can be achieved with process mining when the right data are available. We present a
small sample dataset that serves as an illustration of a rich event log with diverse data
properties. The goal is to show the different insights that can be obtained depending
on the use that process mining techniques make of the data properties of the event
log at hand.

6.1 Introduction
A large part of the time needed to carry out a process mining project is spent on
the data preparation phase. It is only after the data are extracted and event logs are
built, that the analysis can be performed in order to obtain real insights. The aim of
this thesis is to provide techniques that assist on the task of extracting and preparing
data for the process mining analysis. This chapter does not introduce new knowledge,
but provides some hints on some of the types of process mining analysis that can be
performed once the data are ready.
According to the process mining framework introduced in Chapter 10 of [109],
111
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there are several process-mining related activities, which are grouped in three categories: cartography (discover, enhance, and diagnose), auditing (detect, check, compare, and promote), and navigation (explore, predict, and recommend). The possibility to apply the activities belonging to each of these categories depends on the origin
of data to be analyzed. Cartography requires “post mortem” data, which refers to
historical data that reflect previous states of the system under study; it does not
necessarily represent the current situation. These data is used to discover behavior
that has manifested itself in the past, learn from it, enhance it, or diagnose problems.
Navigation activities are enabled when “pre mortem” or current data are used, i.e.,
data that are generated at real-time and reflects the current and most recent situation
of the system. “Pre mortem” data are necessary in order to provide valuable predictions and recommendations at the time that they are needed. Finally, a combination
of the two types of data are required to perform auditing activities, e.g., in order to
compare current behavior with past trends.
The focus of this thesis is on “post mortem” data, i.e., data that have been generated and stored in databases, event stores, or other forms of data storage for off-line
analysis. Therefore, in this chapter we will explore some of the techniques that can
be applied to historical data and discuss how to leverage different data properties of
event logs.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 proposes a non-exhaustive list
of process mining techniques and their data requirements. Section 6.3 introduces a
sample dataset with different data properties. Section 6.4 extends the description of
the proposed list of process mining techniques. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes this
chapter.

6.2 Data Properties and Process Mining Techniques
Event data can come in many different forms. During a process mining project,
extracting and generating event logs has a big cost in terms of time and effort. This
motivates the work presented in this thesis, with the goal of bringing a certain level
of standardization and automation to the process of data extraction and preparation.
The techniques proposed in the previous chapters aim at providing, as an ultimate
result, a set of event logs that capture different perspectives on the system under
study. However, event logs are not the desired end result when carrying a process
mining project, but an element that needs to be analyzed to obtain insights. In this
section, we propose a non-exhaustive list of process mining techniques, and their data
dependencies in order to be applied.
We limit the scope of this review to a few specific approaches. These cover the
following types of process mining:
• Model discovery: the goal is to obtain (process) models that represent some
perspective on the event data.
• Trace clustering: event data is analyzed to obtain clusters of traces based on
different aspects, e.g., control-flow, data attributes.
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Data attributes

Process tree

R O R R O O -

-

Data-aware Heuristic Miner [76]

Event log

Data Petri net

R O R R O O O

-

Statechart Workbench [61]

Event log

Petri net

R O R R O O O O

Social Network Miner [112]

Event log

Social network

R O R O

-

R

-

-

Event log

Trace clusters

R O R R

-

-

-

-

Cluster Traces using Markov Clus- Event log
tering [53]

Trace clusters

R O O O O O O

-

R O R R O

-

-

R O R R O O O

-

Replay a Log on Petri Net for Event log & Performance
Performance/Conformance Analy- Process model
Analysis
sis [111]

R R R R O

-

-

Context-Aware Process
mance Analysis [52]

R R R R O O O

-

Hierarchy

Event log

Resource

Inductive Miner [64]

Life-cycle

Output

Name

Event order

Input

Case Notion
Timestamp

Activity name

Table 6.1: Attributes required (R), optional (O), or ignored (-) for the input data of different
process mining techniques.

Model Discovery

...
Trace Clustering
Log to Model Explorer [71]

...
Conformance Analysis
Replay a Log on Petri Net for Con- Event log
formance Analysis [111]
Petri net

& Conformance
Analysis

Conformance Checking for Data Event log & Conformance
Petri Nets [75]
Data Petri net Analysis

-

...
Performance Analysis

Perfor- Event log

Performance
Analysis

-

...

• Conformance analysis: this is a way to enhance existing process models providing diagnostics on how faithfully a model represents an event log.
• Performance analysis: process models can be extended with performance statistics computed on the observed behavior.
On the basis of a review of some of the existing process mining approaches, we
have identified the following attributes that can be present in the event data:
• Case Notion: a general assumption in many process mining techniques is the
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availability of event logs in which events are grouped into cases or traces. Each
of these traces represents a process instance. A case notion defines how events
should be grouped into traces, e.g., by means of a case identifier.

• Timestamp: a timestamp indicates the moment in which an event occurred.
Time resolution can vary from days to milliseconds. Also, timestamps are commonly used to sort events in order of occurrence.
• Event order: when a timestamp is not available or when time resolution is not
fine-grained enough to sort events without ambiguity, another way to find an
order is required, e.g., partial orders. In some environments, events are recorded
in the order of occurrence, even if the exact timestamp is not known.
• Activity name: an event reflects the occurrence of an activity in a certain moment in time, i.e., the happening of an activity instance. A common way to
relate events to the activity they executed is by means of an activity name.
• Life-cycle: an event can indicate the execution of an atomic action or a step
within the life-cycle of a non-atomic one. In the latter case, the trail of an activity instance can span through several events reflecting different phases of the
life-cycle of the corresponding activity. The most common phases are start and
complete, indicating the beginning and end of an activity instance respectively.
• Resource: activity instances can be carried out by certain resources, e.g., employees, machines, equipment. The reference to the specific resource involved
in the execution can be reflected in the resource field of an event.
• Data attributes: additional event attributes can contain any extra information
about the event itself or about the context in which it occurred. In a database
environment, events can be directly related to database objects, e.g., purchase
orders, bookings, customer profiles. Data about these related objects can be
included in the event for further analysis.
• Hierarchy: not all events reflect activity instances executed at the same level.
Different hierarchies can exist representing activities that invoke other activities,
e.g., as part of a subprocess. In order to discover these different execution levels,
it is necessary to encode this information somehow in the event data.
It is rare to face an event log that provides all of these attributes. But it is possible
to find, at least, subsets of them. For instance, the most basic event logs provide, at
least, a set of ordered event occurrences linked to activity names, as well as an implicit
case notion. Sometimes, it is possible to find resource attributes, e.g., who performed
the activity. In certain situations, a life-cycle model is known and can be incorporated
into the data when extracted, e.g., start and complete steps within the execution of
an activity instance. Other data attributes are easily obtained when extracting event
logs from databases. In some exceptional cases, a notion of hierarchy is present in
the data, and can be exploited to discover threads of execution within the process
invoking other subprocesses. Depending on the subset of data aspects that our event
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Figure 6.1: Landscape of the process mining techniques proposed in Table 6.1 with the corresponding input/output dependencies.

log exhibits, different techniques can be applied. Some techniques require additional
inputs apart or instead of event logs, e.g., process models. In that case, different
techniques can be applied (Figure 6.1) in order to use the output of one as the input
of another. Table 6.1 presents a short list of process mining techniques with respect
to the attributes that the input needs to fulfill in order to be applied. Attributes
marked with an “R” are required, i.e., if the data do not have that attribute the
technique cannot be applied. Attributes marked with an “O” are optional, i.e., the
technique can use these attributes to provide more informative results, but they are
not required in order to run. Attributes marked with the symbol “-” are not relevant
or ignored by the technique.
We consider it as important to remain practical when proposing analysis techniques. For this reason, all the techniques used in this chapter are supported by
plug-ins in the ProM1 platform.

6.3 A Sample Event Log
A way to show the results that can be expected from the approaches proposed in this
chapter is to run the algorithms on a dataset. For this purpose, we built a sample event
log containing the most representative data characteristics as discussed in section 6.2.
Table 6.2 shows this sample event log based on a fictitious ticket selling process. Each
row represents an event, in total 32. The first column on the left serves as a unique
1 http://promtools.org
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identifier for the event, and it shows the global event order, too. The second column
(Case) indicates the case identifier of the case/trace to which the event belongs, i.e.,
the case notion, with 6 cases in total. The third column shows the activity name
associated to the event. In this event log, there are 4 different activities: “Insert
Customer”, “Update Customer”, “Make Booking”, and “Update Ticket”. The fourth
column provides an exact timestamp of the moment in which the event occurred. The
next two columns reflect the values for resource and life-cycle attributes. As can be
seen, there are two types of resources: the system (“System”) and customers (e.g.,
“Cust.101”). The life-cycle attribute either indicates the “start” or the “complete”
state of the activity instance. Finally, the last two columns are data attributes specific
for this dataset, indicating if there was an issue with the payment (pay_issue) and
what the price was of each purchased ticket (price). It can be noticed that the notion
of hierarchy is not explicitly indicated in the events of this dataset. However, we will
show how other fields such as life-cycle can be used with the purpose of obtaining
hierarchy relations between events.
This is a simple example, but it serves as an illustration of a rich event log in terms
of data properties and attributes. The goal is to show how different insights can be
obtained depending on the use that different analysis techniques make of the available
data properties. The following sections show the output obtained when applying the
techniques proposed in Section 6.2 to this sample event log.

6.4 Process Mining Techniques Applied
In this section, we show the outputs obtained after applying the process mining techniques listed in Table 6.1 to the sample event log in Table 6.2. In each subsection we
explain, at a high level, the functioning of the corresponding technique and we show
an example of the insights that can be obtained.

6.4.1 Model Discovery
The purpose of discovery techniques is to obtain a (process) model that describes the
behavior captured in the event log being analyzed. They are usually called “miners”,
and many variants exist. In this section, we look into four different miners: the
Inductive miner, the Data-aware heuristic miner, the Statechart Workbench, and the
Social network miner. These miners differ from each other in the data properties they
take into account during the discovery process and the kind of behavioral structures
they are able to detect.
Inductive Miner
One of the most recent and successful discovery techniques is Inductive Miner
(IM) [64]. A big part of its popularity is due to its ability to handle large event
logs, a good user interface, and the guaranteed soundness of the discovered process
models. This feature of the discovered models (soundness) is due to the fact that,
in order to discover process models, first IM splits the event log into smaller pieces.
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Table 6.2: Example of an event log obtained from the database of a ticket selling system.
#

Case

Activity Name

Time stamp

Resource

Life-cycle

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

1
1
2
1
1
3
3
2
2
3
3
2
2
4
4
5
5
5
4
4
4
5
4
4
6
6
5
5
6
6
6
6

Insert Customer
Make Booking
Insert Customer
Update Ticket
Make Booking
Make Booking
Update Ticket
Make Booking
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
Make Booking
Update Ticket
Make Booking
Insert Customer
Make Booking
Insert Customer
Make Booking
Update Customer
Update Customer
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
Make Booking
Update Customer
Make Booking
Update Ticket
Make Booking
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
Update Ticket
Make Booking

2014-11-27 15:55:35
2014-11-27 15:58:23
2014-11-27 15:59:10
2014-11-27 16:03:25
2014-11-27 16:03:26
2014-11-27 17:12:50
2014-11-2 717:15:22
2014-11-27 17:23:45
2014-11-27 17:55:15
2014-11-27 18:07:50
2014-11-27 18:07:51
2014-11-27 18:13:32
2014-11-27 18:13:33
2014-11-28 10:12:46
2014-11-28 10:20:35
2014-11-28 11:38:13
2014-11-28 12:01:15
2014-11-28 12:02:05
2014-11-29 22:40:21
2014-11-29 22:45:12
2014-11-29 23:01:51
2014-11-29 23:05:10
2014-11-29 23:15:28
2014-11-29 23:15:29
2014-11-30 13:34:26
2014-11-30 13:38:14
2014-11-30 14:45:08
2014-11-30 14:45:09
2014-11-30 14:56:42
2014-11-30 15:10:45
2014-11-30 15:25:36
2014-11-30 15:25:37

System
Cust.101
System
System
Cust.101
Cust.103
System
Cust.102
System
System
Cust.103
System
Cust.102
System
Cust.104
System
Cust.105
Cust.105
Cust.104
System
System
System
System
Cust.104
Cust.106
Cust.106
System
Cust.105
System
System
System
Cust.106

complete
start
complete
complete
complete
start
complete
start
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
start
complete
start
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
start
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete
complete

pay_issue

price

FALSE
30.5
FALSE
27.5
FALSE
40.0
18.0
37.5

TRUE
TRUE

15.5
17.0
25.5
23.0

FALSE
28.5
24.5
22.5
23.0

Once it has been recursively split to a certain level, IM builds a specific type of
block-structured process model called process trees. By definition, this type of model
guarantees soundness. However, one of the drawbacks of this algorithm is that it
tends to favor parallel constructs to model behavior. In extreme cases, this can result
in the discovery of flower models, i.e., models that have a perfect fitness but allow for
too much behavior, in this way scoring very low in terms of precision.
Figure 6.2 shows an example of a discovered process tree using Inductive Miner.
We see that the activity Insert Customer has been placed at the beginning of the
process. However, the model allows skipping the execution following the skip-arc
placed on top. Next, we find an and operator (+) that will continue the execution
in parallel on the upper and lower branches. The top branch only offers one option,
to execute the activity Make Booking, which could be followed by the end of this
branch or by the execution of Update Ticket. In case Update Ticket gets executed,
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Figure 6.2: Process tree discovered by Inductive Miner.

we have the option to either repeat in a loop thanks to the arc going back from left
to right above the activity, or to execute Make Booking again. The fact that Make
Booking can be executed twice is due to the fact that Make Booking appears in our
event log twice per trace with different life-cycle values (start and complete). A way
to differentiate these two events is to select a different event classifier that combines
the activity name with the life-cycle. Therefore, we would have two activities instead
of one. In the meantime, the lower branch is executed in parallel (according to IM).
This branch allows to either execute or skip the Update Customer activity. Once
both branches have ended, there is an and-join operator that leads to the end of the
process.
The process tree in Figure 6.2 is just one of the many process models that can
be mined with IM on this event log by tuning the parameters offered by the miner.
It is possible to filter by activity and path frequency in order to simplify the model,
filter out noise, or show the most frequent behavior. Process trees discovered with the
Inductive Miner can be converted to Petri nets in order to be used by other plug-ins.
Data-Aware Heuristic Miner
Another recently developed plug-in is the Data-aware heuristic miner [76]. This miner
is based on the principles of the heuristic miner [122], but evolved in order to handle
the data perspective of processes. This algorithm is able to discover models that
reflect the most common behavior, being robust to noise. Also, it is able to detect longdistance relationships between activities that do not happen in a sequence. This miner
allows us to discover directly-follows graphs, causal nets, data causal nets (Figure 6.3),
Petri nets, and data Petri nets. When the data variants of causal and Petri nets are
discovered, data attributes present in the event log are used in order to uncover data
guards that model the observed behavior.
In our example dataset, we deliberately included a data attribute that relates to
the behavior of the underlying process (payment_issue). When we use the Data-aware
heuristic miner to discover a data causal net, we obtain the model in Figure 6.3. We see
that the process resembles the one discovered by the Inductive Miner. It is important
to note that the discovered model is expressed in the notation of causal nets. The dots
placed on top of the arcs connecting activities are used to indicate whether activities
happen in parallel or in exclusion. For example, at the beginning of the process,
there is the option to execute the activity Insert Customer+complete (there is a dot
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Figure 6.3: Data causal net discovered with the Data-aware heuristic miner showing one of
the discovered data guards.

at the start of the initial edge) or to execute the activities Make Booking+start and
Update Customer+complete in parallel (there is a small arc connecting the dots on
top of the edges leading to each activity). This notation makes it possible to represent
complex control-flow structures in a very compact way. The difference between causal
nets and data causal nets is that the latter are able to represent data guards. These
guards are represented by a dot with a double border on top of the output arcs of
certain activities. In the example in Figure 6.3, two data guards have been discovered
that model the choice after the execution of Make Booking+start. If the attribute
payment_issue has the value true, the path on the right is enabled and the activity
Update Customer+complete will be executed. If the value is false, the path on the
left will be enabled and the activity Update Ticket+complete will be executed.
Some of the techniques listed in Table 6.1 require a process model next to an event
log as input. In those cases, a data Petri net equivalent to the data causal net shown
in Figure 6.3 will be used.
Statechart Workbench
In real-life scenarios, we commonly find business processes that include activities
nested within other higher level activities. An example is the case of subprocesses.
The Statechart workbench is an approach based on Inductive Miner that extends the
definition of process trees to include more advanced modeling constructs common in
software systems such as subprocesses and nested calls, and cancellation regions. In
order to discover subprocesses and nested calls, the miner expects to find a notion of
hierarchy within the data attributes of the event log (several conversions and heuristics
are provided). This hierarchy can be decoded in an ad-hoc manner to adapt to
the system under study or it can be inferred from other attributes and control-flow
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Figure 6.4: Process model discovered
by the Statechart workbench with the activity
Make Booking showing a
nested subprocess (still collapsed).

Figure 6.5: Process model discovered by the
Statechart workbench with the activity Make Booking showing two
nested activities, one of them duplicated.

structures. In this example, we are interested in discovering hierarchy from our sample
event log making use of the life-cycle attribute of the events.
The Statechart workbench offers the possibility to use the life-cycle to discover
nested activities that occur between the start and complete stages of a higher-level
activity. Figure 6.4 shows the discovered model from the sample event log. We see
that it detects a parallel construct, as delimited by the square with rounded corners,
with two parallel tracks: one with the Update Customer activity, and another one
with the Make Booking activity. In the latter, we observe that the activity has a
(+) sign next to its name. Figure 6.5 shows that expanding the activity block shows
the nested behavior: a loop between Update Ticket and Update Customer. The
miner has detected that the activity Update Customer can happen in two different
contexts: in parallel to the Make Booking activity, or as a nested call within the
Make Booking activity. This distinction makes it possible to simplify the represented
model eliminating arcs between activities, obtaining simpler control-flow structures
and providing a better representation of the real behavior of the underlying system.
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Figure 6.6: Social network discovered by the Handover-of-Work Social Network miner. The
nodes represent different resources involved in the execution of the process.

Social Network Miner
The previous miners presented in this section are focused on discovering the controlflow between activities. This is important to understand how the different steps
of the process are executed, but we miss an important perspective: who or what
is executing those activities? The resource attribute of an event log provides the
necessary information to analyze interactions between resources during the execution
of a business process. The Social network miner provides a set of algorithms that focus
on this task: analyzing interactions between resources with the purpose of discovering
behavioral patterns such as handover-of-work, reassignments of tasks, similar-task
relations, subcontracting behavior, and work-together patterns.
Due to the simplicity of our sample event log, we will only show the result of discovering a handover-of-work social network. Figure 6.6 shows the discovered network
represented by a graph. Each node represents a resource (System, Customer.101,
Customer.102, etc.) and the edges represent the handover-of-work. The presence of
an edge between two resources means that one of the resources performed an activity
interleaved between the execution of other activities by the other resource. A common scenario is the handover of work from department A to department B and, after
the completion of a certain task, department B returns the work back to department
A. In our example, we see that the resource System plays a central role within the
process, being involved in all the interactions with the other resources. This might
indicate that some activities within the process can only be executed by the resource
System. The analysis of social networks behind the execution of business processes
allows us to identify social interactions, roles, risks, and inefficiencies in the way an
organization operates and utilizes its resources.
Here, we conclude the overview of process discovery techniques. The following sections present the rest of the techniques on clustering, conformance, and performance
analysis, showing the results obtained on the proposed sample event log.
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Figure 6.7: Clusters discovered by the Log to Model Explorer tool on the sample event log.

6.4.2 Trace Clustering
In this subsection, we discuss some clustering techniques applied to event data. To
be more specific, the clustering techniques we cover are focused on grouping traces,
or process instances, with respect to a certain similarity measure. The purpose is to
show that, when the event logs contain the right data, it is possible to identify clusters
of traces that share a common characteristic such as similar behavior, control-flow
structures, data values, etc. We will see how different possibilities exist when extra
data properties are available in order to be analyzed.
L2Me: Log to Model Explorer
This trace clustering technique has an explorative nature, since it allows to hierarchically inspect trace clusters and automatically obtain process models from them in
order to appreciate differences. Traces are grouped in clusters based on similar behavior, i.e., similar control-flow patterns are observed. This allows us to obtain simpler
process models that describe different trace variants. Without these clusters, all these
variants would be mixed in the same event log and would pollute the resulting process
model.
An example of clustering can be observed in Figure 6.7. On the left we see that
the traces within the event log have been clustered hierarchically. A tree view shows
the root node as a cluster of all the traces in the log. When it is selected, the right side
shows the detailed view of the first level of child clusters. In this case, two clusters
have been discovered: Cluster 9 with two traces (top) and Cluster 8 with four traces
(bottom). The main difference between the two has to do with the moment in which
the Update Customer activity is executed. In the traces belonging to the cluster on
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Figure 6.8: Details of the first cluster discovered by Markov clustering based on the attribute
payment_issue.

top, the customer update is executed before a booking is made, as part of an exclusive
choice between the insertion or update of a customer. In the cluster at the bottom,
the update of a customer is performed after a booking has started and before any
ticket is updated. It is possible to continue expanding the tree in order to explore the
rest of clusters until, finally, reaching the leaves, which are represented by single-trace
clusters. Cluster 8 is divided into another two subclusters: Cluster 3, which is a leaf
cluster, and Cluster 7, which contains three traces.
This way of hierarchically exploring the traces of an event log allows us to make
a decision on the desired level of granularity and the level of specialization of the
resulting sublog. The resulting clusters can be exported as event logs and used as
input for other analysis techniques.
Cluster Traces using Markov Clustering
We have seen that the traces in an event log can be clustered according to their control
flow behavior. However, there are other criteria that can be considered to group traces
together. The technique proposed in [53] introduces a method to discover groups
of traces based on Markov clustering, using any available event or trace attribute
according to the frequency or occurrence of their values.
Figure 6.8 shows the output obtained after applying the technique on the sample
event log. The selected clustering criterion is the occurrence of the event attribute
called payment_issue. The result, as can be seen at the center of the figure, is a graph
of two clusters. When clicking on one of the clusters we obtain a detailed view (on
the right side) showing the size of the cluster (number of traces), and the value of the
attribute used during the clustering. In this case, one of the clusters groups traces
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Figure 6.9: Details of the second cluster discovered by Markov clustering based on the attribute payment_issue.

that contain events with the value false for the attribute payment_issue. The other
cluster (Figure 6.9) has a size of two and groups the rest of the traces with events for
which the value of payment_issue is true.
The result matches the one obtained with the clustering technique used by L2Me.
The main difference is the criteria followed to obtain these clusters. The method
used by L2Me only takes into account the differences in control-flow and behavior.
Markov clustering, on the other hand, takes into account differences in values for
certain properties, in this case the attribute payment_issue. In fact, we see that
when the value of payment_issue is true, a customer update is performed right after
the execution of Make Booking. In case the value of payment_issue is false, the
customer update is not required. This shows how different techniques can arrive at
the same output by different approaches. It also shows how combining the results
helps to obtain better insights.

6.4.3 Conformance Analysis
Until now, we have showcased techniques that only required an event log as an input.
However, there is a group of techniques that leverages on the existence of a process
model to obtain more insights about the behavior contained within the event logs.
Conformance checking techniques are able to analyze event logs showing differences
with respect to a designed or discovered de facto model. The goal is to pinpoint the
main differences between what is expected (the model) and what is observed (the
log). We will show two approaches that can perform conformance checking from two
perspectives: control-flow only or data-aware conformance checking.
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Figure 6.10: Detailed view of alignments per trace on the sample event log with respect to
a discovered Petri net.

Replay a Log on Petri Net for Conformance Analysis
The conformance analysis tool called Replay a Log on Petri Net for Conformance
Analysis is based on the alignment technique presented in [111]. An alignment is able
to show that an event trace can be replayed on a process model. The result is the set of
steps that need to be followed to do so. This is not trivial, since deviations might exist
in the log with respect to the model, and non-synchronous moves, called “log moves”
and “model moves”, need to be considered. The result of replaying an event log on
a model using this method is a set of alignments that can be visualized per trace.
Figure 6.10 shows a detailed view per trace, with a color-coded representation of the
synchronous moves (green), model moves (pink), log moves (yellow), and unobservable
moves (gray).
Another way to visualize the result of a conformance analysis is to project the
alignments onto the process model, enhancing it with augmented information about
synchronous, log, and model moves. Figure 6.11 shows a view of the process model
with conformance information plotted on top. The color code is the same as in
Figure 6.10. We see that, in this case, the transitions in the Petri net can be involved
either in always synchronous behavior (Insert Customer), only model moves (all the
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Figure 6.11: Petri net showing enhanced conformance information based on the sample event
log.

Figure 6.12: Conformance details for activity Update Customer on the model shown in Figure 6.11.

tau or silent transitions), or a mixture of both (Update Customer). More information
about the aggregated statistics on the alignments where this activity is involved can
be observed in Figure 6.13: three traces performed a synchronous move (log and
model) in this activity; another three traces performed a model only move.
The asynchronous moves observed in the resulting alignments are due to deviations
in the log with respect to the model. This means that the log contains behavior that
does not fit in the process model. Not all deviations are undesirable, since they can
represent exceptional cases that we do not want to be reflected on or even allowed
by the general model. In other situations, deviations can uncover problems in the
process that must be investigated in more detail. A more permissive process model
that allows for more behavior would be able to replay more traces with less model and
log moves. Therefore, it is important to choose a process model at the right level of
generalization, which depends on the goal that we want to achieve when performing
a conformance analysis.
Conformance Checking for Data Petri Nets
The previous technique allowed us to compare the behavior captured in an event log
with respect to the behavior allowed by a process model. However, only control-
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Figure 6.13: Conformance checking result on the sample event log and a data Petri net using
the ProM plug-in Multi-perspective process explorer.

flow behavior was taken into account when computing the alignments. As we have
seen before, it is possible to discover process models that restrict the behavior based
on data guards. When data process models are available, it is possible to compute
alignments that take data guards into account in order to discover data violations
in the event log. The technique described in [75] makes this possible, taking a data
Petri net and an event log as inputs, and computing data-aware alignments in order to provide a conformance analysis. For this example, we have used the plug-in
Multi-perspective process explorer [74], which provides the mentioned functionality to
compute alignments on data Petri nets.
Figure 6.13 shows a process model after the data-aware alignments have been
computed. Places are color coded based on their fitness value (ratio of deviations
observed in the place with respect to all the aligned traces). We see that place p9
(on the right side of transition Make Booking+start) shows a low fitness value. In the
information panel (bottom right) there are some details about the alignment. We see
that there are no data violations at model or place level. That means that, despite
showing deviations, they do not violate any of the data guards established on the
model, which involve the data attribute payment_issue.

6.4.4 Performance Analysis
The last group of process mining techniques we show is devoted to performance analysis of processes. A difference with the presented techniques for conformance analysis is
that, in order to analyze performance, we do not necessarily require a process model.
In fact, we will describe two methods to analyze performance: one based on log replay
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Figure 6.14: Performance metrics computed based on the alignment of an event log and a
Petri net.

on model and another one based on event log analysis only.
Replay a Log on Petri Net for Performance/Conformance Analysis
A way to analyze the performance of processes based on an event log is to look at
the individual activity names and compute performance metrics that depend on a
single activity instance, such as duration. In order to compute the duration of an
activity instance, we typically compute the time difference between the complete and
the start life-cycle phases. However, for other metrics such as waiting time it is
necessary to compute the time spent between the completion of an activity and its
predecessor. This can be done at the trace level considering event windows of size
two. However, this can result in unreliable results when parallelism comes into play.
In that case, it is necessary to find, for each event involved in a parallel branch, the
closest previous event that happened just before a parallel split. This can be easily
achieved by computing alignments first and performance metrics afterwards.
Figure 6.14 shows the result of computing performance metrics on an event log
aligned with a Petri net. We see that waiting times are displayed on top of the incoming edges of the transitions, and that Update Customer has an average waiting time
of 12.1 hours. This type of visualization allows us to identify sources of inefficiency
and bottlenecks in our process. This is of great importance to improve the efficiency
and performance of business processes.
Context-Aware Process Performance Analysis
Another way to tackle performance analysis is to focus only on the evidence, i.e., the
event log without considering an explicit model. This is the philosophy adopted by
the technique described in [52]. This technique carries out a performance analysis
considering other data aspects beyond control flow. It tries to find statistically significant differences in terms of performance between groups of traces that show a certain
level of similarity, e.g., same value for a certain data attribute.
When performing this analysis on the sample event log, first we obtain a global
summary of results. In this case, one significant result was obtained with respect to
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Figure 6.15: Summary of the results of a context-aware process performance analysis on the
sample event log.

Figure 6.16: Description of the observation detected by the context-aware process performance analysis plug-in.

Figure 6.17: Boxplot of the differences in terms of duration for activity instances of Make
Booking with respect to the value of the attribute payment_issue.
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the duration of an activity, as can be seen in Figure 6.15. A descriptive message in
natural language (Figure 6.16) explains the reason of the detected observation: The
duration is higher when “Make Booking” has attribute value [payment_issue] “true”.
A more detailed view on the performance difference in terms of duration for Make
Booking can be observed in Figure 6.17. A boxplot shows that when the attribute
payment_issue has the value true, the duration of the Make Booking activity is, on
average, more than one day longer. When the value of payment_issue is false, the
average duration of the activity instances of Make Booking is around two hours.
This shows how we can leverage on the presence of additional data attributes in
order to obtain a more detailed performance analysis and better insights. Without
considering data attributes, we would only observe an unusually high average duration
of the activity Make Booking. In order to find the reason, we would need to dig deeper
and, possibly, return to the source of data to find more details about the root of the
detected inefficiencies.

6.5 Chapter Summary
The focus of this thesis is on the data rather than on new process analytics. The
thesis provides techniques to extract event data and to transform these into event
logs. However, the event logs are not the goal of a process mining project, but the
means to obtain valuable insights. In this chapter we have shown a sample of the
possibilities that process mining offers in order to analyze event logs. The goal was
not to present an exhaustive list of techniques, but to provide an idea, by means
of examples, on how process mining techniques can exploit different data properties
encoded within event logs. First, we presented the selected approaches with respect
to their data requirements, inputs, and outputs. Next, we provided a sample event log
showing the presented data properties. Finally, this event log was analyzed using each
of the proposed techniques and the resulting output of each of them was explained.

7

Data-Aware Process
Oriented Querying

Beekeeper placing an uncapped frame inside
of an extractor.
“Cours complet d’apiculture”, Georges de
Layens and Gaston Bonnier, 1897

In the previous chapters, several techniques have been introduced that help us to
extract and store event data from different event stores and databases (Chapters 3
and 4). Also, we have seen how it is possible to build event logs from different
perspectives (Chapter 5). Next, we have explored some of the types of analysis that
can be performed on these data using different process mining techniques (Chapter 6).
The goal of this chapter is to provide the mechanisms to effectively query process
data. We propose a domain-specific query language, focused on process data, that
takes advantage of data stores based on the OpenSLEX meta-model presented in
Chapter 3. The use of the OpenSLEX meta-model helps to ease the data querying
task. The proposed query language allows us to explore the data extracted by the
methods presented in Chapter 4, refine the result of the event log building process in
Chapter 5, and to focus on the interesting parts of the event logs and related data.

7.1 Introduction
One of the main goals of process mining techniques is to obtain insights into the
behavior of systems, companies, business processes, or any kind of workflow under
study. Obviously, it is important to perform the analysis on the right data. Being
able to extract and query some specific subset of the data becomes crucial when
dealing with complex and heterogeneous datasets. In addition, the use of querying
tools allows one to find specific cases or exceptional behavior. Whatever the goal,
analysts often find themselves in the situation in which they need to develop ad-hoc
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Query 7.1: DAPOQ-Lang query to retrieve cases with an event happening between two
dates that changed the address of a customer from “Fifth Avenue” to “Sunset
Boulevard”.
1 def P1 = createPeriod("1986/09/17 00:00","2016/11/30 19:44","yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm")
2
3 casesOf(
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

eventsOf(
versionsOf(
allClasses().where {name == "CUSTOMER"}
).where { changed([at:"ADDRESS", from:"Fifth Avenue", to:"Sunset Boulevard"])}
).where
{
def P2 = createPeriod(it.timestamp)
during(P2,P1)
}

13 )

software to deal with specific datasets, given that existing tools might be difficult to
use, too general, or just not suitable for process analysis.
Different approaches exist to support the querying of process data. Some of them
belong to the field of Business Process Management (BPM). In this field, events are
the main source of information. They represent transactions or activities that were
executed at a certain moment in time in the environment under study. Querying
this kind of data allows us to obtain valuable information about the behavior and
execution of processes. There are other approaches originating from the field of data
provenance [14], which are mainly concerned with recording and observing the origins
of data. This field is closely related to that of scientific workflows [25] in which the
traceability of the origin of experimental results becomes crucial to guarantee correctness and reproducibility. In the literature, we find many languages to query process
data. However, none of these approaches succeeds at combining process and data aspects in an integrated way. An additional challenge to overcome is the development
of a query mechanism that allows exploiting this combination while being intuitive
and easy to use.
In order to make the querying of process event data easier and more efficient, we
propose the Data-Aware Process Oriented Query Language (DAPOQ-Lang). This
query language, first introduced in [41], exploits both process and data perspectives.
The aim of DAPOQ-Lang is not to theoretically enable new types of computations,
but to ease the task of writing queries in the specific domain of process mining.
Therefore, our focus is on the ease of use. We want to illustrate the ease of use of
DAPOQ-Lang using an example. Let us consider a generic question that could be
asked by an analyst when carrying out a process mining project:
GQ: In which cases there was (a) an event that happened between time
T1 and T2, (b) that performed a modification in a version of class C (c)
in which the value of field F changed from X to Y?
This query involves several types of elements: cases, events, object versions, and
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Figure 7.1: Pipeline of the systematic review process

attributes. We instantiate this query with some specific values for T1 = “1986/09/17
00:00”, T2 = “2016/11/30 19:44”, C = “CUSTOMER”, F = “ADDRESS”, X =
“Fifth Avenue”, and Y = “Sunset Boulevard”. Query 7.1 presents the corresponding
DAPOQ-Lang query. This example shows how compact a DAPOQ-Lang query can
be. The specifics of this query will be explained in the coming sections.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, we show the related
work with a systematic literature review on process data query languages. Section 7.3
presents the query language, focusing on the syntax and semantics. Section 7.4 provides information about the implementation and its evaluation. Section 7.5 presents
possible use cases. Section 7.6 concludes the chapter.

7.2 Systematic Literature Review
In order to get an overview of existing approaches for event data querying, we first
concluded a systematic literature review [115]. Figure 7.1 shows an overview of the
procedure. First, a coarse set of candidate papers needs to be obtained from a scientific
publications database or through a search engine by means of a literature query.
Afterwards, a relevance screening is performed in order to identify which papers are
actually within the scope. We define a set of criteria. Only papers that fulfill these
criteria pass to the next phase. Next, a quality screening is conducted on the relevant
papers. This is done by defining minimum quality criteria that the papers must
satisfy. Finally, with the selected papers that are relevant and have sufficient quality,
a detailed review is performed.
In accordance with the procedure described in Figure 7.1, first, we performed a
search of related papers. We chose Scopus1 , one of the largest abstract and citation
databases of peer-reviewed literature, including scientific journals, books, and conference proceedings. This database provides a search engine that, by means of queries,
allows to specify different kinds of criteria to filter the results.
In our case, we are interested in papers that refer to business processes or workflows, that relate to queries and that analyze events, logs, provenance, data or transactions. In addition, we want to filter out any work that does not belong to the area
of Computer Science, or that is not written in English. The exact query as executed
by the search engine can be observed in Literature Query 7.2.
The query above returned 1056 results, from the years 1994 to 2018, with the
distribution depicted in Figure 7.2.
However, not all the papers found proved relevant to our topic. When performing
1 http://www.scopus.com
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Literature Query 7.2: Query as executed in Scopus
1 TITLE-ABS-KEY("business process" OR "workflow") AND
2 TITLE-ABS-KEY("query" OR "querying") AND
3 TITLE-ABS-KEY("event" OR "log" OR "provenance" OR "data" OR "transaction") AND
4 LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA,"COMP") AND
5 LIMIT-TO(LANGUAGE,"English")
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Figure 7.2: Distribution per year of the related work as a result of the first query on Scopus.

the relevance screening, we make a distinction between Inclusive (I) and Exclusive
(E) criteria. In this way, candidates that satisfy all the inclusive criteria and do not
satisfy any of the exclusive will be included in the next phase of the review. We will
discard any paper that does not satisfy all the inclusive criteria or satisfies at least
one of the exclusive ones. The specific criteria used in this review are listed below:
1. Does the study consider process data as input? (I)
2. Does the study use only process models as input? (E)
3. Does the study propose a language to query the data? (I)
As a result of the relevance screening phase, the whole set of 1056 entries was
reduced to a set of 95 relevant works. These 95 entries are considered to be related
and within the scope of process and provenance data querying. However, to guarantee
a minimum level of detail, we defined the following criteria for the quality screening
phase:
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1. Does the study provide a sufficiently detailed description of the language?
2. If the language already exists, are the extensions, modifications, adaptations
sufficiently explained?
3. Does the study include concrete examples of the application of the language?
As a result of this phase, the set of 95 relevant works was further reduced to a set
of 30 truly related papers to be analyzed in detail. At the final stage, these papers
have been analyzed to identify their most important features, and then compared to
our approach. The content of each paper was reviewed, closely considering the main
characteristics of the approaches they describe. These characteristics refer to the kind
of input data that is used by each approach (Input data aspects), qualities related
to provenance (Provenance aspects), business processes (Business process aspects),
database or artifact environments (Database or Artifact aspects), and the nature of
the questions that can be queried with them (Query aspects). Table 7.1 presents the
main characteristics of the remaining 30 references and how they can be classified
when looking at the features listed below:
Input data aspects:
• Event data: The approach allows to query and analyze event data.
• Model-based: The approach takes into account execution models such as workflows, BPEL, or Petri nets.
• Storage model: A meta-model for provenance or event data storage is proposed
by the approach.
• Complex event processing: Different sources of events are analyzed by the approach to infer new kinds of more complex events.
• Streams: It is possible to query streams of events instead of complete logs.
Provenance aspects:
• Provenance-oriented: The approach is provenance oriented or allows to record
and query provenance information on the execution of workflows, scientific workflows, business processes, etc.
• OPM-compliant: The storage model used by the approach complies with the
Open Provenance Model [83]. This model proposes a standard on how provenance data must be stored in order to ensure interoperability between tools.
• Data lineage: The language allows to query about the life cycle of data, its
origins and where it moves over time.
• Dependency graphs/relations: Relations between data entities are considered
by the approach. For example, dependency graphs, common in the provenance
area, are used.
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Business Process aspects:
• Business process oriented: The approach is applied to the field of business
processes management. In addition, it considers business process specific aspects
while querying, e.g., using concepts such as activities, cases, resources, etc.
Database or Artifact aspects:
• Entities/artifacts: The approach captures information about the objects, data
entities or artifacts related to the event or provenance data. This information
can be queried as well.
• Database-oriented: The approach captures database-specific data such as
schema, tables, column information, keys, objects, etc., in case the event information is extracted from that kind of environment.
• State-aware: The state of the analyzed system is considered by the approach at
the time of capturing and querying data. This can be related to process state,
data state, versioning, etc.
Query aspects:
• Graph-based: Queries and results are expressed as graphs, in which edges are
relations and nodes can be data objects, events, activities, etc.
• Relevance querying: It is possible to query about data relevance, i.e., relations
between data that do not only reflect data origin.
• Semantic querying: The query language is based on or compatible with semantic
technologies such as RDF, OWL, SPARQL, etc.
• Regular path queries (RPQ): The language allows to make queries that select
nodes connected by a path on a graph based database.
• Projection queries: It is possible to query cases that fit a partial pattern using
projection.
• Temporal properties/querying: The language or technique makes it possible to
query temporal properties related to the data. It can also refer to temporal
logic languages such as LTL, CTL, etc.
• Event correlation: The approach does not consider events in isolation, but allows
to query the correlation between them, e.g., querying evens related to the same
artifact.
• Multi process: The approach allows to query aspects related to several processes
at the same time on the same dataset.
• Multi log: Several event logs can be queried at the same time in order to combine
results for a single query.

7.2 Systematic Literature Review
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Table 7.1: Comparison of features for the references at the end of the systematic review.
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Title

[54] Answering regular path queries on workflow provenance ✓
[23] Capturing and querying workflow runtime provenance ✓
with PROV: A practical approach
[24] Modeling and querying scientific workflow provenance in ✓
the D-OPM
[99] Towards a scalable semantic provenance management ✓
system
[22] Towards integrating workflow and database provenance ✓
[33] MTCProv: A practical provenance query framework for ✓
many-task scientific computing
[67] OPQL: A first OPM-level query language for scientific ✓
workflow provenance
[68] Storing, reasoning, and querying OPM-compliant scien- ✓
tific workflow provenance using relational databases
[69] XQuery meets Datalog: Data relevance query for work- ✓
flow trustworthiness
[11] A model for user-oriented data provenance in pipelined ✓
scientific workflows
[27] Developing provenance-aware query systems:
an ✓
occurrence-centric approach

- - - - ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ - - ✓ - - - - ✓ - - ✓ - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - ✓✓ - - - - - - ✓ - - ✓ - - - - - - - ✓✓✓✓ - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - ✓ - - ✓✓✓✓ - ✓✓✓ - - - - - - - - ✓ - - ✓✓✓✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓✓✓ - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ - - ✓✓✓✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - ✓ - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - ✓ - - ✓ - ✓✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - ✓ - ✓✓ - ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ - -

[102] A knowledge driven approach towards the validation of ✓ - - - externally acquired traceability datasets in supply chain
business processes
[82] Process query language: A way to make workflow pro- ✓ - ✓ - cesses more flexible
[59] Workflow History Management
✓ - ✓ - [93] The HIT model: Workflow-aware event stream monitor- ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓
ing
[70] Semantic Enabled complex Event Language for business ✓ - - ✓ process monitoring
[29] A framework supporting the analysis of process logs ✓ - ✓ - stored in either relational or NoSQL DBMSS
[94] Business impact analysis: a framework for a comprehen- ✓ - ✓ - sive analysis and optimization of business processes
[5] Model-driven event query generation for business process ✓ ✓ - ✓ monitoring
[103] Querying process models based on the temporal relations - ✓ - - between tasks
[8] A query language for analyzing business processes exe- ✓ - - - cution
[26] Top-k projection queries for probabilistic business pro- ✓ ✓ ✓ - cesses
[6] Integration of Event Data from Heterogeneous Systems ✓ ✓ ✓ - to Support Business Process Analysis
[78] Enabling semantic complex event processing in the do- ✓ - - ✓ main of logistics
[96] Optimizing complex sequence pattern extraction using ✓ - - ✓ caching
[10] Trace retrieval for business process operational support ✓ - - - [91] Process Instance Query Language to Include Process Per- ✓ - - - formance Indicators in DMN
[105] Querying Workflow Logs
✓ - - - [4] A Continuous Query Language for Stream-Based Arti- ✓ - - ✓ ✓
facts

- - ✓ - ✓ - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - ✓ - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - ✓ - - - ✓ - ✓ - ✓✓ - - - - - ✓ - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - ✓✓✓✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - ✓ - - - ✓✓✓✓ - - ✓ - ✓ - - - ✓ - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - ✓ - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - ✓ - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - ✓✓ - - - - - - - - - -

[95] Log-based understanding of business processes through ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - temporal logic query checking
Our approach: DAPOQ-Lang

✓✓✓ - - ✓ - ✓✓✓✓✓✓ - ✓ - - - ✓✓✓
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• Multi data schema: Several data schemas can be considered in a single query.
If we focus on the columns named Provenance-oriented and Business process oriented in Table 7.1, we notice that none of the approaches qualifies as provenanceoriented and business oriented at the same time. In fact, all the approaches seem to
present one of these two aspects. Therefore, we categorized the approaches into two
groups: provenance-oriented and business process oriented. The provenance-oriented
approaches ( [11,22–24,27,33,54,67–69,99]) usually support some kind of provenance
model, data lineage or so. However, not all the approaches under this category support every aspect of data provenance. Only one of them [22] is database-oriented
and considers states and artifacts. Most of the business process oriented approaches
( [4–6, 8, 10, 26, 29, 59, 70, 78, 82, 91, 93, 94, 96, 102, 103, 105]) seem to ignore data provenance aspects. They focus mainly on capturing causal relations of business activities
and supporting different ways to query the data. There is an outlier [95] that focuses
only on the temporal analysis of event logs using temporal logic checking. However,
this solution ignores all other aspects of the data. If we focus on the last eight columns
at the right of Table 7.1, we see that most of the approaches only present one or two
of what we call Query aspects. There are two exceptions though. The first one is
the approach presented in [70], which supports graph-based, semantic, projection, and
temporal properties querying. However, it does not support any database aspect. The
second exception is the approach in [8], which supports graph-based, semantic, and
event correlation queries, as well as artifacts. However, it lacks support for temporal properties and it is not database-oriented. As can be seen, none of the existing
approaches succeeds at combining data provenance and business processes. Additionally, none of them is able to provide good support for different querying aspects while
being database-oriented.
The insight from this literature review is that in the field of process data querying, there is a need for a solution that combines business process analysis with the
data perspective, which also allows querying all this information in an integrated
way. Taking into account that, in most cases, the execution of business processes is
supported by databases, the consideration of the data perspective becomes especially
relevant.

7.3 DAPOQ-Lang
DAPOQ-Lang is a data-aware process oriented query language that allows the user
to query data and process information stored in a structure compatible with the
OpenSLEX meta-model [42]. As described in Chapter 3, OpenSLEX combines
database elements (data models, objects, and object versions) with common process mining data (events, logs, and processes), considering them as first-class citizens.
DAPOQ-Lang considers the same first-class citizens as OpenSLEX, which makes it
possible to write queries in the process mining domain enriched with data aspects
with lower complexity than in other general purpose query languages like SQL.
Intuitively, we could think that considering all the elements of the OpenSLEX
meta-model as first-class citizens would introduce a lot of complexity in our language.
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However, these elements have been organized in a type hierarchy as subtypes of higher
level superclasses (Figure 7.3). In this figure, it can be seen that MMElement is
the highest level superclass. Next, we distinguish two subtypes of elements: (1)
stored elements (StoredElement), i.e., elements that can be found directly stored in an
OpenSLEX structure, such as activities, events, objects, and logs; and (2) computed
elements (ComputedElements), i.e., elements that are computed based on the rest,
e.g., temporal periods of cases, and temporal periods of events. We will exploit this
hierarchy to design a simple language, providing many basic functions that can operate
on any MMElement, as well as some functions that focus on specific subtypes. Given a
connected meta-model instance CMI = (DM, OC, classOfObject, OVC, objectOfVersion, EC,
eventToOVLabel, IC, eventAI, PMC, activityOfAI, processOfLog) (Definition 22), we define
the concept of MMElement in DAPOQ-Lang as the union of all its terminal subtypes:

MMElement = AC ∪ LG ∪ EV ∪ REL ∪ OC ∪ AT ∪ CL ∪ PER ∪ PM ∪ CS ∪ AI∪
OV ∪ RS ∪ DM

(7.1)

Some of the functions that we define operate on sets of elements (P (MMElement)).
However, as a constraint of our query language, we require that the elements of those
sets belong to the same subtype (i.e., a set of Class elements, a set of Version elements,
or a set of Event elements, etc.). Therefore, we define the set MMSets as the set of
all possible subsets of each element type in a meta-model M M :
MMSets = P (AC ) ∪ P (LG) ∪ P (EV ) ∪ P (RE L) ∪ P (OC ) ∪ P (AT ) ∪ P (C L)∪
P (PE R) ∪ P (P M ) ∪ P (C S) ∪ P (AI ) ∪ P (OV ) ∪ P (RS) ∪ P (D M )

(7.2)

The output of any query will be an element set es ∈ M M Set s , i.e., a set of elements
of the same type. The following subsections describe the syntax and semantics of
DAPOQ-Lang in detail.

Figure 7.3: DAPOQ-Lang types hierarchy in UML notation. Arrows indicate subtype relations.
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7.3.1 Syntax
The DAPOQ-Lang language has been designed with a focus on the ease of use, trying
to find a balance between simplicity and expressive power. We exploited the specifics
of the underlying meta-model defining a total of 57 basic functions, as organized in
five well-defined blocks, that can be applied in the context of a given meta-model
M M . The functions proposed in this section are used to define the syntax, while
Section 7.3.2 will focus on the semantics of DAPOQ-Lang.
Terminal Meta-Model Elements
We define a set of 13 basic terminal functions. Each of them maps to the set of
all elements of the corresponding type (Figure 7.3) in the OpenSLEX meta-model
structure (Definition 22). Given a connected meta-model instance, we define the
following :
1. allDatamodels: the set of all data models, i.e., DM ,
2. allClasses: the set of all classes, i.e., CL,
3. allAttributes: the set of all class attributes, i.e., AT ,
4. allRelationships: the set of all class relationships, i.e., RS,
5. allObjects: the set of all objects, i.e., OC ,
6. allVersions: the set of all object versions, i.e., OV ,
7. allRelations: the set of all relations, i.e., REL,
8. allEvents: the set of all events, i.e., EV ,
9. allActivityInstances: the set of all activity instances, i.e., AI ,
10. allCases: the set of all cases, i.e., CS,
11. allLogs: the set of all logs, i.e., LG,
12. allActivities: the set of all activities, i.e., AC ,
13. allProcesses: the set of all processes, i.e., PM .
Elements Related to Elements
The following 14 functions take as an input a set of elements of the same type and
return a set of elements related to them of the type corresponding to the return type
of the function. For example, a call to eventsOf (es), being es ∈ P (LG) will return
the set of events that are related to the logs in the set es . Thanks to the subtype
hierarchy, in most of the cases we can reuse the same function call for input sets of
any type, which leads to a more compact syntax. In the cases when an input of any
type would not make sense, we can still restrict the input type to a particular kind.
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This is the case with the function versionsRelatedTo, which only accepts sets of object
versions as input.
14. datamodelsOf ∈ MMSets → P (DM): returns the set of data models related to the
input,
15. classesOf ∈ MMSets → P (CL): returns the set of classes related to the input,
16. attributesOf ∈ MMSets → P (A): returns the set of attributes related to the input,
17. relationshipsOf ∈ MMSets → P (RS): returns the set of relationships related to the
input,
18. objectsOf ∈ MMSets → P (O): returns the set of objects related to the input,
19. versionsOf ∈ MMSets → P (OV ): returns the set of object versions related to the
input,
20. relationsOf ∈ MMSets → P (REL): returns the set of relations related to the input,
21. eventsOf ∈ MMSets → P (E ): returns the set of events related to the input,
22. activityInstancesOf ∈ MMSets → P (AI): returns the set of activity instances related to the input,
23. activitiesOf ∈ MMSets → P (AC): returns the set of activities related to the input,
24. casesOf ∈ MMSets → P (CS): returns the set of cases related to the input,
25. logsOf ∈ MMSets → P (LG): returns the set of logs related to the input,
26. processesOf ∈ MMSets → P (PM): returns the set of processes related to the input,
27. versionsRelatedTo ∈ P (OV ) → P (OV ): returns the set of object versions directly
related (distance 1) to the input object versions through any kind of relationship.
Computation of Temporal Values
Some elements in our meta-model contain temporal properties (e.g., events have a
timestamp, object versions have a lifespan, etc.), which allows us to make temporal
computations with them. We provide the following eight functions to compute time
periods (with a start and an end), as well as durations. Durations (DU R ) are special
in the sense that they can be considered as scalars. Also, they are not part of the
MMElement subtype hierarchy. Durations can only be used to be compared with
other durations.
28. periodsOf ∈ MMSets → P (PER): returns the computed periods for each of the
elements of the input set,
29. globalPeriodOf ∈ MMSets → PER: returns a global period for all the elements in
the input set, i.e., the period from the earliest to the latest timestamp,
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Table 7.2: Relations in Allen’s interval algebra.

Relation

Name

Illustration

X <Y
Y >X

before
after

X

Interpretation
Y

X m Y
Y mi X

meets
meetsInv

X o Y
Y oi X

overlaps
overlapsInv

X s Y
Y si X

starts
startsInv

X d Y
Y di X

during
duringInv

X
Y

X f Y
Y fi X

finishes
finishesInv

Y

X =Y

matches

X
Y
X

X meets Y (i stands for inverse)
X overlaps with Y

Y
X

X starts Y

Y

X during Y
X

X
Y

X takes place before Y

X finishes Y
X is equal to Y

30. createPeriod ∈ TS × TS → PER: returns a period for the specified start and end
timestamps,
31. getDuration ∈ PER → DUR: returns the duration of a period in milliseconds,
32. Duration.ofSeconds ∈ N → DUR: returns the duration of the specified seconds,
33. Duration.ofMinutes ∈ N → DUR: returns the duration of the specified minutes,
34. Duration.ofHours ∈ N → DUR: returns the duration of the specified hours,
35. Duration.ofDays ∈ N → DUR: returns the duration of the specified days.
Temporal Interval Algebra
Allen’s Interval Algebra, described in [2], introduces a calculus for temporal reasoning,
which defines possible relations between time intervals. It provides the tools to reason
about the temporal descriptions of events in the broadest sense. Table 7.2 shows
the 13 base relations between two intervals. These temporal relations are used in
our approach to reason about data elements for which we can compute a temporal
interval.
We have introduced the functions to compute and create periods of time. The
following 13 functions cover all the interval operators, described by Allen’s Interval
Algebra, which we can use to compare periods. Take (a, b) to be a pair of periods for
which:
36. before ∈ PER × PER → B: true if a takes place before b ,
37. after ∈ PER × PER → B: true if a takes place after b ,
38. meets ∈ PER × PER → B: true if the end of a is equal to the start of b ,
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39. meetsInv ∈ PER × PER → B: true if the start a is equal to the end of b ,
40. overlaps ∈ PER × PER → B: true if the end of a happens during b ,
41. overlapsInv ∈ PER × PER → B: true if the start of a happens during b ,
42. starts ∈ PER × PER → B: true if both start at the same time, but a is shorter,
43. startsInv ∈ PER × PER → B: true if both start at the same time, but a is longer,
44. during ∈ PER × PER → B: true if a starts after b started, and ends before b ends,
45. duringInv ∈ PER×PER → B: true if a starts before b starts, and ends after b ends,
46. finishes ∈ PER × PER → B: true if both end at the same time, but a is shorter,
47. finishesInv ∈ PER × PER → B: true if both end at the same time, but a is longer,
48. matches ∈ PER × PER → B: true if both have the same start and the same end.
Operators on Attributes of Elements
Some elements of the OpenSLEX meta-model can be enriched with attribute values.
These elements are events, object versions, cases, and logs. The following functions
allow the user to query these attributes and obtain their value:
49. eventHasAttribute ∈ EVAT ×EV → B: true if the event contains a value for a certain
attribute name,
50. versionHasAttribute ∈ AT ×OV → B: true if the object version contains a value for
a certain attribute name,
51. caseHasAttribute ∈ CSAT × CS → B: true if the case contains a value for a certain
attribute name,
52. logHasAttribute ∈ LGAT × LG → B: true if the log contains a value for a certain
attribute name,
53. getAttributeEvent ∈ EVAT ×EV ̸→ V : returns the value for an attribute of an event,
54. getAttributeVersion ∈ AT ×OV ̸→ V : returns the value for an attribute of an object
version,
55. getAttributeCase ∈ CSAT × CS ̸→ V : returns the value for an attribute of a case,
56. getAttributeLog ∈ LGAT × LG ̸→ V : returns the value for an attribute of a log,
57. versionChange ∈ AT ×V ×V × OV → B: true if the value for an attribute linked to
an object version changed from a certain value (in the previous object version)
to another (in the provided object version).
By definition, getAttribute* functions (items 53 to 56) are only defined for combinations of elements and attributes for which the corresponding *HasAttribute function
(items 49 to 52) evaluates to True.
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DAPOQ-Lang’s Abstract Syntax
The syntax of DAPOQ-Lang is defined in the form of an abstract syntax, using the
notation proposed in [81]. In DAPOQ-Lang, a query is a sequence of Assignments
combined with an ElementSet:
Query ≜ s : Assignments; es : ElementSet
Assignments ≜ Assignment ∗

The result of a query is an ElementSet, i.e., the set of elements (of the same type)
from the queried OpenSLEX dataset that satisfies certain criteria. An Assignment
assigns an ElementSet to a variable. Then, any reference to such variable, via its
identifier, will be replaced by the corresponding ElementSet.
Assignment ≜ v : Varname; es : ElementSet
Varname ≜ identifier

An ElementSet can be defined over other ElementSets by Construction or Application. It can also be defined by means of a variable identifier, i.e., an ElementSetVar,
by a call to a terminal element function with a ElementSetTerminal (Section 7.3.1),
by computation or creation of Periods, or by filtering elements of the previous options
with a FilteredElementSet.
ElementSet ≜ Construction | Application | Period | ElementSetVar |
ElementSetTerminal | FilteredElementSet
ElementSetVar ≜ identifier

An ElementSetTerminal is the ElementSet resulting from a call to the corresponding terminal element function (e.g., allEvents).
ElementSetTerminal ≜ AllDatamodels | AllClasses | AllAttributes |
AllRelationships | AllObjects | AllVersions |
AllRelations | AllActivityInstances | AllEvents |
AllCases | AllLogs | AllActivities | AllProcesses

An ElementSet can be composed from other ElementSets by applying set operations such as union, exclusion, and intersection.
Construction ≜ es 1 , es 2 : ElementSet; o : Set _Op
Set _Op ≜ Union | Excluding | Intersection

Also, an ElementSet can be constructed by means of a call to one of the ElementOf_Op functions. These include the functions described in Section 7.3.1 that
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return sets of elements related to other elements and the periodsOf function described
in Section 7.3.1 that computes the periods of elements.

Application ≜ es : ElementSet; o : ElementOf _Op
ElementOf _Op ≜ datamodelsOf | classesOf | attributesOf | relationshipsOf |
objectsOf | versionsOf | relationsOf | eventsOf |
activityInstancesOf | casesOf | activitiesOf | logsOf | processesOf |
periodsOf | versionsRelatedTo

An ElementSet can be built by means of filtering, discarding elements of another
ElementSet according to certain criteria. These criteria are expressed as a PredicateBlock, which will be evaluated for each member of the input ElementSet. Depending
on the result of evaluating the PredicateBlock, each element will be filtered out or
included in the new ElementSet.

FilteredElementSet ≜ es : ElementSet; pb : PredicateBlock

A PredicateBlock is a sequence of Assignments combined with a Predicate. Such
Predicate can be defined recursively as a binary (and, or) or unary (not) combination
of other Predicates.

PredicateBlock ≜ s : Assignments; p : Predicate
Predicate ≜ AttributePredicate | Un_Predicate | Bin_Predicate |
TemporalPredicate
Bin_Predicate ≜ p 1 , p2 : Predicate; o : BinLogical_Op
Un_Predicate ≜ p : Predicate; o : UnLogical_Op
BinLogical_Op ≜ And | Or
UnLogical_Op ≜ Not

Also, a Predicate can be defined as an AttributePredicate, which will either refer
to AttributeExists functions that check the existence of an attribute for a certain
element, an operation on attribute values (e.g., to compare attributes to substrings,
constants, or other attributes), or an AttributeChange predicate, making use of the
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functions specified in Section 7.3.1.
AttributePredicate ≜ AttributeExists | AttributeValuePred | AttributeChange
AttributeExists ≜ at : AttributeName
AttributeValuePred ≜ at1 , at2 : Attribute; o : Value_Op
AttributeChange ≜ at : AttributeName; from, to : Value
AttributeName ≜ identifier
Value_Op ≜ ==|>=|<=|>|<| startsWith | endsWith | contains
Attribute ≜ AttributeName | Value
Value ≜ literal

Finally, a Predicate can be defined as a TemporalPredicate, i.e., a Boolean operation comparing periods or durations. Period comparisons based on Allen’s Interval
Algebra are supported by the functions defined in Section 7.3.1. Duration comparisons are done on simple scalars (e.g., ==, >, <, ≥, and ≤). A Period can be either
created from some provided timestamps with the function createPeriod or computed
as the global period of an element or set of elements with the function globalPeriodOf.
Also, a Period can be constructed referring to a variable containing another period
by means of an identifier. Durations can be obtained from existing periods (with the
function durationOf ) or created from specific durations in seconds, minutes, hours or
days with the functions defined in Section 7.3.1.
TemporalPredicate ≜ per1 , per2 : Period; o : Period_Op |
dur1 , dur2 : Duration; o : Numerical_Comp_Op
Period ≜ PeriodCreation | PeriodVar
PeriodCreation ≜ ts1 , ts2 : Timestamp; o : createPeriod |
es : ElementSet; o : globalPeriodOf
PeriodVar ≜ identifier
Period_Op ≜ before | after | meets | meetsInv | overlaps | overlapsInv |
starts | startsInv | during | duringInv | finishes |
finishesInv | matches
Duration ≜ p : Period; o : getDuration | v : Value; o : DurationOf
DurationOf ≜ Duration.ofSeconds | Duration.ofMinutes |
Duration.ofHours | Duration.ofDays
Numerical_Comp_Op ≜ ==|>=|<=|>|<

7.3.2 Semantics
In this section, we make use of denotational semantics, as proposed in [81], to formally
describe DAPOQ-Lang. We define several semantic functions MT that describe the
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meaning of the nonterminal T (e.g., MQuer y describes the meaning of the nonterminal
Quer y ). First, we introduce some notation that will be used in further definitions.
Definition 29 (overriding union) The overriding union of f : X ̸→ Y by g : X ̸→ Y , is
denoted as f ⊕ g : X ̸→ Y such that d om( f ⊕ g ) = d om( f ) ∪ d om(g ) and:
{
f ⊕ g (x) =

g (x) if x ∈ d om(g )
f (x) if x ∈ d om( f ) \ d om(g )

In the previous section, we introduced the use of variables in the language. These
variables must be translated into a value in M M Set s (Eq. 7.2) during the execution
of our queries. A Binding assigns a set of elements to a variable name:
Binding ≜ Varname → MMSets

Queries are computed based on a dataset complying with the structure of the
OpenSLEX meta-model. Such a meta-model can be seen as a tuple of sets of elements
of each of the basic types:
MetaModel ≜ (AC, LG, EV , REL, OC, AT , CL, PER, PM, CS, AI, OV , RS, DM)

The meaning function of a query takes a query and a meta-model dataset as an
input and returns a set of elements that satisfy the query:
MQuery : Query × MetaModel → MMSets

This function is defined as:
[
]
MQuery q : Query, MM : MetaModel ≜ MElementSet (q.es, MM, MAssignments (q.s, MM, ;))

The evaluation of the meaning function of a query depends on the evaluation of
the assignments and the element set involved. Evaluating the assignments involves
resolving their corresponding element sets and remembering the variables to which
they were assigned.
MAssignments : Assignments × MetaModel × Binding → Binding

A sequence of assignments resolves to a binding, which links sets of elements
to variable names. Assignments that happen later in the order of declaration take
precedence over earlier ones when they share the variable name.
[
]
MAssignments s : Assignments, MM : MetaModel, B : Binding ≜

if ¬(s.TAIL).EMPTY then
MAssignments (s.TAIL, MM, B ⊕ MAssignment (s.FIRST , MM, B ))

else B
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The result of an assignment is a binding, linking a set of elements to a variable
name.
MAssignment : Assignment × MetaModel × Binding → Binding
[
]
MAssignment a : Assignment, MM : MetaModel, B : Binding ≜
{(a.v, MElementSet (a.es, MM, B ))}

An ElementSet within the context of a meta-model and a binding returns a set of
elements of the same type that satisfy the restrictions imposed in the ElementSet.
MElementSet : ElementSet × MetaModel × Binding → MMSets

An ElementSet can be resolved as a Construction of other ElementSets with the
well-known set operations union, exclusion, and intersection. It can be the result of
evaluating an Application function, returning elements related to other elements, to
the creation of Periods, or the value of a variable previously declared (ElementSetVar). Also, it can be the result of a terminal ElementSet, e.g., the set of all the
events (allEvents). Finally, an ElementSet can be the result of filtering another ElementSet according to a PredicateBlock, which is a Predicate preceded by a sequence
of Assignments. These Assignments will only be valid within the scope of the PredicateBlock, and will not be propagated outside of it (i.e., if a variable is reassigned,
it will maintain its original value outside of the PredicateBlock). The resulting FilteredElementSet will contain only the elements of the input ElementSet for which the
evaluation of the provided Predicate is True.
MElementSet [es : ElementSet, MM : MetaModel, B : Binding] ≜

case es of
Construction ⇒

case es.o of
Union ⇒ MElementSet (es.es1 , MM, B ) ∪ MElementSet (es.es2 , MM, B )
Excluding ⇒ MElementSet (es.es1 , MM, B ) \ MElementSet (es.es2 , MM, B )
Intersection ⇒ MElementSet (es.es1 , MM, B ) ∩ MElementSet (es.es2 , MM, B )

end
Application ⇒ es.o(MElementSet (es.es, MM, B ))
Period ⇒ MPeriod (es, MM, B )
{
B (es) if es ∈ dom(B)
ElementSetVar ⇒
;
otherwise
ElementSetTerminal ⇒ esMM
FilteredElementSet ⇒ {e ∈ MElementSet (es.es, MM, B ) |
MPredicate (es.pb.p, MM, MAssignments (es.pb.s, MM, B ⊕ (it, e)))}

end
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A Predicate is evaluated as a Boolean, with respect to a MetaModel and a Binding:
MPredicate : Predicate × MetaModel × Binding → B

The meaning function of Predicate (MP r ed i c at e ) evaluates the Boolean value of a
Predicate, which can be recursively constructed combining binary (and, or) or unary
(not) predicates. Also, Predicates can be defined as AttributePredicates that evaluate
the existence of attributes, comparisons of attribute values, or attribute value changes.
Finally, they can be defined as TemporalPredicates, which can compare durations or
periods by means of Allen’s Interval Algebra operators.
MPredicate [p : Predicate, MM : MetaModel, B : Binding] ≜

case p of
AttributePredicate ⇒

case p of
AttributeExists ⇒

if B(it) ∈ EV : eventHasAttribute(p.at, B(it))
elif B(it) ∈ OV : versionHasAttribute(p.at, B(it))
elif B(it) ∈ CS : caseHasAttribute(p.at, B(it))
elif B(it) ∈ LG : logHasAttribute(p.at, B(it))
else : ∅

AttributeValuePred ⇒
p.o(MAttribute (p.at1 , B(it), MM), MAttribute (p.at2 , B(it), MM))
AttributeChange ⇒

if B (i t ) ∈ MM.OV then : versionChange(p.at, p.from, p.to, B(it)) else : ∅
end
Un_Predicate ⇒ ¬MPredicate (p.p, MM, B)
Bin_Predicate ⇒

case p.o of
And ⇒ Mpredicate (p.p1 , MM, B) ∧ Mpredicate (p.p2 , MM, B)
Or ⇒ Mpredicate (p.p1 , MM, B) ∨ Mpredicate (p.p2 , MM, B)

end
TemporalPredicate ⇒

case p.o of
Period_Op ⇒ p.o(MPeriod (p.per1 , MM, B), MPeriod (p.per2 , MM, B))
Duration_Op ⇒ p.o(MDuration (p.dur1 , MM, B), MDuration (p.dur2 , MM, B))

end
end
A Period for a given meta-model dataset and a binding returns an instance of
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PER, i.e., a single period element:
MPeriod : Period × MetaModel × Binding → PER

The meaning function of Period will return a period element that can be created
(PeriodCreation) or assigned from a variable name containing a period (PeriodVar).
In the case of a PeriodCreation, a period can be created for the specified start and
end timestamps using the createPeriod function or it can be computed as the global
period of another set of periods (globalPeriodOf ).
MPeriod [p : Period, MM : MetaModel, B : Binding] ≜

case p of
PeriodCreation ⇒

case p.o of
createPeriod ⇒ p.o(p.ts1 , p.ts2 )
globalPeriodOf ⇒ p.oMM (MElementSet (p.es, MM, B))

end
PeriodVar ⇒

{

B (p)

;

if p ∈ dom(B)
otherwise

end
A Duration is simply a value representing the length of a period, and it is computed
within the context of a meta-model dataset and a binding:
MDuration : Duration × MetaModel × Binding → DUR

A Duration can be evaluated based on the duration of a period (getDuration), or
a duration specified in scalar units (DurationOf ).
MDuration [d : Duration, MM : MetaModel, B : Binding] ≜

case d .o of
DurationOf ⇒ d .o(d .v)
getDuration ⇒ d.o(MPeriod (d.p, MM, B))

end
Finally, an Attribute is a value assigned to an element in the context of a metamodel:
MAttribute : Attribute × Element × MetaModel → Value

In order to evaluate the value of an Attribute, we can refer to the AttributeName,
in which case the value will be obtained in different ways depending on the type
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of element (event, object version, case, or log). Also, an Attribute can be explicitly
defined by its Value.
MAttribute [at : Attribute, e : Element, MM : MetaModel] ≜

case at of
AttributeName ⇒

case e of
Event ⇒ if eventHasAttribute(at, e) then : getAttributeEvent(at, e) else : ∅
Version ⇒ if versionHasAttribute(at, e) then : getAttributeVersion(at, e) else : ∅
Case ⇒ if caseHasAttribute(at, e) then : getAttributeCase(at, e) else : ∅
Log ⇒ if logHasAttribute(at, e) then : getAttributeLog(at, e) else : ∅

end
Value ⇒ at

end
Figure 7.4 shows the syntax tree of Query 7.1 according to the presented abstract
syntax. This concludes the formal definition of DAPOQ-Lang in terms of syntax and
semantics at an abstract level. The later sections provide some details about the
specific syntax, implementation, and its performance.

7.4 Implementation & Evaluation
DAPOQ-Lang2 has been implemented as a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) on top
of Groovy3 , a dynamic language for the Java platform. This means that, on top of
all the functions and operators provided by DAPOQ-Lang, any syntax allowed by
Groovy or Java can be used within DAPOQ-Lang queries. DAPOQ-Lang heavily
relies on a Java implementation of the OpenSLEX4 meta-model using SQLite5 as
a storage and querying engine. However, DAPOQ-Lang abstracts from the specific
storage choice, which allows it to run on any SQL database and not just SQLite. We
have developed the platform PADAS6 (Process Aware Data Suite), which integrates
DAPOQ-Lang and OpenSLEX in a user-friendly environment to process the data and
run queries. The current implementation relies on the SQLite library to store the data
and execute certain subqueries. Therefore, it is to be expected that DAPOQ-Lang
introduces certain overhead, given that data retrieval and object creation on the client
side consume extra time and memory compared to an equivalent SQL query.
In order to assess the impact of DAPOQ-Lang on query performance, we conducted
the following experiment. We run a benchmark of pairs of equivalent queries, as
2 https://github.com/edugonza/DAPOQ-Lang/
3 http://groovy-lang.org/
4 https://github.com/edugonza/OpenSLEX/
5 https://www.sqlite.org
6 https://github.com/edugonza/PADAS/
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Figure 7.4: Syntax tree for DAPOQ-Lang Query 7.1.

expressed in DAPOQ-Lang and SQL, on the same SQLite database. The queries
are organized in 3 categories and run on the 3 datasets described in [42]: dataset A
(from the redo-logs of a simulated ticket selling platform), dataset B (from a financial
organization) and dataset C (a sample from a SAP system) (Table 7.3).
The DAPOQ-Lang queries of each pair were run with two different configurations:
memory-based and disk-based caching. Memory-based caching uses the heap to store
all the elements retrieved from the database during the execution of the query. This
is good for speed when dealing with small or medium size datasets, but represents a
big limitation to deal with big datasets given the impact on memory use and garbage
collection overhead. Disk-based caching makes use of MapDB7 , a disk-based implementation of Java hash maps, to serialize and store in disk all the elements retrieved
from the database. This significantly reduces the memory consumption and allows us
7 http://www.mapdb.org
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Table 7.3: Size of datasets.
Dataset

Objects

Versions

Events

Cases

Logs

A

6740

8424

8512

108 751

34

14

B

7 339 985

7 340 650

26 106

82 113

10 622

172

C

162 287

277 094

277 094

569 026

29

62

Execution time (milliseconds)

Attribute & Periods filters

Activities

Activity ordering

ElementsOf

1e+05

1e+04

1e+03

1e+02
A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

Dataset
Engines:

DAPOQ−Lang (Memory Based Caching)

DAPOQ−Lang (Disk Based Caching)

SQL

Figure 7.5: Benchmark of queries run with DAPOQ-Lang, DAPOQ-Lang with disk-based
caching, and SQL on an SQLite backend. Note that the vertical axis is logarithmic.

to handle much larger datasets, which comes at the cost of speed given the overhead
introduced by serialization and disk I/O. Figure 7.5 shows the results of the benchmark, with one graph per query type, one line per query engine (SQL, DAPOQ-Lang,
and DAPOQ-Lang with disk caching), and for the three datasets ordered by size on
the horizontal axis. Analyzing the results we see that the disk-based implementation
of DAPOQ-Lang is slower than the memory-based for every dataset, which is due
to the I/O factor. Also, the largest absolute difference in execution time is observed
when evaluating the attribute & periods filters queries on dataset B. In this case,
DAPOQ-Lang-based engines perform ten times faster than SQL, with a difference of
around 450 seconds. This can be due to certain optimizations introduced in DAPOQLang, designed to take advantage of the OpenSLEX structure, transforming complex
DAPOQ-Lang queries into smaller and simpler SQL queries, which execute faster than
an equivalent monolithic SQL query. In the rest of the tests, we can observe that
the performance of DAPOQ-Lang queries is either similar, or poorer than the one of
the SQL engine. In the worst cases observed, DAPOQ-Lang-based engines are one
order of magnitude slower than the SQL engine, especially when it comes to queries
regarding the order of activities. This is due to the overhead on transmission and
processing of data and the fact that many filtering operations are performed on the
client instead of the server side. Obviously, there is a trade-off between ease-of-use
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and performance. Nevertheless, performance was never the main motivation for the
development of DAPOQ-Lang, but the ease of use and speed of query writing. In
future versions, further efforts will be made to improve performance and to provide
more exhaustive benchmarks.

7.5 Application / Use Cases
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the applicability of our approach and
tools. First, we explore the professional profiles to which this language is directed to
and we identify the most common data aspects to query given each profile. Then, we
provide some use cases of DAPOQ-Lang with examples of relevant queries for each
data aspect. Finally, we compare DAPOQ-Lang to SQL by means of an example.
The example highlights the expressiveness and compactness of our query language in
the context of process mining.

7.5.1 Business Questions in Process Mining
Process mining is a broad field, with many techniques available tailored towards a
variety of analysis questions. “Process miners” are often interested in discovering
process models from event data. Sometimes, these models are provided beforehand
and the focus is on conformance. It can be the case that assessing the performance
of specific activities is critical. Also, finding out bottlenecks in the process can be of
interest for the analysts. In some contexts, where existing regulations and guidelines
impose restrictions on what is allowed and what is not in the execution of a process,
compliance checking becomes a priority. In existing literature, we can find examples
of frequently posed questions for specific domains, like healthcare [77], in which root
cause analysis becomes relevant in order to trace back data related to a problematic
case. All these perspectives pose different challenges to process miners, who need to
dig into the data to find answers to relevant questions.
Previous works [60, 86] have tried to identify professional roles and profiles in the
area of business process management by analyzing job advertisements and creating a
classification based on the expected competencies. We make use of this classification
to point out data aspects relevant for each profile. Table 7.4 presents, in the two
leftmost columns, the classification of roles according to the authors of the study. In
the column Main Focus we propose, based on the role description, the sub-disciplines
of process mining and data engineering that become relevant for each job profile
(i.e., discovery, compliance checking, conformance checking, performance analysis,
root cause analysis, integration, and data integrity). The rest of the columns indicate
whether certain event data aspects become particularly interesting to be queried for
each professional role, considering the role description and the main focus. We have
grouped these event data aspects into two big categories that reflect the expected
output of the queries:
1. Specialized sublogs are event logs that contain a subset of the events of another
event log. This selected subset reflects certain desired properties (e.g., temporal
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Table 7.4: Types of BPM professionals, according to [86], and relation to querying in process
mining.
Metrics,
Artifacts &
Provenance

Role [86]

Description [86]

Main focus

Temporal
constraints

Activity
occurrence

Order of actions

Data properties

Data changes

Data lineage

Dependency
relations

Performance
metrics

Specialized Sublogs

Business
Process
Analyst

Elicits, analyses, documents and
communicates user requirements
and designs according to business
processes and IT systems; acts as a
liaison between business and IT
Analyses regulatory requirements
and ensures compliance of business
processes and IT systems

Discovery,
Compliance &
Conformance

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Compliance &
Conformance

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Designs sales processes and analy- Compliance
ses requirements for related IT systems; supports and executes sales
and marketing processes

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Analyses, measures and continuously improves business process, e.g.
through the application of Lean or
Six Sigma management techniques
Implements business processes in
ERP systems

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Business
Process
Compliance
Manager
Business
Process
Manager
Sales
&
Marketing
Business
Process
Improvement
Manager
ERP
Solution
Architect
IT-Business
Strategy
Manager
Technical
Architect

Performance,
Conformance
& Root Cause
Analysis
Performance,
Conformance
& Root Cause
Analysis
Aligns business and IT strategies; Performance &
monitors technological innovations Conformance
and identifies business opportunities
Develops and integrates hardware Integration &
and software infrastructures
Data Integrity

✓

✓

✓

✓

constraints, activity occurrence constraints),
2. Metrics, artifacts and provenance are the resulting values of the computation
of certain event data properties (e.g., performance metrics).
We see that there is a clear distinction between roles interested in performance and
root cause analysis, in contrast to those mainly interested in compliance. The former
will need to obtain performance metrics from the data, e.g., average case duration,
most time-consuming tasks, etc. Also, they will be interested in finding data related
to problematic cases, e.g., obtaining all the products purchased in an unpaid order
(dependency relations), or finding out providers of a defective batch of products (data
lineage). However, those with a focus on compliance will typically need to answer
questions related to temporal constraints (e.g., if cases of a particular type of client
are resolved within the agreed SLAs), activity occurrence constraints (e.g., whether a
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purchase was always paid), and order of actions (e.g., if an invoice is created before
a delivery is dispatched).
We see that, as the roles get more concerned with the technical aspects of IT systems, more focus is put on performance and data properties. Especially for technical
architects, data integrity is crucial, since they are the ones in charge of integrating
both applications and data systems. Being able to filter information based on data
properties and find irregular data changes is important to verify a correct integration
of different infrastructures.
Now that we have identified data aspects of interest, we present a set of example
DAPOQ-Lang queries. The aim of these examples is two-fold: to serve as a template
to write queries with a similar purpose, as well as to demonstrate that the features of
DAPOQ-Lang indeed cover all the aspects described in Table 7.4.

7.5.2 Exporting Logs
One of the main purposes when querying process execution data is to export it as a
compatible event log format. DAPOQ-Lang provides utilities to export logs, cases,
and events as XES event logs, which can be further analyzed using process mining
platforms such as ProM8 or RapidProM9 . The following queries show the way to
export XES logs for different types of data. When a set of logs is retrieved, an
independent XES log is generated for each of them.
Query 7.3: Export all the logs with a specific name. The result can be one or many logs
being exported according to the XES format.
1 exportXLogsOf(allLogs().where{ name == "log01" })

When the input of exportXLogsOf is a set of cases, one single XES log is exported.
Query 7.4: Export in a single XES log all the cases of different logs.
1 exportXLogsOf(casesOf(allLogs().where { name.contains("1") }))

In the case of a set of events, a single XES log with a single trace is exported.
Query 7.5: Export in a single XES log all the events of different logs.
1 exportXLogsOf(eventsOf(allLogs().where{ name.contains("1") }))

A special situation is when we want to export a set of logs or cases while filtering
out events that do not comply with some criteria. In that case, we call exportXLogsOf
with a second argument representing the set of events that can be exported. Any event
belonging to the log to be exported not contained in this set of events will be excluded
from the final XES log.
8 http://www.promtools.org
9 http://www.rapidprom.org/
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Query 7.6: Export one or many XES logs excluding all the events that do not belong to a
specific subset.
1 exportXLogsOf(allLogs(), eventsOf(allClasses().where { name == "BOOKING"}))

7.5.3 Specialized Sublogs
So far, we have seen how to export logs as they are stored in the dataset under analysis.
However, it is very common to focus on specific aspects of the data depending on the
questions to answer. This means that we need to create specialized sublogs according
to certain criteria. This section presents examples of queries to create specialized
sublogs that comply with certain constraints in terms of temporal properties, activity
occurrence, order of action, data properties, or data changes.
Temporal constraints
A way to create specialized sublogs is to filter event data based on temporal constraints. The creation and computation of periods makes it possible to select only
data relevant during a certain time span. Query 7.7 returns events that happened
during period p and that belong to the log “log01”.
Query 7.7: Retrieve all the events of “log01” that happened during a certain period of time.
1 def evLog01 = eventsOf(allLogs().where{ name == "log01" })
2 def p = createPeriod("2014/11/27 15:57","2014/11/27 16:00", "yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm")
3
4 eventsOf(p).intersection(evLog01)

Query 7.8 focuses on the duration of cases rather than on the specific time when
they happened. Only cases of log “log01” with a duration longer than 11 minutes will
be returned.
Query 7.8: Retrieve cases of “log01” with a duration longer than 11 minutes. The variable
“it” is used to iterate over all values of “c” within the “where” closure
1 def c = casesOf(allLogs().where{ name == "log01" })
2
3 c.where { globalPeriodOf(it).getDuration() > Duration.ofMinutes(11) }

Activity occurrence
Another way to select data is based on activity occurrence. The following query shows
an example of how to retrieve cases in which two specific activities were performed
regardless of the order. First, cases that include the first activity are retrieved (casesA). Then, this happens for cases that include the second activity (casesB). Finally,
the intersection of both sets of cases is returned.
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Query 7.9: Retrieve cases where activities that contain the words “INSERT” or “UPDATE”
and “CUSTOMER” happened in the same case.
1 def actA = allActivities().where {
2

name.contains("INSERT") && name.contains("CUSTOMER") }

3
4 def actB = allActivities().where {
5

name.contains("UPDATE") && name.contains("CUSTOMER") }

6
7 def casesA = casesOf(actA)
8 def casesB = casesOf(actB)
9
10 casesA.intersection(casesB)

Order of actions
This time we are interested in cases in which the relevant activities happened in a
specific order. The following query, an extended version of Query 7.9, selects the cases
that include both activities. Yet, before storing the intersection of cases containing
events of the activities in the set actA with cases containing events of the activities in
the set actB in a variable (line 13), the query performs a filter based on the order of
these two activities. For each case, the set of events is retrieved (line 15). Next, the
events of the first activity are selected (line 16) and the ones of the second activity
(line 17). Finally, the periods of both events are compared (line 18), evaluating the
condition to the value True for each case in which all the events of activity A happened
before the events of activity B. Only the cases for which the condition block (lines 14
to 18) evaluated to True are stored in the variable casesAB and returned.
Query 7.10: Retrieve cases where activities that contain the words “INSERT” and “CUSTOMER” happen before activities that contain the words “UPDATE” and
“CUSTOMER”.
1 def actA = allActivities().where {
2

name.contains("INSERT") && name.contains("CUSTOMER") }

3
4 def actB = allActivities().where {
5

name.contains("UPDATE") && name.contains("CUSTOMER") }

6
7 def casesA = casesOf(actA)
8 def casesB = casesOf(actB)
9
10 def eventsA = eventsOf(actA)
11 def eventsB = eventsOf(actB)
12
13 casesAB = casesA.intersection(casesB)
14 .where {
15
16
17
18
19 }

def ev = eventsOf(it)
def evA = ev.intersection(eventsA)
def evB = ev.intersection(eventsB)
before(globalPeriodOf(evA),globalPeriodOf(evB))
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Data properties
Some elements in our OpenSLEX dataset contain attributes that can be queried.
These elements are object versions, events, cases, and logs. The following query shows
how to filter events based on their attributes. First, the query compares the value
of the attribute resource to a constant. Also, it checks if the attribute ADDRESS
contains a certain substring. Finally, it verifies that the event contains the attribute
CONCERT_DATE. Only events that satisfy the first and either the second or the
third will be returned as a result of the query.
Query 7.11: Retrieve events of resource “SAMPLE” that either have an attribute ADDRESS
which value contains “35” or have a CONCERT_DATE attribute.
1 allEvents().where {
2

resource == "SAMPLEDB" && (at.ADDRESS.contains("35") || has(at.CONCERT_DATE))}

Data changes
An important feature of our query language is the function changed. This function
determines if the value of an attribute for a certain object version changed. The
function has the attribute name as a required parameter (at:) and two optional parameters (from:, and to:). Query 7.12 returns all the events related to object versions
for which the value of the attribute “BOOKING_ID” changed. No restrictions are
set on the specific values. Therefore, the call to changed will be evaluated to True
for an object version only if the value of the attribute in the preceding version was
different from the value in the current one.
Query 7.12: Retrieve events that affected versions where the value of “BOOKING_ID”
changed.
1 eventsOf(allVersions().where { changed([at: "BOOKING_ID"]) })

Query 7.13 shows a similar example. This time we want to obtain the events
related to object versions for which the attribute “SCHEDULED_DATE” changed
from “11-JUN-82”, to a different one.
Query 7.13: Retrieve events that affected versions where the value of “SCHEDULED_DATE” changed from “11-JUN-82” to a different value.
1 eventsOf(allVersions().where { changed([at: "SCHEDULED_DATE", from: "11-JUN-82"])})

Query 7.14 instead retrieves the events related to object versions for which the
attribute “SCHEDULED_DATE” changed to “22-MAY-73”, from a different one.
Query 7.14: Retrieve events that affected versions where the value of “SCHEDULED_DATE” changed to “22-MAY-73” from a different value.
1 eventsOf(allVersions().where { changed([at: "SCHEDULED_DATE", to: "22-MAY-73"]) })
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Finally, Query 7.15 imposes a stricter restriction, retrieving only the events related
to object versions for which the attribute “SCHEDULED_DATE” changed from “24MAR-98”, to “22-MAY-73”.
Query 7.15: Retrieve events that affected versions where the value of “SCHEDULED_DATE” changed from “24-MAR-98” to “22-MAY-73”.
1 eventsOf(allVersions().where {
2

changed([at: "SCHEDULED_DATE", from: "24-MAR-98", to: "22-MAY-73"]) })

7.5.4 Metrics, Artifacts & Provenance
In the previous section, we have seen examples of how to obtain specialized sublogs
given certain criteria. However, we do not always want to obtain events, cases, or logs
as a result of our queries. In certain situations, the interest is in data objects, and
their relations to other elements of the dataset, e.g., objects of a certain type, artifacts
that coexisted during a given period, data linked to other elements, etc. Also, we can
be interested in obtaining performance metrics based on existing execution data. All
these elements cannot be exported as an event log, since they do not always represent
event data. However, they can be linked to related events or traces. This section
shows example queries that exploit these relations and provide results that cannot be
obtained as plain event logs.
Data lineage
Data lineage focuses on the life-cycle of data, its origins, and where it is used over
time. DAPOQ-Lang supports data lineage mainly with the ElementsOf functions
listed in Section 7.3.1. These functions return elements of a certain type linked or
related to input elements of another type. As an example, we may have an interest
in obtaining all the products in the database affected by a catalog update process
during a certain period in which prices were wrongly set. Query 7.16 finds the cases
of log “log01” whose lifespan overlaps with a certain period, and returns the object
versions related to them.
Query 7.16: Retrieves versions of objects affected by any case in “log01” whose lifespan
overlapped with a certain period of time. A date template is specified.
1 def P1 = createPeriod("2014/11/27 15:56","2014/11/27 16:30","yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm")
2
3 versionsOf(
4
5
6
7
8 )

casesOf(allLogs().where{name=="log01"})
.where {
overlaps(globalPeriodOf(it),P1)
}
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Dependency relations
An important feature of the language is the ability to query existing relations between elements of different types, as well as within object versions of different classes.
Query 7.16 showed an example of relations between elements of different types (logs
to cases, cases to versions). The following query shows an example of a query on
object versions related to other object versions. First, two different classes of the data
model are obtained (lines 1 and 2). Then, the versions of the class “TICKET” are
retrieved (line 3). Finally, the object versions related to object versions belonging to
class “BOOKING” are obtained (lines 5 and 6) and only the ones belonging to class
“TICKET” are selected (line 7).
Query 7.17: Retrieve versions of ticket objects that are related to versions of booking objects.
1 def ticketClass = allClasses().where{ name == "TICKET"}
2 def bookingClass = allClasses().where{ name == "BOOKING"}
3 def ticketVersions = versionsOf(ticketClass)
4
5 versionsRelatedTo(
6

versionsOf(bookingClass)

7 ).intersection(ticketVersions)

Performance metrics
As has been previously discussed, measuring performance and obtaining metrics for
specific cases or activities is a very common and relevant question for many professional roles. The way DAPOQ-Lang supports this aspect is with the computation
of periods and durations to measure performance. The resulting periods can be externally used to compute performance statistics such as average execution time or
maximum waiting time. The following query shows how to compute periods for a
subset of the events in the dataset.
Query 7.18: Retrieve periods of events belonging to activities that contain the words “UPDATE” and “CONCERT” in their name.
1 def actUpdateConcert = allActivities().where {

name.contains("UPDATE") && name.contains("CONCERT")

2
3

}

4
5 periodsOf(eventsOf(actUpdateConcert))

Query 7.19 demonstrates how to filter out periods based on their duration. Cases
with events executed by a certain resource are selected and their periods are computed.
Next, only periods with a duration longer than 11 minutes are returned.
Query 7.19: Retrieve periods of a duration longer than 11 minutes computed on cases which
had at least one event executed by the resource “SAMPLEDB”.
1 def c = casesOf(allEvents().where { resource == "SAMPLEDB" })
2
3 periodsOf(c).where { it.getDuration() > Duration.ofMinutes(11) }
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7.5.5 DAPOQ-Lang vs. SQL
So far, we have seen several examples of toy queries to demonstrate the use of the
functions and operators provided by DAPOQ-Lang. Obviously, there is nothing in
DAPOQ-Lang that cannot be computed with other Turing-complete languages. When
it comes to data querying on databases, SQL is the undisputed reference. It is the
common language to interact with most of the relational database implementations
available today. It is a widespread language, known by many professionals from
different fields. Even without considering scripting languages like PL/SQL, the combination of SQL with CTE (Common Table Expressions) and Windowing has been
proven to be Turing-complete [35]. Other programming languages like Python10 and
R11 are receiving a lot of attention in the data science scene for their ease of use,
expressive power, and data manipulation capabilities. In the case of Python, despite
not being designed as a query language, libraries like Pandas12 provide powerful data
manipulation and filtering capabilities similar to the ones included in R. However,
none of these options is oriented to a process mining use case. The aim of DAPOQLang is not to enable new types of computations, but to ease the task of writing
queries in the specific domain of process mining. Our focus is on the ease of use, but
not at the cost of expressiveness.
Let us consider the generic question (GQ) presented in Section 7.1:
GQ: In which cases there was (a) an event that happened between time
T1 and T2, (b) that performed a modification in a version of class C (c)
in which the value of field F changed from X to Y?
This query involves several types of elements: cases, events, object versions, and
attributes. We instantiate this query with some specific values for T1 = “1986/09/17
00:00”, T2 = “2016/11/30 19:44”, C = “CUSTOMER”, F = “ADDRESS”, X = “Fifth
Avenue”, and Y = “Sunset Boulevard”. Assuming that our database already complies
with the structure proposed by the OpenSLEX meta-model, we can write the SQL
query in Query 7.20 to answer the question.
The logic is not hard to follow. Two subqueries are nested in order to retrieve (a)
object versions preceding another object version (lines 31-38) and object versions that
contain the attribute that changed (lines 20-39). Parts of the query focus on checking
the value of the attributes (lines 25-28), the timestamp of the events (lines 15-16),
and the class of the object versions (lines 7-9). The rest of the query is concerned
with joining rows of different tables by means of foreign keys.
The equivalent DAPOQ-Lang query, previously presented in Query 7.1, removes
most of the clutter and boilerplate code in order to join tables together and lets
the user focus on the definition of the constraints. The query is built up with an
assignment and several nested queries. First, a period of time is defined (line 1).
Then, object versions of a certain class are retrieved (lines 5–6) and filtered based on
the changes of one of the attributes (line 7). Next, the events related to such object
10 https://www.python.org/
11 https://www.r-project.org/
12 Python Data Analysis Library: https://pandas.pydata.org/
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Query 7.20: Standard SQL Query executed on the Redo-Log populated meta-model in [42]
and equivalent to the DAPOQ-Lang Query 7.1.
1 SELECT distinct C.id as "id", CAT.name, CATV.value, CATV.type
2 FROM "case" as C
3 JOIN activity_instance_to_case as AITC ON AITC.case_id = C.id
4 JOIN activity_instance as AI ON AI.id = AITC.activity_instance_id
5 JOIN event as E ON E.activity_instance_id = AI.id
6 JOIN event_to_object_version as ETOV ON ETOV.event_id = E.id
7 JOIN object_version as OV ON ETOV.object_version_id = OV.id
8 JOIN object as O ON OV.object_id = O.id
9 JOIN class as CL ON O.class_id = CL.id AND CL.name = "CUSTOMER"
10 JOIN attribute_name as AT ON AT.name = "ADDRESS"
11 JOIN attribute_value as AV ON AV.attribute_name_id = AT.id AND AV.object_version_id = OV.id
12 LEFT JOIN case_attribute_value as CATV ON CATV.case_id = C.id
13 LEFT JOIN case_attribute_name as CAT ON CAT.id = CATV.case_attribute_name_id
14 WHERE
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

E.timestamp > "527292000000" AND
E.timestamp < "1480531444303" AND
AV.value LIKE "Sunset Boulevard" AND
EXISTS
(
SELECT OVP.id
FROM
object_version as OVP,
attribute_value as AVP
WHERE
AVP.attribute_name_id = AT.id AND
AVP.object_version_id = OVP.id AND
OVP.object_id = OV.object_id AND
AVP.value LIKE "Fifth Avenue" AND
OVP.id IN
(
SELECT OVPP.id
FROM object_version as OVPP
WHERE
OVPP.end_timestamp <= OV.start_timestamp AND
OVPP.end_timestamp >= 0 AND
OVPP.object_id = OV.object_id AND
OVPP.id != OV.id
ORDER BY OVPP.end_timestamp DESC LIMIT 1
)
)

versions are obtained (lines 4–8) and filtered, based on the time when they occurred
(lines 8–12). Finally, the cases of these events are returned (lines 3–13). Figure 7.6
shows the discovered process model by the Inductive Miner [63] from the exported
sublog, where we can observe that insertions of new customers are followed by updates
that, in our sublog, modify the address attribute.
In essence, the advantage of DAPOQ-Lang over SQL is on the ease of use in the
domain of process mining. The fact that we can assume how logs, cases, events and
objects are linked, allows us to focus on the important parts of the query. Also, providing functions that implement the most frequent operations on data (such as period
and duration computation) makes writing queries faster and less prone to errors. This
comes at the cost of a slight decrease in performance, mainly due to implementation
choices. Nevertheless, we believe that the ability to express complicated queries with
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Figure 7.6: Process model corresponding to 4 traces selected by Query 7.1

ease overweights the burden of longer execution times.

7.6 Chapter Summary
In the field of process mining, the need for better querying mechanisms has been identified. This chapter presented a systematic literature review of process data querying.
Next, we proposed a method to combine both process and data perspectives in the
scope of process querying, helping with the task of obtaining insights about processes.
DAPOQ-Lang, a Data-Aware Process Oriented Query Language, has been developed,
which allows the analyst to select relevant parts of the data in a simple way to, among
other things, generate specialized event logs to answer meaningful business questions.
We have formally described the syntax and semantics of the language. We presented
its application by means of simple use cases and query examples in order to show
its usefulness and simplicity. In addition, we provide an efficient implementation
that not only enables the execution, but also the fast development of queries. This
chapter shows that it is feasible to develop a query language that satisfies the most
common needs of process mining analysts. Nevertheless, DAPOQ-Lang presents certain limitations in terms of performance, expressiveness, and ease of use. As future
work, efforts will be made on (a) expanding the language with new functionalities and
constructs relevant in the process mining context, (b) improving the query planning
and execution steps in order to achieve better performance, and (c) carrying out an
empirical evaluation with users in order to objectively assess the suitability of the
language within the process mining domain.

8

Case Study:
Process Mining on a
Health Information System

Cotton netting veil with silk tulle front.
“Beekeeping: a discussion of the life of
the honeybee and of the production of
honey”, Everett Franklin Phillips, 1923

In this thesis, we have presented several techniques focused on the data preparation for
process mining analysis. Our main purpose is to assist the analyst during the initial
phases of a process mining project by reducing the time needed to obtain an event
log. Also, we provide the tools to speed up the execution of each of the steps, from
data extraction to event log creation. We believe that an effective way to show the
feasibility of a technique is to test it in a real-life environment. For this purpose, we
approached a Dutch ICT organization focused on the deployment and maintenance of
Health Information Systems (HISs) to obtain real-life data. In fact, this organization
is a distributor of the main HIS software within The Netherlands. We got access to
a large database of one real instance of the HIS to test our methodology. In this
chapter, we describe the steps followed to extract data and build event logs suitable
for process mining analysis using the techniques presented in this thesis.

8.1 Introduction
The case study described in the present chapter was carried out following the premise
of automating as many steps as possible. Traditionally, when initiating a process
mining project, a lot of time is invested in acquiring enough domain knowledge in
order to understand the data schema, tables, and relations at hand, and to map
them to the main underlying business processes. We acknowledge the importance of
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domain knowledge to interpret results and to be able to make the right decisions.
However, our contributions aim at enabling analysts to carry out the data extraction
and log-building phases with less domain knowledge. Therefore, this case study was
envisioned as a real-life test for the techniques and methods proposed in this thesis.
Only a short meeting was held with the business owners in order to set up the project
and initiate the extraction. During this meeting, we obtained a general overview of
the challenges to overcome when dealing with these data, as well as the technical
aspects in order to enable the extraction. The main points were:
• Size. The data schema is large: it involves more than 3000 tables. Therefore,
it is not feasible to extract all of it with manual methods.
• Incompleteness. The data schema is incomplete, i.e., tables and columns are
defined, but primary and foreign key definitions are missing. These keys are
managed at the application level. Given that we are dealing with a proprietary
software application, it is not possible to obtain a complete specification of the
data schema from documentation or code. In order to correlate database objects
(rows), we need to discover primary and foreign keys.
• Privacy. Due to the fact that we are handling real medical data, we must handle
the raw information within the private network and systems of the database
owner, not being allowed to extract it or process it locally.
These aforementioned challenges give an idea of the complexity of the setting at
hand. However, this is not an extremely rare environment. In fact, when tackling
a real-life dataset, it is quite common to face issues related to data incompleteness,
privacy, lack of documentation, or data dimensionality. Therefore, we consider this
as a good fire test in order to evaluate the proposed techniques, and to identify new
challenges and opportunities for improvement. The following section describes in
detail the steps followed to carry out this study in practice.

8.2 From Database to Event Log in Six Commands
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we aim at obtaining a complete
view of the database at hand and to build meaningful event logs. First, we must
overcome some challenges and follow a set of steps. Each of these steps require using
very specific techniques, most of which have been presented in the previous chapters
of this thesis. However, when dealing with this dataset, we faced some challenges for
which we did not have a solution in place yet. Therefore, we developed additional
general solutions that could be used to solve similar issues in other scenarios. We
propose a list of steps to follow, each of them implemented as a single command.
Below you can find a list of the steps and a description of their purpose:
1. Data exploration: to get a feeling of the size and dimension of the data. Also,
to look for any high-level structure that can be extracted from it.
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2. Data schema discovery: to discover the data relations (PKs, UKs, and FKs) in
order to be able to correlate data objects in future steps.
3. Data extraction: to obtain an off-line copy of the data that we can transform
into a format suitable for analysis. Also, this allows us to complete the data
once a schema has been discovered.
4. Event data discovery: event data might be implicitly stored within or across
different tables in the dataset. We need to discover the events and make them
explicit.
5. Case notion discovery: defining a case notion allows us to correlate events into
traces. Many alternative case notions can be defined depending on the perspective we want to take.
6. Event log building: from the discovered events and a case notion we can build
an event log. Many case notions can be defined, and the corresponding event
logs can be constructed in order to analyze different coexisting processes, or the
same process from different perspectives.
We claim that these steps can be executed in a semi-automatic way, given that they
allow for a certain customization depending on the characteristics of the environment
to analyze. The goal is to obtain a preview of the processes interacting with the
database at hand. We provide the Python library eddytools1 (which stands for Event
Data Discovery Tools) as a convenient implementation of the techniques proposed in
this thesis with individual and customizable commands. This tool assists the user
when executing the six commands to build event logs. The output of each command
becomes the input of the next one. This allows us to perform a semi-supervised
extraction too, since it is possible to review the intermediate results and correct them
if necessary using domain knowledge. For the sake of this study, we decided to keep
the corrections to the minimum, in order to evaluate the feasibility of the approach
when facing a real-life database with reduced domain knowledge. In the coming
subsections, we provide more details about the steps we executed, the challenges we
faced, and the approach we used to solve them.

8.2.1 Data Exploration
The first step in any process mining project is data exploration. We need to get a
feeling of what the data look like. In our case, we are dealing with the database
of a Health Information System (HIS) belonging to a major provider within The
Netherlands. The first thing we do is to connect to the database host. We need
to know the location where the database is hosted within the network. Also, we
need the access credentials to be granted by the IT department. The database runs
on Microsoft SQL Server 2016. Since we intend to obtain the data from a terminal server within the same network as the database, we use the credentials of the
1 https://github.com/edugonza/eddytools
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Table 8.1: Some statistics obtained querying the source database before the extraction.

Number of tables
Non-empty tables
Primary keys
Unique keys
Foreign keys
Number of columns
Number of timestamp columns
Number of rows
Average number of columns per table
Average number of timestamp columns per table
Average number of rows per non-empty table

3570
1516
27
0
0
40 666
2679
2.446 × 108
11.39
0.75
1.613 × 105

Windows account to authenticate against it. Command 8.1 shows the command to
execute using our python library (eddytools) to access the database (with the url
“mssql+pymssql://localhost/DB”) and list the tables and their details.
Command 8.1: Command to obtain the list of tables in a database.
$ eddytools schema list-classes 'mssql+pymssql://localhost/DB' --details --o=tables.txt

Table 8.1 provides some details about the database at hand. The number of tables
is high, more than 3000, with an average of around 11 columns per table. Also, we
find an average of 0.75 timestamp columns per table, i.e., at best 75% of the tables
have a timestamp attribute. Also, we see that the number of primary keys is minimal
with respect to the number of tables. Unfortunately, foreign keys are simply nonexistent. Normally, when foreign keys are not explicitly defined in the data schema,
it does not mean that the tables are completely independent. In fact, relations exist
within the data, but these relations are enforced at the application level instead. Since
we are dealing with a proprietary closed application, we do not have access to any
documented data schema. This represents quite a big challenge since, in order to
correlate events, we need to correlate the rows from different tables. The data schema
discovery step will tackle this issue.
Domain Knowledge
Observing the list of tables within the database, we realized that a certain structure is encoded in the name. Every table is preceded by a prefix indicating a
category. From the total number of tables, we identified 169 different prefixes.
Each prefix represents a cluster of tables that belongs to a specific department
or a functional aspect of the system. Some example clusters are:
• OK: 102 tables. Tables related to operatiekamer, which in Dutch stands for
operation rooms. In fact, the tables involved in this cluster handle surgery
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appointments that require the use of an operation room.
• AGENDA: 95 tables. Tables that handle appointments between doctors
and patients.
• PATIENT: 46 tables. Information about patient profiles are stored in the
tables in this group.
• FAKTUUR: 208 tables. Tables in this cluster refer to financial information
such as invoicing and payments.
• ORDERCOM: 83 tables. This group of tables handles communications
and task requests between hospital staff, such as doctors and nurses.
• SEH: 102 tables. Tables about SpoedEisendeHulp, which is Dutch for first
aid or emergency room.
For the purpose of this study, we focused on three clusters: OK, AGENDA, and
PATIENT. The following subsection covers the challenge of missing primary and
foreign keys, and we propose a solution to tackle it.

8.2.2 Data Schema Discovery
The output of the previous step gives us an indication of the dimensionality and complexity of the dataset. Also, we have identified an important factor: incompleteness
of the data schema. The lack of defined unique and foreign keys is a problem if we
want to be able to correlate pieces of information belonging to different tables. In
the literature, we find several approaches in the field of data profiling that can be applied in this context. Some of these approaches aim at identifying primary keys [101]
by checking the uniqueness of values. Also, there exists work on foreign key discovery [126], which tries to identify inclusion of data from candidate foreign keys into
certain given unique keys.
Checking uniqueness and inclusion of data is not a difficult task. However, it
is computationally complex due to the size of the search-space to explore when approached in a naive way. If we want to identify valid unique keys, we need to check
the uniqueness of values for column combinations per table. The complexity of unique
key discovery grows linearly with respect to the number of tables, since it is an independent problem for each of them. However, the number of candidate (possible)
t
unique keys per table t that we need to check (|C uk
|) is determined by the number
of columns in the table (n) and the maximum number of columns accepted in the
key candidate (m), resulting in the sum of the k-combinations of columns (binomial
coefficient) for k = 1..n :

t
|C uk
|=

( )
m n
∑
k=1 k

(8.1)
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The number of combinations of foreign key candidates and unique keys to check
for inclusion grows substantially with respect to the number of maximum columns
per key. To accept a candidate foreign key as valid, we need to check the inclusion of
its values into one of the valid unique keys (UK ). The problem is more complex than
unique key discovery, since the number of tables involved plays a role. Actually, the
number of discovered unique keys has a large effect on the complexity, since we need
to check the inclusion of values from all candidate foreign keys into all given unique
keys. If we have a certain number of unique keys (of column lengths 1..m ) that we
accept as valid (|UK |) and we want to discover foreign keys of a maximum size of m
columns, we need to check the inclusion of the foreign key candidates of size k = 1..m
into the primary keys of the same size k . The number of column combinations (c ) for
foreign keys in a table t given a maximal key length of m in a table with
( ) n columns
is given by the k-combinations of columns (binomial coefficient): c = nk . However,
when checking inclusion with respect to a unique key of the same length, the order
of the columns is important. This means that, for each combination of columns of
length k , we need to consider all the permutations of the combination. Therefore,
given k = 1..m , the number of candidate foreign keys in table t to consider for inclusion
t
(|C fk
|) is equal to the number of k-permutations of n columns:
t
|C fk
|=

m
m
∑
∑
n
Pk =
k=1

n!
k=1 (n − k)!

(8.2)

Calculating the sum of applying Equation 8.2 to each table in which we want to
discover foreign keys gives us the number of foreign key candidates to check. Multiplying this sum by the number of valid unique keys |UK | gives the number of inclusion
checks to perform in the worst case scenario in order to explore the whole search space,
i.e., when adopting a naive approach.
Optimizations
There are ways to prune the search space in order to reduce the complexity of the
problem. A way to do it is to reduce the number of unique keys to consider. This
can be done by reducing the detected unique keys to the minimum. For example,
if we found a valid unique key of length k and columns C ′ ∈ C , any additional set
of columns C ′′ ∈ C that is a superset of C ′ : C ′′ ⊇ C ′ will be a valid unique key by
definition. Therefore, we can exclude any candidate unique key that is a superset of
verified unique keys. This will also have an impact on the number of inclusion checks
of foreign key candidates when discovering foreign keys, since the number of valid
unique keys will be smaller.
Another way to reduce the complexity is to reduce the number of permutations
of the columns of foreign key candidates based on precomputed inclusion checks.
Consider a set of columns C f k for table t that represent a candidate foreign key, and
a set of columns C uk belonging to a certain valid unique key in table t ′ ̸= t . If we
precompute the result of the inclusion check for each pair of columns from C f k and
C uk as a set of valid inclusions VI = {(c f k , c uk ) ∈ C f k × C uk | values(c f k ) ⊆ values(c uk )},
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fk

then we can skip any permutation of C f k in which c i ∈ C f k is paired to c uk
∈ C uk such
j
fk

that (c i , c uk
) ̸∈ VI , i.e., if we know that their column values do not satisfy inclusion.
j
Until now we have approached the problem of foreign key discovery from a naive
perspective for the sake of simplicity, ignoring any additional information about the
columns and tables involved. However, in real life, we have access to certain metadata that can help us to reduce the complexity of the computation. The data type of
columns is a piece of information that we can leverage. Similarly to the optimization
discussed in the previous paragraph, we can also skip permutations of columns for
fk
which the data type of the (c i , c uk
) pairs do not match. It would not make sense to
j
check inclusion of the values of a text string column into a numeric column.
One way to reduce the execution time per uniqueness or inclusion check is to apply
sampling. This means that, for large tables, we only perform the check on a random
subset of the table rows. When the sample size is sufficiently large, the probability
that the sample satisfies the uniqueness or inclusion check when the whole population
(all rows) does not can be considered negligible. Applying sampling to the uniqueness
check means that we will only verify the uniqueness of the values of a subset of the
table rows. In the case of the inclusion check, we will obtain a sample of the table
rows in the foreign key table, and check their inclusion on the values from the whole
unique key table. Applying sampling, significantly increases the number of checks we
can perform per unit of time when dealing with very large tables.
Additionally, meta data can be used too to reduce ambiguity and false positives.
That is the case when matching foreign keys to unique keys. Several matches can
occur, such that a foreign key satisfies inclusion with respect to more than one unique
key. Since only one of these pairs of foreign-unique keys can be valid, we make use of
meta data to select the most likely one. First, we look at column names. We compute
a string similarity score between the pairs of matched columns for each candidate
pair. Next, we select the unique key that presents a lower average string distance for
all pairs of column names, discarding the other matches. This helps to reduce false
positives and provide a more meaningful result.
The aforementioned strategies represent the main optimizations that have been
implemented in our software package. Further optimizations and more complicated
search space pruning techniques could be added in the future in order to execute the
schema discovery step faster and more efficiently.
Execution
Our library (eddytools) implements a basic schema discovery method that includes
the optimizations mentioned in the previous section. The goal is to integrate schema
discovery within our pipeline so it can be carried out when the situation requires it,
allowing for manual corrections too. In order to execute the schema discovery method
we run the following command:
Command 8.2: Command to discover the data schema given a database and a list of tables
for keys of length 1 and using sampling.
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Table 8.2: Discovered unique and foreign keys for each cluster of tables.

Cluster
OK
AGENDA
PATIENT

Tables

Discovered UKs

Discovered FKs

Pruned UKs

102
95
46

367
458
189

75
71
28

268
331
143

$ eddytools schema discover 'mssql+pymssql://localhost/DB' ./schema_disc_dir --classes=tables.txt
,→ --max-fields=1 --sampling=5000

This command accesses the source database, computes unique and foreign key
candidates, and performs all the required uniqueness and inclusion checks to obtain
a final set of valid unique and foreign keys. The result is stored in editable text
files for easy review and correction before the actual data extraction is carried out.
We run this command for each of the considered table clusters (OK, AGENDA, and
PATIENT). The number of columns per key has been limited to one for the sake of
simplicity and to speed up the discovery. The results can be observed in Table 8.2.
For each cluster, the number of discovered unique keys (third column in Table 8.2)
largely exceeds the number of existing tables. This means that, for a single table, we
find more than one unique key. One of them will match the supposedly primary key,
but any of them could be referred to by foreign keys belonging to other tables. After
the foreign keys are discovered, we pruned the unique key set. We looked into tables
referred to by foreign keys in other tables, and removed the unique keys that were not
used by any foreign key. The result of the data schema discovery step is necessary in
order to extract the data establishing the correct relations between objects obtained
from different tables.

8.2.3 Data Extraction
During the data extraction step, relevant information from the source database is
extracted and stored locally in the OpenSLEX format. The extracted data comprise
the data model, objects, object versions, and relations between object versions found
in the source database. After this step is executed, all the data will be stored locally
and access to the original database will no longer be required. In order to perform the
extraction and correlation of object versions, we need either a data schema obtained
from explicitly defined unique and foreign keys or a discovered data schema as a result
of the execution of the previous step (data schema discovery). In our case, because
of the lack of a preexisting data schema, we use the one we discovered for each of
the clusters. Command 8.3 performs the extraction, creating one object and object
version for each table row found in the original tables, as well as one relation for each
foreign key instance between two rows. In order to reduce the data dimensionality, we
focused on the extraction of attributes that represent non-binary data, i.e., numbers,
strings, timestamps, dates, and booleans. Any other binary format, e.g., binary large
objects (BLOBs), were omitted during the extraction.
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Table 8.3: Result of the data extraction phase for each cluster. Objects and object versions
coincide in number given the direct transformation from rows to object versions.
Relations represent foreign key instances.

Cluster
OK
AGENDA
PATIENT

Classes

Objects

Object Versions

Relations

102
95
46

6

6

5.950 × 105
5.153 × 106
3.271 × 104

1.047 × 10
6.727 × 106
3.116 × 106

1.047 × 10
6.727 × 106
3.116 × 106

Command 8.3: Command to extract the content of a database given a discovered data
schema and a list of tables, and store it locally using the OpenSLEX format.
$ eddytools extract 'mssql+pymssql://localhost/DB' ./extraction_dir ./schema_disc_dir
,→ --classes=tables.txt

Table 8.3 shows the results of the extraction. As an example, we see that more
than one million objects and object versions were obtained from the OK cluster,
holding more than half a million relations. The number of objects is more than six
times larger in the case of the AGENDA cluster, with almost ten times more relations.
Despite having half the number of tables, the PATIENT cluster provided three times
as many objects as the OK cluster. However, the OK cluster contains almost twenty
times more relations than PATIENT. We see that the size of the clusters in number
of objects is not proportional to the number of tables involved. Also, we can get an
idea of the size of the data at hand when tackling a real-life dataset. Even focusing
on relatively small parts of the database forced us to be able to handle millions of
instances. Despite the relative simplicity of the extraction process, the size of the
data was, in fact, one of the challenges to overcome during this phase. It forced us to
adopt caching strategies in order to handle the extraction in an environment with very
limited resources (a remote terminal server). Network and connectivity problems and
source database uptime were some of the additional issues we faced when performing
this task.
At the end of the data extraction step, we obtained an OpenSLEX file for each
cluster. Each of these files contained a description of the data model, objects and
object versions for each row, together with their non-binary attributes and relations
that reflect instances of foreign keys between the extracted object versions. Having
this information available, we are ready to apply the rest of the steps, which focus on
preparing the data for process mining analysis.

8.2.4 Event Discovery
When analyzing the content of database tables, it is common to find that events
are not explicitly defined. In that case, we need to discover them. Previously, we
have carried out some experimental work to tackle the challenge of event discovery.
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Table 8.4: Results of the event discovery task. The discovered event definitions provide a
basic pattern (timestamp, activity name) in order to perform the event extraction.

Cluster
OK
AGENDA
PATIENT

Classes

Event definitions

Extracted events

102
95
46

58
93
86

1.005 × 106
1.535 × 107
7.543 × 106

However, in this case study we applied a more conservative approach that produces
more reliable results than the experimental techniques. We consider the presence of
a timestamp column as evidence of the existence of an event. For every timestamp
column in a table, we create as many events as rows it contains, taking the value
of the timestamp field as the time of the event occurrence and the column name as
the name of the corresponding activity. This approach provides meaningful results
easy to interpret with a low level of false events. Command 8.4 performs the event
discovery task, plus the event extraction based on the discovered event definitions.
Command 8.4: Command to discover and create events in an extracted dataset considering
timestamp columns as activity names.
$ eddytools events ./extraction_dir/mm-extracted.slexmm ./event_disc_dir --ts --build-events

Table 8.4 shows the number of event definitions discovered and the number of
events extracted. We see that the PATIENT cluster contains almost twice as many
event definitions as the number of classes. It also contains the highest amount of
extracted events, more than 7 million. In the OK cluster, the number of discovered
event definitions is roughly half of the number of classes and around 1 million of
extracted events. The AGENDA cluster presents a ratio of almost one event definition
per class and a total of more than 15 million events extracted.
The events extracted during this phase have been added to the content of the
extracted OpenSLEX files. Although these events are the necessary building blocks
to generate the event logs we are looking for, they are not the only requirement. We
need to correlate these events in a meaningful way, such that they can be grouped in
traces. There are many ways to correlate them depending on the chosen case notion.
The next section focuses on the case notion discovery task.

8.2.5 Case Notion Discovery
Another step towards the creation of an event log is to choose a meaningful case
notion. We need a case notion in order to group events together into traces, which we
will collect into event logs. As we described in Chapter 5, first we generate candidate
case notions based on the discovered data schema. Second, we collect certain statistics
at the class level. Next, we predict certain log metrics (support, level of detail, and
average number of events per trace) before the event log is built. Finally, we combine
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the predicted metrics to compute a case notion “interestingness” score. The scores
are used to rank the case notions from more to less (potentially) interesting.
During the execution of this step, we made a modification on the global scoring
function presented in Chapter 5. The previously proposed function (Equation 5.19)
computes the score as the weighted average of the three metrics (support, level of
detail, and average number of events per trace). However, while carrying out this
study, we realized that computing the weighted harmonic average (Equation 8.3)
instead yielded more meaningful results for this specific dataset. Due to the fact that
the framework proposed in Chapter 5 is easily extendable, it was not an issue to
replace the default scoring function by the one in Equation 8.4.
n
∑

H=

i =1
n
∑
i =1

wi
wi
xi

where w 1 , ...w n are weights, and x 1 , ..., x n are values.

(8.3)

The weighted harmonic average takes into account the trade-off between the three
metrics (Equation 8.4), favoring candidates that score well in all three dimensions,
and punishing candidates that score low in some of the dimensions.

pgsf (CN, CNS) =

wsp + wlod + wae
wsp
sc
sp (CN,CNS)

w

wae
lod
+ sd (CN,CNS)
+ sc (CN,CNS)
lod

(8.4)

ae

An example is the case of candidates that present the desired level of detail and
average number of events per trace, but for which the predicted support is close to
zero. For this reason, it obtains a low “interestingness” score.
Table 8.5 shows the default parameters used when running the case notion discovery and recommendation step in Command 8.5. The mode, max, and min parameters
for each metric (sp, lod, and ae) are used to estimate the β and α parameters of
the beta probability distribution function (beta pdf) that will give us a score for the
metric. According to the chosen values, we prefer case notions for which the average
number of activities per trace is between 3 and 10, and preferably close to 7. Also,
case notions with an average number of events per trace above 3000 will score lower.
With respect to the support, we will prefer case notions with as many traces as possible. The weights (wsp , wlod , and wae ) are used when computing the global score per
case notion, combining the individual scores for each metric (Equation 8.4).
Command 8.5: Command to discover case notions and build the top 3 event logs based on
the ranking of “interestingness”.
$ eddytools cases ./event_disc_dir/mm-events.slexmm ./cn_disc_dir --build-logs --topk=3

The execution of Command 8.5 generated a ranking of case notions, sorted based
on their predicted “interestingness”. Table 8.6 shows the total number of generated
case notions, as well as information on for how many of them the predicted support
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Table 8.5: Parameters used during the case notion discovery and recommendation step.
Parameter
modesp

Value
-

maxsp
minsp
modelod
maxlod
minlod
modeae

∞
0
7
10
3
1500

maxae
minae
wsp
wlod
wae

3000
0
0.33
0.33
0.33

Description
Mode of the beta pdf used to score the support (number of cases). Default
is null, since we try to maximize sp.
Highest value of the desired range used to score the support value.
Highest value of the desired range used to score the support value.
Mode of the beta pdf used to score the lod (level of detail) value.
Highest value of the desired range used to score the lod value.
Lowest value of the desired range used to score the lod value.
Mode of the beta pdf used to score the ae (average number of events per
trace) value.
Highest value of the desired range used to score the ae value.
Lowest value of the desired range used to score the ae value.
Weight of the support score on the final global score.
Weight of the lod score on the final global score.
Weight of the ae score on the final global score.

Table 8.6: Case notions discovered for each cluster.

Cluster
OK
AGENDA
PATIENT

Classes

Case Notions

c > 0)
Non-empty (SP

102
95
46

1277
1881
131

455
790
64

(number of cases) was higher than zero. We gathered the details of the three top
ranked case notions from the individual ranking of each cluster (OK, AGENDA, and
PATIENT). The resulting case notions can be observed in Figures 8.1 to 8.9. The
notation is the same as in Figure 5.4 of Chapter 5, where squares represent classes
(tables), a square with a bold border represents the root class of the case notion, solid
arrows indicate the hierarchy relation within the case notion, and dashed arrows show
the used relationships (foreign keys) between tables to correlate events.
The three top-ranked case notions in the OK cluster are the ones depicted in
Figures 8.1-8.3. We see that the three of them represent a similar process, given that
the same tables are present in all of them: dbo.OK_OKINFO, dbo.OK_OKANNULE,
and dbo.OK_OKROUTE. The difference between the three case notions is the class
that acts as root. This will determine how traces are built, since at least an instance
of that class will be necessary in order to create a new trace. This produces slightly
different results for each case notion, even though the three of them represent a similar
process albeit from different perspectives.
Domain Knowledge
The case notion in Figure 8.1 reflects the process of surgery room appointments
from the point of view of the central surgery appointment class (dbo.OK_OK-
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INFO).
The case notion in Figure 8.2 represents the same process, but from the point of
view of the execution of the surgery appointments (dbo.OK_OKROUTE). The
third case notion (Figure 8.3) looks at the process from the point of view of the
cancellation of surgery appointments.

dbo.OK_OKINFO

dbo.OK_OKANNULE

dbo.OK_OKROUTE

Figure 8.1: First case notion in
the ranking for the OK cluster,
with dbo.OK_OKINFO as root
class. It reflects the process of
surgery room appointments.

dbo.OK_OKROUTE

dbo.OK_OKANNULE

dbo.OK_OKINFO

dbo.OK_OKINFO

dbo.OK_OKANNULE

dbo.OK_OKROUTE

Figure 8.2: Second case
notion in the ranking
for the OK cluster, with
dbo.OK_OKROUTE
as
root class. It reflects the
process of surgery room
appointments.

Figure 8.3: Third case notion in the ranking for the
OK cluster, with dbo.OK_OKANNULE as root class.
It reflects the process of
surgery room appointment
cancellation.

The most relevant case notions discovered in the AGENDA cluster are related to
the appointments between patients and doctors. In this case, the three case notions
share some common classes (dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK, dbo.AGENDA_AGENDA,
and dbo.AGENDA_WACHTTYD). Also, different additional and root classes are considered for each case notion.
Domain Knowledge
Figure 8.4 shows that, for the first case notion, dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK
is the root class, which collects the agenda appointments (afspraak in Dutch)
between patients and doctors. It is also linked to the central agenda class
dbo.AGENDA_AGENDA and the waiting list class dbo.AGENDA_WACHTTYD, among others.
For the second case notion (Figure 8.5), the root class is dbo.AGENDA_BEPALING, which seems to be related to some sort of assessment or evaluation, being
linked to other classes related to a waiting list (dbo.AGENDA_WACHTTYD,
and dbo.AGENDA_AGNWACHT) and the main agenda appointment classes
(dbo.AGENDA_AGENDA and dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK).
The third case notion (Figure 8.6) takes the central agenda class dbo.AGENDA_AGENDA as root, and combines the appointment class dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK, the waiting list class dbo.AGENDA_WACHTTYD, and two more
classes that have some relation to locations (dbo.AGENDA_AFSPVERROPT
and dbo.AGENDA_SUBAGLOKMAP).
We see that the three case notions are quite different in terms of root classes and
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additional classes involved. Still, they maintain some common factors, all notably
related to the appointment classes.
dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK

dbo.AGENDA_AGENDA
dbo.AGENDA_BEPALING

dbo.AGENDA_AGENDA

dbo.AGENDA_WACHTTYD
dbo.AGENDA_AGNWACHT

dbo.AGENDA_BEPALING

dbo.AGENDA_AGNWACHT

Figure 8.4: First case
notion in the ranking
for the AGENDA cluster,
with dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK as root class.
It reflects the process of
agenda appointments between patients and doctors.

dbo.AGENDA_WACHTTYD

dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK

dbo.AGENDA_WACHTTYD

dbo.AGENDA_AGENDA

dbo.AGENDA_AFSPVERROPT

dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK

dbo.AGENDA_SUBAGLOKMAP

Figure 8.5: Second case notion
in the ranking for the AGENDA
cluster, with dbo.AGENDA_BEPALING as root class. It
reflects the process of agenda
appointments between patients
and doctors combined with information about waiting lists.

Figure 8.6: Third case notion in the ranking for the
AGENDA
cluster,
with
dbo.OK_AGENDA as root
class. It reflects the process of
agenda appointments between
patients and doctors combined
with information about waiting
lists and locations.

Finally, we analyze the case notions discovered in the PATIENT cluster. The top
three case notions are related to the combination of the dbo.PATIENT_MERGELOG
and the dbo.PATIENT_PATLAST classes. Each case notion defines one of these
two classes as root. Only the third one takes a different class into account,
dbo.PATIENT_PATLAST_OLD, which seems to be a copy of dbo.PATIENT_PATLAST. We see that the case notions that we obtained are much less complex and
descriptive than the ones found for other clusters. One reason is the scarcity of
case notions compared to other clusters (only 64 non-empty case notions discovered).
Also, we observed that the discovered events are concentrated on very few classes
(Table 8.7). This means that most of the discovered case notions related to classes
with little events will score very low in terms of support, which penalizes their global
score.
In the next section, we will generate the corresponding event logs for the case
notions that we have presented. Also, we will compare the predicted and actual
values for each of the metrics considered to compute the case notion score.

8.2.6 Event Log Building
Event log building is the last step of our approach. It is also one of the most mechanical
parts of the process, since all the necessary pieces of information have been discovered
and extracted in the previous steps. We already discovered a data schema, extracted
all the relevant data from the source database, discovered and extracted events, and
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Table 8.7: Distribution of discovered activities and events per class for the PATIENT cluster.
Class

Activities

Extracted events

9
3
2
2
1
1
1
3
2
2
4
3

2 474 660
2 044 415
464 185
42 272
16 219
16 207
7001
465
365
247
22
3

dbo.PATIENT_PATIENT
dbo.PATIENT_POLIS
dbo.PATIENT_PATVERZ
dbo.PATIENT_MERGELOG
dbo.PATIENT_PATLAST
dbo.PATIENT_PATLAST_OLD
dbo.PATIENT_MRGLOG
dbo.PATIENT_COVSTBAT
dbo.PATIENT_PATIENT_EXT
dbo.PATIENT_PATLINK
dbo.PATIENT_PATHIST
dbo.PATIENT_HINDER

dbo.PATIENT_MERGELOG

dbo.PATIENT_PATLAST

dbo.PATIENT_PATLAST

dbo.PATIENT_MERGELOG

dbo.PATIENT_PATLAST_OLD

Figure 8.7:
First case
notion in the ranking for
the
PATIENT
cluster,
with
dbo.PATIENT_MERGELOG as root class.

Figure 8.8:
Second case
notion in the ranking for
the PATIENT cluster, with
dbo.PATIENT_PATLAST
as root class.

Figure 8.9:
Third case
notion in the ranking for
the
PATIENT
cluster,
with
dbo.PATIENT_MERGELOG as root class.

dbo.PATIENT_MERGELOG

computed a ranking of case notions. During this step we will build one event log for
each selected case notion. We do so by combining the extracted events by means of
the relations we computed between the objects obtained from the database. This is
the phase when the application of our method materializes into a collection of event
logs ready to be analyzed.
We will compute one event log for each of the three top-ranked case notions per
cluster presented in the previous section. When executing Command 8.5, we already
indicated that we wanted to build the event logs for the top three case notions. That
means that we only need to export the computed event logs to a format that we can
use for analysis. Command 8.6 shows how to do this.
Command 8.6: Command to export previously computed event logs to csv format.
$ eddytools logs ./cn_disc_dir/mm-logs.slexmm --export_log=1 --o=log_1.csv

Next, we compute the actual values for each metric (support, lod, and ae) to
compare them to the ones that we predicted. Table 8.8 shows the results. In general,
we see that all the computed event logs contain a large amount of traces (SP column),
and an acceptable number of activities per trace (LoD column). Also, the average
number of events per trace is equal to the average number of activities per trace. The
reason for this is the way we correlate events together. Also, because the activity name
of such events corresponds to the timestamp column name, no more than one event
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per activity will belong to each trace. If we considered case notions with converging
classes (as described in Chapter 5), the values for ae and lod would differ significantly.
We can compare the predicted versus actual values for each metric. In the case of
support, it is obvious that the predicted value is several orders of magnitude higher
than the actual one. This is due to the fact that the prediction is based on an average
between the lower and upper bound of the metric. In the case of support, the upper
bound is always very high. A better strategy to improve the accuracy would be to
consider the lower bound as a prediction. Also, defining a heuristic that takes into
account other factors of the case notion to provide a prediction between the lower and
upper bound would help to increase the accuracy. When it comes to lod and ae, the
prediction is much more accurate.
Table 8.8: Details on the event logs computed for each of the three top-ranked case notions
per cluster. Predicted vs. actual values per metric are displayed.
Cluster / Case Notion

Rank

Score

c
SP

SP


LoD

LoD

c
AE

AE

1
2
3

2.5 × 10−2
2.3 × 10−2
2.3 × 10−2

3.8 × 1014
3.8 × 1014
3.8 × 1014

2.2 × 105
1.1 × 105
1.1 × 105

6.50
6.00
6.00

6.59
7.96
7.50

6.50
6.00
6.00

6.59
7.96
7.50

1
2
3

1.9 × 10−2
1.9 × 10−2
1.6 × 10−2

1.1 × 1019
1.1 × 1019
2.6 × 1020

3.5 × 106
2.6 × 103
5.0 × 105

5.50
5.50
4.00

4.05
2.00
4.57

5.50
5.50
4.00

4.05
2.00
4.57

1
2
3

6.8 × 10−4
6.8 × 10−4
6.8 × 10−4

3.3 × 108
3.3 × 108
3.3 × 108

4.1 × 104
1.6 × 104
4.1 × 104

2.00
2.00
2.00

1.43
2.03
1.43

2.00
2.00
2.00

1.43
2.03
1.43

OK
cn_1059
cn_1061
cn_1060
AGENDA
cn_292
cn_291
cn_57
PATIENT
cn_65
cn_64
cn_63

This was the last step of our method for event log generation. So far, all the steps
were performed trying to reduce the amount of manual work required. Additionally,
we used some domain knowledge, e.g., information about table prefixes in order to
divide the dataset in clusters of tables. This allowed us to reduce the complexity
analyzing each cluster separately. Also, the intermediate results were not corrected in
any way. In order to get a better understanding of the underlying processes interacting
with the database at hand, we need to apply other process mining techniques. In the
next section we will discover process models based on the computed event logs.

8.3 Results
In the previous section, we followed a semi-automated method to discover and obtain
event logs with minimal manual work. Once we have one or many event logs, we can
go on with the process mining analysis in order to get insights. In this section, we
show the results of running the Inductive Visual Miner [65] on each log to obtain a
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process model.
We start with the first event log in the ranking of case notions for the cluster OK
(cn_1059). This event log was computed according to the case notion in Figure 8.1,
which represents the process of operation room appointments with cancellations.
Domain Knowledge
The event log corresponding to the case notion in Figure 8.1 combines events
belonging to the following three tables:
• dbo.OK_INFO: This is the central table about surgical operations. It holds
information about appointments that require an operation room.
• dbo.OK_OKANNULE: Cancellations of operation room appointments.
• dbo.OK_OKROUTE: Information related to what happens inside of the
operation rooms for a specific appointment.
Figure 8.10 shows the process model obtained when mining the event log with the
Inductive Miner.
Domain Knowledge
These are the most important activities within the process in Figure 8.10:
• dbo.OK_OKINFO.INVOER_D: indicates the moment when something
was inserted in the appointment record, normally by a human operator,
• dbo.OK_OKINFO.AANVRAAG_D: something was requested, either at
the appointment level, or even during the operation,
• dbo.OK_OKINFO.AANMAAK_D: the appointment was created in the
system,
• dbo.OK_OKANNULE.ANNUDATUM : the appointment has been canceled,
• dbo.OK_OKANNULE.GEPLANDEDA: the date in which the canceled appointment was planned,
• dbo.OK_OKROUTE.STARTDATE: the moment when the operation
starts,
• dbo.OK_OKROUTE.VERTREKDAT: the moment when the personnel
leaves the operation room,
• dbo.OK_OKINFO.OPERATIE_D: planned date for the operation,
The discovered model in Figure 8.10 shows a nicely structured process, with some
parallelism on the appointment creation (at the top) and a logical structure when
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Figure 8.10: Process model mined with the Inductive Miner based on the event log of cluster
OK corresponding to the case notion in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.11: Process model mined with the Inductive Miner based on the event log of cluster
AGENDA corresponding to the case notion in Figure 8.5.

performing the operations (in the middle) with the sequence of activities that indicate
the start and end of the operation. Activities belonging to canceled appointments are
included in this process, which shows at which point these cancellations happen.
Normally, they occur in parallel with the appointment creation. Something to notice
is the choice between the execution of the operation, or the skip arc at the center of
the model. This can be due to the existence of incomplete cases, i.e., for which an
appointment has been planned but has not been completed yet.
The next model we obtained (Figure 8.11) was based on the event log corresponding to the case notion in Figure 8.5. This case notion represents the process of
appointments between doctors and patients.
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Domain Knowledge
The process in Figure 8.11 handles the appointments between doctors and patients. The main activities involved are:
• dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK.INVOERDAT: date of creation of the appointment,
• dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK.DATUM : date of the appointment,
• dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK.FAKTDAT: date of the invoicing,
• dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK.MUTDAT: date of modification of the appointment,
• dbo.AGENDA_AGENDA.EINDEDAT: end of the agenda process.
The process shows a rather sequential structure. It has two activities happening in parallel at the start (dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK.INVOERDAT and
dbo.AGENDA_AFSPRAAK.DATUM ) and a choice block in the middle, which can
be skipped. The initial parallel part corresponds to the appointment creation. We
see that the appointment creation can happen in parallel with the appointment date
itself. This means that many of the appointments take place on the same day they are
created. Then, the optional block seems to be related to the invoicing process. It only
happens in roughly 1/5 of the cases. At the end, some appointments are modified
and the process ends.
Finally, we discovered a process model using the event log generated according
to the case notion in Figure 8.7. This case notion combines events from the classes
dbo.PATIENT_MERGELOG and dbo.PATIENT_PATLAST, representing the process of how doctors access patient records.
Domain Knowledge
The class MERGELOG combines patient events from different sources. PATLAST stores the last time that a doctor accessed the record of a patient.
This process is rather simple, with only three activities and a very sequential
structure in which most of the times its activities are skipped. This is an example of
a discovered case notion for which the event log does not represent a very meaningful
process. Either because of the choice of activity names or because of the simplicity of
the process, the result does not provide us with interesting insights, even though the
process might match the desired criteria to consider an event log as interesting. This
is an example to consider in order to improve the technique further.
In the next section we will show an example of data querying on this dataset, and
we will discover a process model from the resulting event log.
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Figure 8.12: Process model mined with the Inductive Miner based on the event log of cluster
PATIENT corresponding to the case notion in Figure 8.7.

8.4 Data Querying
It is often the case that, when preparing data for process mining, the obtained event
logs are too detailed. Also, sometimes we need to focus on a part of the data to answer
a specific business question. In this section, we leverage domain knowledge to show
an example of data querying. We want to obtain a filtered event log based on the
extracted data from the OK cluster previously presented. We will use DAPOQ-Lang,
the data querying language proposed in Chapter 7.
From the case notion displayed in Figure 8.1, we learned that the combination
of surgery appointments and cancellations could provide an interesting view on the
underlying processes interacting with the database. One business question (BQ) to
answer on such a process can relate to the appointments conducted with a specific
type of anesthesia, in a certain period of time:
BQ: What was the process followed when applying local anesthesia between March 2010 and July 2013 when handling surgery appointments?
In order to provide an answer to this business question, first we need to correlate
cases to types of anesthetics. Next, we must filter these cases based on the time of
occurrence. A general query (GQ) for this business question would look like this:
GQ: Which cases of log LOG are related to objects of class CL for which
the value of attribute AT is X, and the cases started and ended within the
period T1 and T2?
We need to translate this general query to DAPOQ-Lang adapting it to the OK
dataset. We require certain domain knowledge.
Domain Knowledge
In order to translate the generic query GQ into a DAPOQ-Lang query that we
could execute, we require certain details that come from domain knowledge:
• LOG: this is the id of the event log that contains traces related to surgery
appointments. From domain knowledge we know that the event log corresponding to the case notion in Figure 8.1 represents the desired process.
The generated event log in our dataset has the id “1”,
• CL: this is the class that contains information about the surgical procedures. dbo.OK_OKINFO is the corresponding table within the OK cluster,
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• AT: this is the attribute of the CL class that reflects the type of anesthesia
applied during the procedure. The attribute ANAESTTECH belonging to
the table dbo.OK_OKINFO is the one we need,
• X: this is the value of the attribute AT that indicates that local anesthesia was used. For the attribute ANAESTTECH we observed that the
procedures in which local anesthesia was used contain the value “LOK”.

Query 8.7 shows the translated query. First, we select the log with id “1” (line 1).
This is the event log corresponding to the case notion in Figure 8.1. Next, we select
the object versions of dbo.OK_OKINFO for which the attribute ANAESTTECH has
the value “LOK”, which means that local anesthesia was applied (lines 3-5). After
that, we select the cases from log 1 related to an object version in the set of surgery
appointments in which local anesthesia was used (lines 7-9). Now we can compute
the periods on this set of cases, which will be cached. This could also be done per
case within the where clause (line 16), but it is more efficient to compute it on the
whole batch of cases at once. Next, we define the period of time in which we are
interested (line 11) and we filter the selected cases that happened during this period
(lines 13-15). Finally, we export an event log with the final filtered cases (line 17).
Query 8.7: Export the cases of log 1 where local anesthesia was applied and happened between March 2010 and July 2013.
1 log = allLogs().where{id==1}
2
3 cl = allClasses().where{name=="dbo.OK_OKINFO"}
4
5 anaesthesic = versionsOf(objectsOf(cl)).where{at.ANAESTTECH == "LOK"}
6
7 cases = casesOf(log)
8
9 filtered_cases = cases.intersection(casesOf(anaesthesic))
10
11 periodsOf(filtered_cases)
12
13 def period = createPeriod("2010/03/01 00:00","2013/07/01 00:00","yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm")
14
15 filtered_cases_time = filtered_cases.where{
16

during(globalPeriodOf(it),period)

17 }
18
19 exportXLogsOf(filtered_cases_time)

The execution of Query 8.7 yields an event log with 4121 cases, 20 234 events, and
an average of 5 activities per case. This event log should contain the subset of cases
in which local anesthesia was applied, which occurred between March 2010 and July
2013.
Figure 8.13 shows the process model discovered with the Inductive Miner. The
first thing we notice is the lack of an apparent structure when compared to the
model in Figure 8.10. In this case, all the appointment management activities are
represented at the top part of the model, happening mostly in parallel. Something
unusual is the low rate of executed operations (36) with respect to the total number
of appointments (4121). Also, the sum of executed operations and the number of
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Figure 8.13: Process model mined with the Inductive Miner based on the event log of cluster
OK corresponding to the result of Query 8.7.
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canceled appointment does not add up to the total of cases. Given the period used to
filter the cases (2010 to 2013) it is unlikely that this difference is due to incomplete
cases, i.e., all the cases that occurred during that period should have ended already
and therefore be contained within the dataset. The most plausible reason for the lack
of operation executions is that they were either not recorded or that the cancellation
was not registered in the system. Nevertheless, this is something worth reporting to
the business owners.
To summarize, we conclude this section with a reflection on the lessons learned.
This case study demonstrates that our methodology has the potential to transform the
way data extraction and preparation is approached by process mining professionals.
Our techniques covered all the steps necessary to obtain event logs from databases.
The results were meaningful in most of the cases and domain experts concluded that
the obtained event logs represent existing processes that run within the HIS under
study. The resulting event logs represent a good start for any process mining project,
allowing the analysts to get a feeling on the kind of processes interacting with the
database at hand. Also, we provide the means for the user to correct or modify
the intermediate results at each step, e.g., correcting the discovered data schema,
adding non-detected event definitions, etc. Also, we showed how our query language
(DAPOQ-Lang) makes it possible to refine the resulting event logs to cover the user’s
area of interest. We do not aim at replacing completely manual approaches, but
to automate as much as possible. This reduces the workload and the possibility of
introducing errors while building event logs.
We also have identified several limitations of our techniques. First, discovering
the data schema of a database is a complex task. Further performance improvements
to reduce the search space are required in order to be able to apply the technique
at scale for keys of higher length. Also, reducing the number of false positives, e.g.,
not meaningful foreign keys, would help to reduce the complexity of the discovered
data schema. Another step where improvements can be made is in the discovery of
case notions. Improving the accuracy of the predicted log metrics would inherently
improve the quality of the case notions ranking. Finally, adding more metrics to the
log “interestingness” assessment would be helpful to make a better decision on which
case notions would actually be meaningful.

8.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the use of the techniques proposed in this thesis
in a real-life environment. We applied a semi-automatic methodology to cover all the
steps that need to be followed from the first access to a database, until the moment we
obtain an event log. All the steps were executed trying to reduce the amount of domain
knowledge needed. We showed that following this methodology enabled us to obtain
insights on the underlying processes that interact with the database reducing time
and resources spent interviewing domain experts or reading extensive documentation.
In fact, this case study was executed in a particularly challenging environment due
to the complexity and size of the dataset and the lack of documentation. Also, the
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privacy constraints given the nature of the data forced us to adapt our implementation
in order to be executed in a resource-limited environment. As a result, we were able
to obtain meaningful event logs and mine them during the analysis phase. Finally, we
identified some limitations of our techniques, and the opportunities for improvement.
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Worker honeybee on a flower of Echium
maritimum.
“Cours complet d’apiculture”, Georges
de Layens and Gaston Bonnier, 1897

The present chapter concludes the thesis. First, the contributions presented in all
previous chapters are summarized in Section 9.1. Next, we discuss the limitations of
the results in Section 9.2. In Section 9.3, we propose improvements and opportunities
for future work. Finally, in Section 9.4 we reflect on the overall thesis.

9.1 Contributions
In Chapter 1 of this thesis, we introduced the field of process mining and we discussed
the research focus: to research methods to extract event data and support the user in
the process of generating event logs suitable for process mining analysis. Additionally,
we listed a set of challenges related to our main goal:
• Challenge 1: Finding, merging, and cleaning event data,
• Challenge 2: Dealing with complex event logs having diverse characteristics,
• Challenge 3: Cross-organizational mining,
• Challenge 4: Multi-perspective event log building,
• Challenge 5: Improve usability for non-experts,
• Challenge 6: Fill the domain knowledge gap in event log extraction,
• Challenge 7: Question-driven log extraction.
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Figure 9.1: Overview of the contributions of this thesis, in the context of a pipeline connecting databases with existing process mining techniques.

In this section, we describe the contributions made in this thesis and the relation
to the challenges mentioned above. The contributions are divided into three blocks,
according to the phase of a process mining analysis project to which they relate: (1)
data extraction, (2) event log building, and (3) data querying.

9.1.1 Data Extraction
The data extraction phase on a process mining project consists of the process of
accessing, extracting, and transforming the data to a standard format. In the context
of this thesis, we contributed to the data extraction phase by defining a meta-model for
process mining on databases (OpenSLEX) (Chapter 3). This meta-model provides a
standardization layer decoupling data extraction from event log building, data query,
and process mining analysis. Also, data extraction was supported by means of several
adapters (Chapter 4). These adapters are able to extract and transform data from
different environments (SAP, Oracle redo-logs, etc.) to the OpenSLEX format.
The contributions made in this thesis with respect to data extraction tackle some
of the aspects highlighted by challenges 1, 2 and 3. We believe that the definition
of a standard meta-model for event data extraction contributes to alleviating the
problems found when searching and merging event data. Compared to alternatives like
XES, OpenSLEX becomes especially useful when dealing with multidimensional and
complex data given its ability to provide a standard representation without flattening
data into an event log format. Also, the task of merging data obtained from different
systems and organizations becomes easier when a standard target format is defined.
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9.1.2 Event Log Building
The goal of the event log building phase is to obtain event logs from the data extracted
from the original data source. This thesis presents several contributions that tackle
some of the challenges in event log building. In Chapter 5, we provided techniques to
find and select different case notions together with a method to correlate events into
cases in the context of databases. The event log building method tackles Challenge 4,
since each case notion represents an alternative view or perspective on the underlying
data. The presented method for event log building has been implemented in the tool
eddytools. This helps to alleviate the technical complexity of the task of event log
building for non-experts, which addresses Challenge 5.
Also, in Chapter 5 we proposed a framework for case notion discovery and recommendation. This framework provides a method to generate candidate case notions
based on the data schema of the original dataset. Also, it makes it possible to build
event logs using the aforementioned event log building method. Additionally, the
concept of log “interestingness” is introduced, together with a score function. This
makes it possible to rank candidate case notions on a dataset based on a predicted
“interestingness” score. This framework tackles several relevant challenges. First, it
provides the means for multi-perspective event log building (Challenge 4). Also, it
automates the process as much as possible in order to improve usability (Challenge
5). Finally, the framework makes it possible to provide suggestions about interesting
views on the data as a way to support the user when dealing with large and complex
datasets (Challenge 6).

9.1.3 Data Querying
Data querying languages are tools that can prove very valuable at many stages during
a process mining project. One of the contributions of this thesis is the data query
language DAPOQ-Lang (Chapter 7). This query language, based on the structure
proposed in the OpenSLEX meta-model, has been designed to facilitate the task of
data querying in the context of process mining. The language provides constructs that
enable the user to write complex queries. Such queries would otherwise be difficult
to write and interpret when using other query languages such as SQL. DAPOQ-Lang
aims at supporting the user when querying event data by means of constructs and
functions to express time constraints, data relations, and event types, among others.
DAPOQ-Lang can be used as a filtering technique, allowing the user to obtain refined
event logs that focus on the parts of the data that are relevant to answer the business
question at hand. The combination of our contributions in event log building with
the querying capabilities of DAPOQ-Lang enables the user to carry out event log
extraction in a question-driven fashion, which directly relates to Challenge 7.

9.2 Limitations and Open Issues
The contributions made in this thesis can be seen as important first steps to speed
up the preprocessing of data for process mining. In this section, we acknowledge that
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additional work is needed and we present the main limitations and open issues of our
work.

9.2.1 Data Extraction
In the first part of this thesis, we presented several contributions related to the data
extraction phase. The main identified limitations of our work in this area are described
below:
• The definition of a target meta-model for data extraction (OpenSLEX) presents
many benefits for the analysis phase, but does not solve the data extraction
problem. The variety of formats in which data can be found in real-life makes
it challenging to design a solution that fits every situation. Although we provided examples of adapters for some wide-spread business information systems,
the challenge of automatic data extraction remains open when a new raw-data
representation is faced.
• The data extraction method proposed in this thesis assumes the existence of a
complete data model, i.e., the relationships between data classes, usually represented by foreign keys in most database systems, must be explicitly defined.
However, such relationships are not always present, as observed in Chapter 8.
Despite the existence of techniques in the literature that attempt to solve the
schema discovery problem, a reliable and efficient solution able to handle complex environments is not available yet.
• The proposed OpenSLEX meta-model has been designed with the purpose of
capturing aspects of data typically found in databases and event data stores.
Aspects such as data models, classes, objects, attributes, and relationships can
be directly mapped to database concepts such as schemas, tables, rows, columns,
and foreign keys. However, this can limit the applicability of the proposed
solution in scenarios where this mapping is not so straightforward. This is the
case for event streams, where the notions of object and class become fuzzy or
do not exist.

9.2.2 Event Log Building
The second part of this thesis presents contributions related to the event log building
phase. These are the main limitations of the methods and techniques proposed:
• When building event logs from databases, it is rare to find event data readily
available. Usually, event definitions need to be discovered or manually defined.
The approach proposed in this thesis looks into the data type of object attributes
to find event timestamps. Next, it transforms instances of timestamp values into
events using the name of the timestamp attribute as the activity name. That
is a rather naive approach, since it ignores other attribute values that could
represent a much more meaningful activity name, e.g., task name or status.
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Moreover, not all timestamp attributes represent the occurrence of an event
in the context of business processes, e.g., customer birthday, which introduces
noise in the discovered event logs.
• The notion of log “interestingness” proposed in this thesis is somewhat superficial. Only certain structural properties of the log (level of detail, support, average
number of events per trace) are taken into account when evaluating event logs.
The current notion of log “interestingness” ignores other important aspects such
as the relevance of the log semantics at the business level, how meaningful the
activities are with respect to the process, as well as the homogeneity of behavior
captured in the event log.
• In this thesis, we proposed certain predictors for the event log metrics used
to assess log “interestingness”. It has been shown that the resulting ranking
based on predicted scores resembles, at an acceptable level of accuracy, the
ranking based on the actual metrics. However, the individual predictions for
each log metric lack accuracy. Relative assumptions can still be made, e.g., log
A has higher support than log B. However, accurate predictions would make
the technique more robust to outliers, and benefit the overall quality of the log
“interestingness” assessment.

9.2.3 Data Querying
In the third part of this thesis, we presented contributions in the area of data querying
applied to process mining. When it comes to querying, we are aware of the following
limitations and open issues:
• The query language proposed in this thesis, DAPOQ-Lang, was designed with
a focus on event data querying for process mining analysis. The design choices
were made with a focus on functionality rather than performance. However,
in many real-life scenarios analysts need to handle large and complex datasets.
In such cases, the applicability of DAPOQ-Lang could be limited by a lack of
performance and scalability in terms of memory and CPU use.
• DAPOQ-Lang is a query language that assumes that the data to query has
been transformed into a suitable format, i.e., an SQL store complying with the
OpenSLEX data schema. This means that DAPOQ-Lang cannot be used to
query data from the original source, but only after extraction and transformation. This can be an issue when dealing with large datasets or when querying
data that changes frequently.
• Even though DAPOQ-Lang was designed trying to ease the data querying tasks
of analysts, the querying language itself has a steep learning curve, especially
for those not familiar with procedural programming languages. The dialect
is composed of many functions (57) defined to deal with the elements of the
OpenSLEX meta-model, in addition to the general functions and expressions
belonging to the host language (Groovy). This means that, even though many
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data operations will be easy to perform thanks to DAPOQ-Lang’s domain specific functions, making the most our of this query language requires some study
and practice.

9.3 Future Work
We list the most promising directions for future work that were identified while carrying out the work presented in this thesis. Again we consider data extraction, event
log building, and data querying separately. Also, we propose new directions that do
not fit the aforementioned areas.

9.3.1 Data Extraction
With respect to the data extraction phase, we would like to extend our contributions
in the following directions:
• One of the limitations of the proposed data extraction method is the need for
adapters when dealing with new source data formats and structures. A way to
alleviate this issue would be to provide additional adapters, one for each of the
most common types of data sources. This would allow the coverage of a large
portion of the cases. Ideally, we would like to develop a more general approach.
For this, it would be interesting to carry out an extensive study to identify
how data are structured in existing information systems. Providing a classification of data source structures would make it possible to develop a collection
of generic adapters. This would allow extracting data from new systems by
simply choosing the adapter that corresponds to the corresponding underlying
data structure.
• The lack of a reliable data schema discovery method is one of the impediments
for a fully automated data extraction solution in environments where the data
schema is not explicitly defined. Despite the efforts performed by the dataprofiling community, further work should be done to reduce both the complexity
and the number of false positives when executing the primary and foreign key
discovery tasks. It is necessary to provide a reliable and scalable data schema
discovery method that can be applied to real-life datasets.
• The OpenSLEX meta-model was designed to be applied in data extraction from
structured data sources where notions such as data model, class, and relationship are well defined. However, extraction from less structured sources such
as data streams and document repositories can be challenging. It would be of
interest to evaluate the suitability of the meta-model to deal with data from
non-structured sources.
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9.3.2 Event Log Building
We would like to overcome some of the limitations that affect our contributions to
event log building by continuing our research as described below:
• One of the biggest challenges in automated event log building is the discovery
of event data. Current solutions focus on the presence of timestamps to identify
event occurrences. Most of the times they use the name of the timestamp field
as the activity name. Further work must be done to automatically identify more
meaningful activity names present in the data and to rule out false positives.
Statistics about the number of unique values and their relation to the presence of
timestamps within the data could be used to identify valid activity names. Also,
the use of natural language processing could prove useful to assess if text values
in a data attribute represent activities, resources, or life-cycle phase names that
could be used to enrich the extracted events and to construct meaningful activity
names.
• The notion of log “interestingness” proposed in this thesis is a first attempt at
providing an objective score to rank event logs. However, the relation of the
proposed “interestingness” metric with respect to a subjective interestingness
score provided by users has not been evaluated. A study should be carried out
involving real business analysts and domain experts to evaluate the suitability
of the metric when applied to different datasets and contexts. Also, this study
would be valuable to identify additional measurable aspects that contribute
to the notion of log “interestingness” and have not been considered by our
definition.
• The accuracy of the proposed predictors for log metrics (support, level of detail,
and average number of events per trace) is far from accurate. Finding stricter
upper and lower bounds and designing more accurate predictors for each log
metric would help to improve the quality of event log “interestingness” rankings
and provide better recommendations to the analyst. This could be combined
with sampling techniques that combine predicted scores on candidate case notions with actual scores on computed event logs. This would allow to compute
event logs only for a limited number of case notions, while increasing ranking
quality introducing some certainty in the scores.
• Other approaches propose to avoid data extraction and, instead, to map data
sources to a higher level meta-model. The OnProm [20] approach supports the
explicit modeling of a domain ontology model that represents the data contained
in the relational database at a level of abstraction that is closer to that of the
end user. It would be very interesting to explore how OnProm and OpenSLEX
can be combined in a way that different data sources can be mapped to the
OpenSLEX meta-model. The combination would allow us to benefit from both
the generality of onprom, and the semi-automated approaches for case notion
discovery and recommendation proposed in this thesis.
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9.3.3 Data Querying
We have identified several ways to improve our contributions on data querying by
focusing on these aspects:
• Query languages need to keep expanding and evolving as user needs change in
order to remain useful and relevant. The case of DAPOQ-Lang is not different.
Additional language constructs and functionality can be added to the language
to support more process mining scenarios that general query languages do not
cover. The decision on which constructs to add to the language should be guided
by further user studies.
• An empirical evaluation of the query language by real users is necessary. Such a
study should allow as to assess the actual suitability and ease of use of DAPOQLang within the process mining domain. Also, it should help to identify aspects
to improve any lacking features that may be critical for its application in real
scenarios.
• An important aspect to ensure that a query language is actually useful is its
ability to execute complex queries efficiently. Also, improving its scalability is
critical in order to handle the ever-growing size of datasets in modern organizations. Efforts should be made to redesign the query planning and execution
strategies and the internal memory structures to tackle big data challenges, with
the possibility to be integrated within large-scale data processing frameworks
such as Apache Spark1 .

9.3.4 Beyond Data Preprocessing
We have identified interesting research lines that deviate from the data preprocessing
phase. Some of these options are described below:
• In this thesis, we proposed methods to extract event logs from different data
sources. Obtaining event logs became our goal, and we used existing process
mining techniques as a tool to analyze the results of our techniques. However,
the OpenSLEX meta-model is able to capture more perspectives on data than
regular flat event logs. We see a potential benefit, in terms of quality of insights, in the development of process discovery techniques able to analyze event
data directly from the OpenSLEX format. New types of analysis would become possible when the data and process perspectives are integrated within one
structure.
• In the same line as the previous item, performing process mining analysis directly on the OpenSLEX structure would allow for interesting complex analyses.
Transforming event data from databases into regular event logs is a lossy process
in which data must be flattened into event, trace, and log attributes. However,
1 https://spark.apache.org/
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original data often present many dimensions and transitive relations between
different data objects. One possibility would be the verification of complex
data compliance rules in the database context. The data perspective integrated
within OpenSLEX makes it possible to explore data related to events in a structure that is close to its original form.

9.4 Reflection
We conclude this thesis by reflecting on our contributions in a broader context. When
carrying out a process mining project, a large amount of time and resources are spent
during the data extraction and preparation phase. The growing trend in terms of
data size and complexity of systems indicate that this problem will remain relevant
in the future.
The main motivation to develop the methods and techniques described in the
contributions of this thesis is the unavoidable need for automated data extraction and
preparation. We believe that efforts must be made in order to shift the time dedicated
to process mining projects from the data extraction and preparation phases to focus
on the important parts of the analysis. Automating tedious steps as much as possible
seems crucial to save time, effort, and cost.
However, the data available in enterprise information systems do not capture the
whole picture of an organization. A lot of domain knowledge is still required to make
sense of the data and to obtain insights from the results provided by the process mining
techniques. One of the aims of process mining is to provide insights to support better
decision making. We cannot rely on automated systems to make assumptions and
decisions if we provide them with incomplete data. Our contributions do not aim at
replacing the role of the business analyst. Instead, they provide tool support to speed
up his work and to explore data in innovative ways that were out of reach before,
mainly due to time and cost constraints.
We believe that the automation of the different steps involved in a process mining
project can only be achieved to a certain extent. Domain knowledge will always be
necessary to focus the analysis on relevant aspects and to interpret the results in
order to obtain meaningful insights. The goal is to achieve a fluid level of interplay
between support tools and domain experts so that data-backed insights can be used
to improve the decision making in modern organizations.
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Mapping from
Data Sources
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Structure of a comb: a, vertical section at top
of comb; b, vertical section showing transition
from worker to drone cells; c, horizontal section at side of comb showing end-bar frame;
d, horizontal section of worker brood cells; e,
diagram showing transition cells.
“Beekeeping: a discussion of the life of the
honeybee and of the production of honey”,
Everett Franklin Phillips, 1923

In this appendix, we provide extended formalizations of the mapping between the
three environments presented in Chapter 4 and the meta-model proposed in Chapter 3.
Section 5.6 presented three environments in which data were extracted from their
corresponding databases and transformed to adapt to the structure of our meta-model.
Next, the transformed datasets where analyzed in Section 4.3. This section presents
a formal description of these three environments, as well as their mapping to the
meta-model.
In Section A.1 we formalize the common aspects of any relational database. Also,
we provide a definition of how events can be found in the database. The purpose
of the section is to provide a common ground. Sections A.2, A.3, and A.4 formalize
the aspects that are different for each of the three environments: redo-logs, in-table
versioning, and SAP change logs. The next step is to define a mapping from the
source definitions of these environments to the OpenSLEX meta-model. The mapped
definitions in Section A.5 demonstrate how to transform data from the source database
to a format that complies with the OpenSLEX structure provided in Chapter 3.
Figure A.1 shows a diagram of the mapping between the source data and the metamodel elements. We see that some of the source elements need a special mapping
depending on the environment. For instance, the source object model (Valid Source
Object Model) of redo-log and SAP environments share the same structure, while
it requires a special mapping in the case of in-table versioning. Each of the blocks
depicted in the diagram corresponds to a definition in the coming subsections.
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Figure A.1: Mapping of the elements of each of the three environments to the OpenSLEX
meta-model.

A.1 Common Definitions to the three Environments
The three environments we are dealing with use a relational database to store all
the relevant information. Therefore, the three of them share some characteristics.
Some of these characteristics have been introduced in Chapter 2, specifically in Section 2.2. The concepts of Source Data Model, Source Object Model, and Valid Source
Object Model are described in definitions 7, 9, and 10 respectively. In this subsection,
additional formalizations common to the three environments are presented.
In one form or the other, we find events when extracting our data. Something
in common between the events we find in the three mentioned environments is that
three types can be distinguished: additions, updates, and deletions. Addition events
correspond to row insertions in a table, like INSERT operations in an SQL statement
executed in a database. Update events represent UPDATE operations, where values
in a table row are modified. Deletion events correspond to the removal of rows in
a table, e.g., the execution of a DELETE statement in SQL. For our purposes, we
define these three types for each class in the source database. We call these types
source event types, as explained in Definition 30.
Definition 30 (Source Event Types) Let SDM = (C , A, classAttr, v al , PK , FK , keyClass,
keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr) be a source data model and VSOM the set of valid source object
models. SET = ETadd ∪ ETupd ∪ ETdel is the set of source event types composed of the
following pairwise disjoint sets:
• ETadd = {(⊕, c) | c ∈ C } are the event types for adding objects,
• ETupd = {(⊘, c) | c ∈ C } are the event types for updating objects,
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• ETdel = {(⊖, c) | c ∈ C } are the event types for deleting objects.
Each of the three environments we are trying to formalize present different characteristics when recording execution events. In general, we say that an event in a
database context is represented by an event type (operation performed), a map of
old values (old values in the columns of the row affected by the operation), and a
map of new values (new values in the same row after the operation). For instance, an
event can be represented by an update on the values of a row in a table, capturing
the row before and after the change. Definition 31 provides a common, base concept
of source events. However, in further sections we will see what the characteristics of
this concept are in each of the environments.
Definition 31 (Source Events) Let SDM = (C , A, classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass, keyRel,
keyAttr, refAttr) be a source data model, VSOM the set of valid source object models,
and SET the set of source event types. SE is the set of source events such that
∀e ∈ SE : ∃et ∈ SET : e = (et, mapold , mapnew ).
Finally, something needed for the mapping between these systems and our metamodel is the existence of a concept of source event occurrence and source change
log. Definition 32 provides a description of these concepts. These concepts are an
abstraction on different ways to store event occurrences and change logs as observed
in each environment. The coming sections discuss these differences and how a change
log can be inferred in each case.
Definition 32 (Source Event Occurrence and Source Change Log) Let SDM = (C ,
A, classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass, keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr) be a source data model, VSOM
the set of valid source object models and SE the set of source events. Assume
some universe of timestamps TS. eo = (e, ts) ∈ SE × TS is a source event occurrence.
SEO(SDM, SE) = SE × TS is the set of all possible source event occurrences. A source
change log SCL = 〈eo1 , eo2 , ..., eon 〉 is a sequence of source event occurrences such that
time is non-decreasing, i.e., SCL = 〈eo1 , eo2 , ..., eon 〉 ∈ (SEO(SDM, SE))∗ and tsi ≤ tsj for
any eoi = (e i , tsi ) and eoj = (e j , tsj ) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n .
Finally, Definition 33 establishes some useful notations for further definitions, with
respect to source event occurrences and source object ids.
Definition 33 (Notation) Assume a universe of timestamps TS, and a source data
model SDM. We define the following shorthand: objectId(c, map) = {(a, v) ∈ A × V |a ∈
keyAttr(PKc )∧map(a) = v}, i.e., it returns a set of pairs (attribute, value) for a mapping
map according to the attributes of the primary key of such class c in the source data
model.
Now, all the common elements of the three environments have been formalized.
These represent the common ground needed in order to make the mapping to our
meta-model. The three following sections (Section A.2, Section A.3, and Section A.4)
formalize some of the concepts that differ between the three environments. Finally,
Section A.5 proposes a mapping to our meta-model.
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A.2 Database Redo-Logs: Formalization
The redo-log environment presents some particularities with respect to how the events
are represented. Definition 34 formalizes this concept while maintaining compatibility
with the common description of source events in Definition 31.
Definition 34 (Redo-Log Events) Let SDM = (C , A, classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass,
keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr) be a source data model, VSOM the set of valid source object
models and ⊥ the null value. SE = Eadd ∪ Eupd ∪ Edel is the set of source events
composed of the following pairwise disjoint sets:
• Eadd = {((⊕, c), mapold , mapnew )) | (c, mapnew ) ∈ OSDM ∧ mapold =⊥}
• Eupd = {((⊘, c), mapold , mapnew )) | (c, mapold ) ∈ OSDM ∧ (c, mapnew ) ∈ OSDM }
• Edel = {((⊖, c), mapold , mapnew )) | (c, mapold ) ∈ OSDM ∧ mapnew =⊥}
Mainly, this is the only difference between the redo-log environment and the common description provided in the previous section. However, for the other two environments, some additional details need to be taken into account.

A.3 In-Table Versioning: Formalization
In the case of in-table versioning environments, change logs are not explicitly recorded.
However, we find object versions implicitly recorded within the tables of the database.
Definition 35 formalizes this structure.
Definition 35 (Implicit Versions Record) Let SDM = (C , A, classAttr, val, PK , FK ,
keyClass, keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr) be a source data model. An implicit versions record is
a tuple IVR = (OBJECTID, TIMESTAMP, VERID, FNAMES, value) such that:
• OBJECTID ⊆ N is a set of object identifiers,
• TIMESTAMP is a set of timestamps of versions,
• VERID ⊆ C ×OBJECTID×TIMESTAMP is a set of unique version identifiers formed
by the combination of a table name, an object id, and a time stamp,
• FNAMES ⊆ A is the set of attributes of the object version,
• value ∈ (VERID × A) ̸→ V is a mapping between a pair (versionId, attributeName)
and its new value after the change.
Now that we know how object versions are being defined in this specific environment, we can show how it affects our previous definition of source object model.
Definition 36 shows the compatibility in this particular case.
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Definition 36 (ITV Source Object Model) Given a source data model SDM = (C , A,
classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass, keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr) and an implicit versions record
IVR, an ITV source object model SOM is a set of objects such that SOM ⊆ OSDM such
that: ∀o = (c, map) ∈ SOM : c ∈ C ∧ ∀a ∈ domain(map) : a ∈ FNAMES ∧ ∃v = (tab, ob, ts) ∈
VERID : map(a) = value(v, a)∧ ̸ ∃v ′ = (tab, ob, ts′ ) ∈ VERID : ts′ > ts, i.e., the ITV source
object model SOM is formed by all the most recent object versions for each object id.
Definition 37 (Notation) Let SDM = (C , A, classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass, keyRel,
keyAttr, refAttr) be a source data model, and IVR = (OBJECTID, TIMESTAMP, VERID,
FNAMES, value) an implicit versions record. Given a version id vid = (tab, ob, ts) ∈
VERID, we define the following shorthands:
• itvEvType(id)
• itvEvType ∈ VERID → {⊕, ⊘} is a function mapping object version ids to types
of change, such that itvEvType(vid) = ⊕ ⇐⇒ Øvid′ = (tab’, ob′ , ts′ ) ∈ VERID : tab′ =
tab∧ob′ = ob∧ts′ < ts, i.e., if a previous version of the same object does not exist
it is considered to be an addition change. Otherwise, itvEvType(vid) = ⊘, i.e., it
is considered to be an update,
• itvTs ∈ VERID → TIMESTAMP is a function mapping object version ids to timestamps such that, itvTs(vid) = ts,
• itvTabName ∈ VERID → C is a function mapping object version ids to table names
such that, itvTabName(vid) = tab,
• itvObjId ∈ VERID → OBJECTID is a function mapping object version ids to object
ids such that, itvObjId(vid) = ob,
• itvPrevVerId ∈ VERID → (VERID∪ ⊥) is a function mapping object version ids to
their predecessor object version id (or null id if a predecessor does not exist) such
that, itvPrevVerId(vid) = vid′ ∧ (vid′ = (tab′ , ob′ , ts′ ) ∧ tab = tab′ ∧ ob = ob′ ∧ ts > ts′ ∧
Ø(tab′ , ob′ , ts′′ ) ∈ VERID : ts > ts′′ > ts′ ) ∨ (itvEvType(vid) = ⊕ ∧ vid′ =⊥),
Finally, the only building block left to define in this case is the correlation between
the previous definition of source event occurrences (Definition 32) with this environment. Definition 38 shows that equivalence and provides the key to translate implicit
object versions into source event occurrences.
Definition 38 (ITV Source Event Occurrences) Let TS be a universe of timestamps,
V a universe of values and SDM a source data model SDM = (C , A, classAttr, val, PK ,
FK , keyClass, keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr). We say that SEO(SDM, IVR) = SE × TS × V × V is a
set of ITV source event occurrences such that:
∀eo = (((evT , c), mapold , mapnew ), ts) ∈ SEO(SDM, IVR) : ∃id ∈ VERID:
• evT = itvEvType(id)∧
• c = itvTabName(id)∧
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• ({itvPrevVerId(id)} × domain(mapold )) ⊆ domain(value)∧
• ({id} × domain(mapnew )) ⊆ domain(value)∧
• ∀a ∈ domain(mapold ) : mapold (a) = value(itvPrevVerId(id), a)∧
• ∀a ∈ domain(mapnew ) : mapnew (a) = value(id, a)∧
• ts = itvTs(id)∧
• itvObjId(id) = objectId(c, mapnew ).
That is, for each source event occurrence in SEO(SDM, IVR) exists an implicit version
record in IVR that shares values for all its properties.

A.4 SAP-style Change Table: Formalization
SAP systems are a different kind of environment. They are closely related to the redo
log environments, with the difference that the change record contains the relevant
information in a slightly different way. Definition 39 provides details on this SAP
change record.
Definition 39 (SAP Change Record) Assume a universe of values V, a universe of
date values DATE and a universe of time values TIME . Given a source data model
SDM = (C , A, classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass, keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr), a SAP change record
is a tuple SCR = (CHNR, OBJECTID, CHNID, uName, uDate, uTime, change_ind,
tabName, tabKey, fName, value_new, value_old) such that:
• CHNR ⊆ N is a set of SAP change numbers,
• OBJECTID ⊆ N is a set of SAP object ids,
• CHNID ⊆ CHNR × C × OBJECTID is a set of unique change identifiers formed by
the combination of a change number (CHNR), an object class
(C ) and an object id (OBJECTID),
• uName ∈ CHNID → V is a mapping between change ids and user name strings,
• uDate ∈ CHNID → DATE is a mapping between change ids and date values,
• uTime ∈ CHNID → TIME is a mapping between change ids and time values,
• change_ind ∈ CHNID → {⊕, ⊘, ⊖} is a mapping between change ids and a change
type,
• tabName ∈ CHNID → C is a mapping between change ids and a class name,
• tabKey ∈ CHNID → V is a mapping between change ids and the primary key of
the modified object,
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• fName ∈ CHNID → P (A) is a mapping between change ids and a set of changed
attributes,
• value_new ∈ (CHNID × A) ̸→ V is a mapping between a pair (change id,attribute
name) and its new value after the change,
• value_old ∈ (CHNID × A) ̸→ V is a mapping between a pair (change id,attribute
name) and its old value before the change.
The previous definition gives us the ground to build the mapping to source event
occurrences. Definition 40 describes how to obtain the source event occurrences previously introduced from the SAP change record. This allows inferring the change log
necessary to build our meta-model.
Definition 40 (SAP Source Event Occurrences) Assume a universe of timestamps
TS, a universe of values V, and a function convertDateTime ∈ (DATE × TIME) → TS
that maps pairs of date and time values into a timestamp. Given a source
data model SDM = (C , A, classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass, keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr) and a
SAP change record SCR = (CHNR, OBJECTID, CHNID, uName, uDate, uTime, change_ind,
tabName, tabKey, fName,
value_new, value_old), we define SEO(SDM, SCR) = SE × TS × V × V as a set of source
event occurrences such that ∀eo = (((evT , c), mapold , mapnew ), ts) ∈ SEO(SDM, SCR) :
∃id ∈ CHNID:

• evT = change_ind(i d )∧
• c = tabName(i d )∧
• mapold (fName(i d )) = value_old(fName(i d ))∧
• mapnew (fName(i d )) = value_new(fName(i d ))∧
• ts = convertDateTime(uDate(i d ), uTime(i d ))∧
• tabKey(i d ) = objectId(c, map new ).
That is, for each event occurrence in SEO(SDM, SCR) exists an event record in SCR
that shares values for all its properties.

A.5 Common Meta-Model Mapping for the three Environments
In the previous sections we have defined the common aspects of the three environments
under study, together with the characteristics of each of them. At this point, we
have defined the necessary notions to map each concept from the original sources
to our meta-model. In this section we will define this mapping for each of the main
elements of the meta-model, except for the cases and process models sectors. These are
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independent from the source data and can be inferred from the extracted information
once it has been already mapped to our meta-model. We will start with the mapping
of the source data model in Definition 41.
Definition 41 (Mapped Data Model) Given a source data model SDM = (C , A,
classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass, keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr), a mapped data model is a tuple
MDM = (CL, AT , classOfAttribute, RS, sourceClass, targetClass) such that:
• CL = C is a set of class names,
• AT = A is a set of attribute names,
• classOfAttribute ∈ AT → CL is a function that maps each attribute to a class, such
that ∀at ∈ AT : at ∈ classAttr(classOfAttribute(at)),
• RS = FK is a set of relationship names,
• sourceClass ∈ RS → CL is a function that maps each relationship to its source
class, such that ∀rs ∈ RS : sourceClass(rs) = keyClass(rs),
• targetClass ∈ RS → CL is a function that maps each relationship to its target class,
such that ∀rs ∈ RS : targetClass(rs) = keyClass(keyRel(rs)).
The same can be done with the source object model. Its mapping is formalized in
Definition 42. Also, in Definition 43 we redefine the concept of timestamps to include
the situations in which the beginning or end of a period are unknown. Next, some
useful notations for further definitions are expressed in Definition 44.
Definition 42 (Mapped Object Collection) Assume SOM ∈ VSOM to be a valid source
object model, MDM a mapped data model, and OBJ the set of all possible objects for
MDM . A mapped object collection MOC is a set of objects such that MOC ⊆ OBJ , and
mappedObj ∈ MOC ↔ SOM is a bijective function that maps every mapped object to a
source object and vice versa.
Definition 43 (Universe of Global Timestamps) Assume TS to be a universe of timestamps. A universe of global timestamps is a set GTS such that GTS = TS ∪ {−∞} ∪ {+∞},
where −∞ represents an undefined timestamp in the past, and +∞ an undefined timestamp in the future. These timestamps fulfill the following condition: ∀ts ∈ TS : −∞ <
ts < +∞.
Definition 44 (Notation) Assume a universe of timestamps TS. Given a source change
log SCL and a mapped data model MDM = (CL, AT , classOfAttribute, RS, sourceClass,
targetClass), we define the following shorthands:
• SCLab (c, oid) = {eoi ∈ SCL|eoi = ((evT , c), mapold , mapnew , t ) ∧ b > i > a ∧
objectId(c, mapnew ) = oid}, is the set of event occurrences in the source change log
such that all of them occurred after the a-th and before the b-th element of the
sequence, and they correspond to objects of class c and with the object id oid,
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• tseo ∈ P (SCL) → P (TS) is a function that returns a set of timestamps corresponding to the provided set of event occurrences.
One of the key elements of this mapping is the version collection. In Definition 45
we use the source change log and object models to infer the content of the versions
part of our meta-model.
Definition 45 (Mapped Version Collection) Assume a universe of global timestamps GTS, a mapped object collection MOC , a source data model SDM =
(C , A, classAttr, val, PK , FK , keyClass, keyRel, keyAttr, refAttr), a mapped data model
MDM = (CL, classOfAttribute, AT , RS, sourceClass, targetClass), and a source change log
SCL =< eo1 , eo2 , ..., eon >.
A mapped object version collection is a tuple MOVC = (OV , attValue, startTimestamp,
endTimestamp, REL) such that:
• OV = {(c, map, t s , t e )} is a set of object versions for which the following holds:
– ∀o = (c, map) ∈ MOC : ∃ov ∈ OV : ov = (c, map, ts , te ) ∧ t e = +ϕ ∧ t s =
max(tseo(SCL1n (c, id)), −ϕ), i.e., for every object in the mapped object collection exists a version for which the start timestamp is either unknown or
the timestamp of the last source event occurrence that affected that object,
and the end timestamp is unknown,
– ∀i ∈ 1..n : eoi = ((evT , c), mapold , mapnew , tev ) ∈ SCL : ∃ov ∈ OV : ov = (c, map, t s ,

n
(c, id)),
t e )∧(((evT = ⊕∨evT = ⊘)∧mapnew = map∧ t s = tev ∧ t e = min(ts(SCLi+1
i−1
+ϕ)) ∨ (evT = ⊖ ∧ mapold = map ∧ t e = t ev ∧ t s = max(ts(SCL1 (c, id)), −ϕ))),

i.e., for every source event occurrence that represents an addition or a
modification, there is an object version with the values after the event
occurrence, start timestamp equal to the event occurrence timestamp, and
end timestamp equal to the one of the next event occurrence that affected the
same object. In case it is the first version of the object, the start timestamp
will be unknown. If it is the last version of the object, the end timestamp
will be unknown instead.

• attValue ∈ (AT × OV ) ̸→ V is a function that maps values to pairs of attributes
and object versions such that, given an attribute at ∈ AT and an object version
ov = (c, map, t s , t e ), attValue(at, ov) = map(at),
• startTimestamp ∈ OV → GTS is a function that returns the start timestamp
of an object version such that, given an obj. version ov = (c, map, t s , t e ),
startTimestamp(ov) = t s ,
• endTimestamp ∈ OV → GTS is a function that returns the end timestamp of
an object version such that, given an object version ov = (c, map, t s , t e ),
endTimestamp(ov) = t e ,
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• REL ⊆ (RS × OV × OV ) is a set of triples relating pairs of object versions through
specific relationships such that, given a relationship rs ∈ RS, and two object
versions ova = (c a , mapa , tsa , tea ) ∈ OV and ovb = (c b , mapb , tsb , teb ) ∈ OV , it is always
true that (rs, ova , ovb ) ∈ REL ⇐⇒ rs ∈ FK ∧ sourceClass(rs) = c a ∧ targetClass(rs) =
c b ∧(tsa ≤ tsb ≤ tea ∨tsb ≤ tsa ≤ teb )∧∀at ∈ keyAtt(rs) : mapa (at) = mapb (refAttr(rs, at)),
i.e., two object versions are related through a relationship if they belong to the
source and target classes of the relationship respectively, and if there is a mapped
foreign key from the source data model such that both version share the same
values for the key attributes. In addition, both versions must have coexisted in
time.
Finally, in Definition 46 we describe how the events of the meta-model are mapped
to the source change log.
Definition 46 (Mapped Event Collection) Assume V to be some universe of values, TS a universe of timestamps and SCL a source change log SCL =
< eo1 , eo2 , ..., eon >.
A mapped event collection is a tuple MEC = (EV , EVAT ,
eventAttributeValue, eventTimestamp) such that:
• EV is a set of events,
• EVAT is a set of event attribute names,
• eventAttributeValue ∈ (EV × EVAT ) ̸→ V is a function that maps a pair of an event
and event attribute name to a value,
• eventTimestamp ∈ EV → TS is a function that maps each event to a timestamp.
And for each event in the mapped event collection, there is an event occurrence in the mapped change log that shares timestamp and attribute values,
i.e., ∀ev ∈ EV : ∃eo ∈ SCL : eo = (((evT , c), mapold , mapnew ), ts) ∧ ts = eventTimestamp(ev) ∧
∀(ev, at) ∈ domain(eventAttributeValue) : mapnew (at) = eventAttributeValue(ev, at).
The presented mapping specifies how data are represented in each of the considered
environments. Also, it shows how this data can be transformed in order to populate
with content our meta-model, with the purpose of performing further analysis in a
more standardized and automated way.
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Summary
Process Mining on Databases: Extracting Event Data from
Real-Life Data Sources
Process mining as a discipline is gaining importance in recent years. Its focus is on
the analysis of business processes by means of process execution data. It is a common
misconception to think that a process mining project starts as soon as the data are
available. We tend to underestimate the time, knowledge, and number of iterations
needed to gather relevant data and build an event log suitable for analysis. In many
cases, the data extraction and preparation phase can take up to 80% of the project
duration. Improving this time-consuming initial phase will have a large impact on
the whole process mining project in terms of time, cost, and quality of insights.
In this thesis, we take on several challenges related to data extraction, multiperspective event log building, and event data querying. We consider environments
in which many business processes coexist, sharing data both in a centralized and
distributed storage. The aim of this work is twofold. First, to ease the path for
practitioners to get started with a process mining project in unknown environments
when domain knowledge is not always available. Second, to provide the tools needed
for event data querying and to build specialized event logs for a more effective process
mining analysis. We propose several techniques that, together, constitute a pipeline
connecting databases with existing process mining techniques:
• A meta-model for process mining on databases (in Chapter 3). This meta-model
aims to standardize the way to capture and structure both data and process
aspects of an organization.
• Data extraction adapters for several scenarios (in Chapter 4). These adapters
developed for some mainstream scenarios allow us to extract and transform data
from databases to comply with the proposed meta-model structure.
• A technique to discover and recommend case notions in order to build event logs
for process mining (in Chapter 5). This is achieved by exploring possible views
on the data, correlating events by means of the underlying relations extracted
from the original database, and assessing their “interestingness” with respect to
some metrics.
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• A data-aware process oriented query language (in Chapter 7). This query language provides a compact and easy way to express relevant queries in the business context by means of constructs that exploit the underlying meta-model.
The techniques presented in this thesis have been evaluated using representative
sample datasets that resemble the most relevant challenges that can be found in reallife environments, as well as case studies with real databases. The results show that
these techniques succeed at capturing a more comprehensive picture of the systems
under study, improving the quality of the generated event logs, and supporting the
user in the process of data extraction and log building. Moreover, they are a step
ahead towards the goal of automatic data extraction and process mining analysis of
complex IT systems. Implementations of our techniques are publicly available and
licensed as open source.
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